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Santana: 
Clues To 

A 
Culture 
Storm 

Richard Meltzer

just as good as Graham Bell. And 
you can bet your bottom dollar at 
least 65 people wrote home to tell 
them all about Santana after the 
show had played its last note and 
the curtain sadly dropped.

Nick Tosches was one who wrote 
his dad, and here’s what he said: 
“Dear Father, What I just saw you 
would like too. It is music for 
people of all ages and ethnic back
grounds. Next time they’re in town I 
want you and mommy to come with 
me and we’ll emerge from the con
cert a better family unit as a result. 
Their name is Santana and they sure 
know their music. Your son, Nick.” 
Postage was eight cents.

For only four dollars and ninety 
cents more he could have bought 
himself a copy of Santana’s latest 
discosmash, Santana (Columbia KC 
30595). Wasn’t that the same title as 
their first million-selling LP. San- 

' tana (Columbia CS 9781)? Yes it is, 
but that’s no matter. Whichever one 
you-buy you’ll be buying yourself a 
piece of salvation. The Lord knows 
no better way to get it on for you 
than the music of the spheres, and 
there’s even a sphere on the latest 
Santana cover. There’s no sphere on 
the cover of the original Santana, 
but there is a lion and the lion is the 
king of the beasts and you don’t just 
find kings lying around the streets 
anymore.

rjl he pivotal sixth and nearly 
A final game of the 1971 World

Series. The crucial ninth inning of 
the sixth game of the 1971 World 
Series and it was the last half of the 
ninth and it was either no outs or 
one out. Suddenly somebody near 
the control booth or the broadcast 
booth or wherever it was TURNED 
ON HIS RADIO and guess what 
was playing. It wasn’t the Beach 
Boys. No and it wasn’t Tyran
nosaurus Rex and it wasn’t a test 
pressing of Bob Dylan’s next one. 
No it was something bigger and 
much, much better: Santana. San
tana was getting played to people 
the world over glued to their TVs 
watching the culmination of a sea
son’s worth of national pastime. 
People were passing their time with 
baseball and they were having fun. 
Change the u to an a and you got 
fan. Change the f to an s and you 
got san. Add a “tana” to the 
san—you’re allowed to. nobody’s 
gonna stop you, not even an um
pire—and you got SANTANA, and 
that spells fun in any language.

Including Spanish. For instance: 
“Nuestro invitado. Santana, acaba 
de concluir la temporada de novato. 
Bateo .330 con 25 cuadrangulares y 
88 carreras empujadas—una hazana 
mayor que la de los super-estrellas 
Mays, Aaron o Mantle.” That’s 
baseball doing the talking, and what 
it says is true: Santana can’t be 
beat. They’ve won the game so 
many times that they’ve even de
cided to try their hand at another 
very popular Western Hemisphere 
sporting event, boxing. The lew 
York State Athletic Whatsit roused 
them a boxing license, but that 
didn’t stop them from doing the 
next best thing—playing a humdin
ger of a concert at the Felt Forum. 
Not only is the Felt Forum named 
after Irving Mitchell Felt, but it’s 
just about everybody in the world’s 
favorite arena for small-potatoes 
welterweight conflicts, some of 
which are awesomely exciting.

They played the Felt the nite be
fore that big sixth game and right 
across the street from it in New 
York City there's the New York 
City General Post Office. And it’s 
nice to know that even after a con
cert there’s a post office somewhere 
open at that hour so you can mail a 
letter to mom and dad and little sis 
or maybe a cousin or a friend and 
tell them all about the show. It’s 
cheaper than a phone, and since mu
sic is eternal there’s no hurry in tell
ing them all about it, so a letter’s 
4
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What 
peculiar power 
gets Santana 

into 
other people’s 

comedy routines?

I V 

i j

But there is sort of a similarity 
between the two albums that ex
tends slightly beyond the similitude 
of titles. That is: IT’S ALL EX
ACTLY THE SAME! Every cut, 
every sound, every utterance, every 
beat, every note, every sound, every 
everything, it’s all the same. But 
don’t let that throw you: all music is 
the same anyway. For instance: the 
Ides of March are the same as Chi
cago, therefore all music is the 
same, right? Okay so there’s no rea
son to think that it’s just because it’s 
Latin that it’s the same, cause that's 
wrong. Wrong because it isn’t even 
all Latin. “Quajira,” for example, is 
bar-mitzvah music, and those of 
Yiddish extraction will no doubt get 
up and dance like dervishes when 
they hear it.

And it’s every bit as professional 
as Jewish mitzvah music too. not to 
mention Jewish weddings. Gregg 
Rohe's piano is a killer, and they 
don’t even always have a piano on 
hand at weddings; sometimes they 
just have horns and a drummer. All 
of which Santana has anyway, in
cluding an electric bass that’s man
ned by David Brown, and he was in 
attendance at the Mick Jagger wed
ding, as a matter of fact.

And if he hadn’t been invited 
there would have had to be some an-

of course, a Santana cop. I’m 
speaking of “Can You Hear Me 
Knocking’’ by Jagger and Richards, 
but stolen (borrowed?) from Mr. 
Carlos Santana and company. So 
some of the guys in the band got in
vited to the big affair in St. Tropez, 
and they had to sweat out all the de
lays just like everybody else. Their 
membership in the musicians’ union 
didn’t mean a thing once the delay 
got going. The delay was caused by 
Mick and Bianca disagreeing over 
what kind of marriage they wanted. 
There are two kinds in France: one 
where the money gets shared equal
ly. and one where he gets it all. She 
wanted the first, and he wanted the 
second, and he won. Quite a vast 
difference between that and the way 
it is in Santana’s home state of Cali
fornia. U.S.A., where they have 
community property and every
body’s happy as two bugs in a rug.

But like all good guests, the San
tana people kept their mouths shut, 
so they’ve continued to get invites to 
all the big parties in town. They 
were on hand for the recent Jeffer
son Airplane gala in Frisco and 
many, many tickets were allocated 
for their family cause it's a big one. 
almost as big as the Grateful 
Dead’s. As the Airplane’s Grunt pa
raded its talents across the broad 

swering done, because the very best stage, they could certainly have tak- 
cut on the Sticky Fingers album is. en the stage themselves for a quick 

version of “Everything’s Coming 
Our Way” from off the new album, 
but they weren’t in a working mood, 
and you can dig that, can’t you? 
Even the most callous, hard-to- 
please fan will recognize an artist’s 
right to an occasional rest, and the 
City By The Bay is no exception.

But Santana’d be the last band to 
rest on its laurels. Ass is okay, but 
not laurels. Not even laurel tree, un
less there’s a tree house in it. Tree 
houses are mighty sophisticated 
these days, and many are even fur
nished with electricity and hi-fis and 
stereos and radios. Which means 
that people can go up there and lis
ten to the latest comedy album by 
Cheech and Chong, the comedy duo. 
They have this routine where one of 
them is a Chicano and the other one 
is a white L.A. hippie and the hippie 
gets in the other guy’s car and they 
smoke some reefer together. Before 
the smoke has cleared the guy 
whose car it is sez. “Hey did you 
catch the name on the car as you 
stepped in?” To which the passenger 
responds, “No. can’t say as I did;” 
and so the driver tells him the car s 
called “Evil Ways." NAMED AF-
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two-step. Michael Shrieve doesn’t 
fancy it, nor do Mike Carabello or 
Jose Chepito Areas, Santana’s mas
ters of percussion. They hate the 
two-step, and most likely you do 
too, so why not just come right out 
and admit it?

Jose’s last name is not that differ
ent from Arias, and if you’ve read 
anything about the history of boxing 
you already know that Ramon 
Arias gave flyweight champ Pascual 
Perez one of his toughest fights, be
fore Pascual finally surrendered his

crown to Thai swatter Pone King- 
petch, the division’s only three-time 
champ. When Jose’s workin out on 
the congas with bare hands, it’s a 
good thing he's not using his fists or 
the conga's skin would be kayoed in 
a minute, and by a bare knuckler at 
that.

Jose Ferrer was never a boxer 
himself but he sure has a way with 
words and consequently they gave 
him an ad to do about Aspira. which 
keeps kids in school and off the 
street and gets them jobs and sends

TER A SONG BY SANTANA!!! 
Their original amazing tremendous 
hit, and they’ve already become 
such a part of the culture that 
they’re in other people’s comedy 
routines! The only other time that 
ever happened was with the Beatles, 
and that sure is select company.

And it’s their savage rhythms 
which make it possible. You know 
from the word go that these descen
dants of the great god Dionysus are 
not partisans of the polka. Nor do 
they fancy the foxtrot or the

6 CH<I*________________
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them to college. It’s a good ad but 
Santana's not in it. On the other 
hand there's another ad with some 
guy named Terry Thomas (not the) 
or something like that that does 
have Santana featured in the back
ground—and featured is just the 
word for it, anything with Santana 
in it is a feature.

The Film-Maker’s Cooperative 
catalogue lists as a feature anything 
over 45 minutes in length; and less 
than 26 films have attained that des
ignation. Of that number there are

ping, and Santana is no exception. 
I've heard two different copies with 
two entirely different warps and let 
me tell you something right now: the 
warps don’t make a difference! It 
sounds just as good! And there’s 
even an additional new and exciting 
rhythm riff thrown in by the warp, 
and it’s a good one indeed. Not the 
best on the record but almost. 
Which means Santana knows how
to use its readymades. Which means 
Santana is the best group in the 
whole wide world.

four which feature the music and/or 
visual appearance of Santana: 
“Santana" by Jonas Mekas, “Hot 
Blazing Tubs" by Kenneth Anger- 
"Wandered Lonely in the Glen" by 
Sarah Rinuli, and “Rock and Roll 
Diary" by Hogan Love. Take my 
word for it. none of them are as 
good as Santana.

Or even as good as their new aJ- 
bum. Not only is it good but it ca9 * 
be bad. Even warps can’t harni ‘L 
Records are only human and so 
sometimes they get warped jn sh>P*
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O antana has appeal. A spoon- 
O ful of rock with a dash of Lat
ino soul brewed in that Great Amer
ican Melting Pot. How could they 
miss?

In the beginning, the question was 
“how could they succeed?” The 
Spanish-American flavor just 
wouldn’t fit into the American pie. 
Musicians like Willie Bobo tried to 
cram it in and failed. But Santana 
slipped into the American diet be
cause they had more than just Lat
ino spice—they were also part of 
that important rock casserole. The 
San Francisco Sound. Santana did a 
TV special with the Airplane and 
the Dead last year, and they all 
jammed at the end. Jerry Garcia 
and Jack Casady spread the word- 
of-mouth about Santana a year be-

Carlos Santana, guitar anjj vocals:

Carlos Loosens His Grip
Richard Birch ■

new guitarist. Carlos doesn't keep I 
Neal in the background—he gives I 
Schon the honor of the first solo on I 
the album (in “Batuka”). And he I 
must respect the younger guitarist I 
tremendously, since he allows Neal I 
to swap leads with him and to occu-' I 
py the same space in the group I 
sound.

Two guitars either drive each oth- I 
er sky-high or clash terribly. San- I 
tana and Schon mesh and boost I 
each other to higher and higher I 
energy levels.

Carlos has developed a smooth I 
and sinewy lead style, registering I 
pain and pleasure by slowly pulling I 
notes up and then letting them down I 
just as slowly. Schon likes to express I 
himself in staccato bursts and quick. I 
intense jabs. His rhythms add new I 
bounce to the sound. In “Jungle I 
Strut." Neal uses a Hendrix-type I 
riff that really spurs the timbales I 
and congas. On “Taboo” his I 
rhythm work fills in spaces between I 
the organ’s notes so that the two I 
flow together as a backdrop for I 
Carlos. In “No One To Depend I 
On." Neal and Carlos play guitar I 
harmonies which show that Neal I 
sometimes functions in the group as I 
Carlos' second pair of hands. Since I 
Neal gets enough time to step out I 
on his own. he probably doesn't I 
mind playing second fiddle, at least I 
not yet.

Santana and Winwood: After lis- I 
tening to “Everybody’s Every
thing.” it’s easy to see why Traffic 
invited Santana to jam on “Gimmie 
Some Lovin' ” during the last Traf
fic concert in New York. The organ 
and vocal in “Everybody” are very 
Winwood-oriented. On the other 
hand. Traffic’s addition of congas, 
timbales and tambourine to its 
sound is very Santana-oriented.

It looks as if the Santana in
fluence has seeped across the Atlan
tic. Even the Rolling Stones end a 
tune on their Sticky Fingers album 
(“Can’t You Hear Me Knockin’?") 
with a long Santana jam. Yes. San
tana has definitely added Latino 
soul to the Rock Melting Pot. And 
they’ve generated enough new heat 
to get things melting faster. |

fore their first album came out.
Who is the group named after: 

Onstage. Carlos Santana wrinkles 
his nose as he pulls a note, slinking 
left and right like a king lion in
specting his lair. It was his blood, 
sweat & tears that put this group to
gether. Sure, they’re all great musi
cians, but there’s no doubt that it’s 
Carlos’ group. He took the longest 
solos, he sang lead, he signalled the 
endings, he stands in the middle of 
the stage.

Carlos’ drive and image kept San
tana'going through its first two al
bums. On its third album, called 
Santana (Columbia), Carlos is let
ting his other musicians step out 
more and experiment in their own 
directions. The group still stays very 
tightly rooted to its tried and true 
sound, but the experiments are defi
nitely there, and they show signs of 
substantial changes in the future.

Gregg Rolie and Michael Cara- 
bello do more lead vocal work on 
the new album, especially in 
“Taboo" and “Everything’s Every
thing.” Rolie’s organ also plays a 
more important role in tunes like 
“Everything's Coming Our Way." 

' The percussion is further upfront 
and Carlos' guitar is spending more 
time following the other instruments 
instead of just leading them.

PJ* Swapping leads: Carlos' new atti- 
F J tude shows up especially in the way 
\ he treats Neal Schon. Santana’s



poems from oor readers
but briefly

button is pressed

I love balloons.

■

that

bottom of

brothers and sisters are

he is ours

poem number two 
Marc Lamport 
Gas City. Indiana

climb so high
and feel so good
i never feel any need to climb down and 

die

within the narrow structure of my life i 
can

but yet. i know that one
day i will
and I'll have to sacrifice my place to 

someone else
i can only hope
i die
trying to find ways to freedom 
rather than just ways to slay alive

Trish Hcnessey
Jerk intown. Pennsylvania

Sooner or later 
It had to come 
Counting lime till 
You would run 
Out of reach 
Into the blue 
Could it really 
Matter to you 
If I screamed 
This summer night 
I'd be your lady 

all my life?

Desire you if yours is experience;
Once it read you've say may you so 
This follow you'll perhaps, not if? 
You to addressed two or line a 
Backwards written been there ever has

The river runs without water 
A sky is blue without colour 
The air is clear without seeing 
And I am here without being

Gail Hixenbaugh 
Hays. Kansas

Felt a juicer looking up al me. 
Saying it's a drug that sets you free. 
So I left and brought some do. 
If 1 can't be free I won't be blue.
(continued on page 12)

We're paid from “Uncle Sam." 
Heads here in Viet-Nam.
What we do here ain't all real.
Just depending on how we feel.

and so constructed that you can
always be what you want in your own 

head

CHEMICAL UTOPIA
Ron Zawadsky
Hvdes. Maryland

ALTAMONT 
Dick Lourie 
Tillson. New York

ANSWER NOTHING
Garry Roussel
Perth. Ontario

’NAM HEAD
Sp 4 John H. Haynes
APO S.in Francisco. CaliforniaBALLOONS

Marilyn Brown 
Hagerstown. Indiana

i

I

Stoned at meals and coffee breaks.
Stoned at breakfast if we're awake.
Living it high off the land.
Living it high off the man.

are the guerillas fish 
place has the shark 
among us and eats 
only the meat we offer

Send poems to:
Poetry Editor
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York, N. Y. 10017

the people 
the ocean 

then what
he loo glides

I hang them
on my clothesline until 
their wrinkled necks

like ripe prunes
drawn taut
by tackle line

become inflamed
with the congestion 
of egocentric blood 
seeking only their own breathe 
and finally

one by one 
they hang limp 
with death.

Cortisone penicilin miracle man make 
me well
Pump me full of crystalline wonders 
Some day I may 
be free of illness
Dis pense with hang-ups
It may happen when medical synthetics 
replace thought
The serum washes away my mind 
Vegetate in bliss 
rot and die and not even know n 
it goes up and over sweetheart 
gel peace quick forever and ever amen 
What else is there?
Find it fast
This is your life
Applaud

brothers and sisters it is the age of aqua
rium 

they crowd around the tank to see us 
it is wired for sound and very bright 

light

we watched

brothers and sisters we are waler 
black man fell in us we watched him 
sink 
like a stone through us 
him spinning and 
falling like music to the 
us he 
rests there and is eaten

because as soon as that 
music 

and the fine vibra
tions 

begin and we all move together but each 
of us alone in our own head
well it's only a matter of lime till they 

hit 
the other button again and all of us 
shall be released to one another as food 
until none is left

C1KCUS 9
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Massachusetts
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KRIS 
KRISTOFFERSON 

THE SILVER TONQUEO 
DEVIL ANO I

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, Terre Haute, Indiana 47808
I am enclosing check or money order for §2.86 as payment for the 14 
records indicated below. Please accept my membership application. 
I agree to purchase ten records (at regular Club prices) during the 
■oming two years, and may cancel membership any time thereafter.

' ““‘Inue, I'll be eligible for your bonus plan.

THE \ 
. BEACH BOYS 
^-uSURFSUR;

Don't Go Near 
The Water

• MORt

DIONNE WARWiCKe
- . Very Dionne

rfv. ■» Ju« Begun
i Make It Ean
I Oe Yourself

THE PAI 
FAMILY
UP TO DATE

ROD STEWART 
\ EVERY PICTURE^ 
\ TELLS A STORY 
I rias 1 
A Maggie

MaV <7-^ 
2J SUCK

206573

Whai Am I Gonna Oo 
9 MO»t

STof I JIMI HENDRIX 
rw I EXPERIENCE 

siffi 
179291

TOMMY 
ROE’S 

GREATEST 

HfTS
• Heethev Honey
•»wy _r*Lr 
10MOU — 
C3

iBIaod.Sweat&Ture
3

7^1 SIMON I GARFUNKEL 
BOOKENDS

I vUUl UO
’CAROLE KING' 

I TAPESTRY
' Il's To^Ute 
I So Far Away

Yes, it's true! — if you join now, you may 
have ANY 14 of these records for only 
$2.86. Just mail the application at the 
right, together with your check or money 
order. In exchange . . .
You agree to buy just ten records (at 
regular Club prices) in the coming two 
years — and you may cancel member
ship at any time after doing so.
Your own charge account will be opened 
upon enrollment . . . and the records 
you order as a member will be mailed 
and billed at the regular Club price of 
$4.98 or $5.98 each, plus processing and 
postage. (Multi-record sets are some
what higher.)
You may accept or reject records as fol
lows: every four weeks you will receive 
a new copy of the Club's music maga
zine, which describes the regular selec
tion for each musical interest . . . plus 
hundreds of alternate selections.
... If you do not want any record In an' 

month, just return the selection 
provided by the date specified

I URIAH HEEP 
LOOK AT 

YOURSELF 
rus 

Shadowl of Gnef 
love Machine

209163

... if you want only the regular selec
tion for your musical interest, you 
need do nothing — it will be shipped 
to you automatically

... if you want any of the other records 
offered, just order them on the se
lection card and return it by the 
date specified

. . . and from time to time we will offer 
some special albums, which you 
may reject by returning the special 
dated form provided ... or accept 
by simply doing nothing.

You'll be eligible for our bonus plan 
upon completing your enrollment agree
ment — a plan which enables you to get 
one record of your choice free (only 25£ 
for processing and postage) for every 
one you buy thereafter. Act now — fill 
in and mail the application today!

any 
se th

I want only the regular selection for my musical interest, I need do 
I ing-it will be sent automatically. From time to time, I'll be of 
I special albums which I may accept or reject by using the dated 
I MY MAIN MUSICAL INTEREST IS (check one box only) 
•  Easy Listening  Young Sounds  Classical
I  Broadway & Hollywood  Country  Jazz
I □ Mr. 
I O Mrs.

 Miss...........
I (Please Print)

I
I
[ «<r............................................................................
I| . .............................................
. Do You Hove A Telephone? (check one)  YES.  NO 
I APO, FPO addressees: write for special offer
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OVER 1,000,000 
AMERICAN HOMES 

ARE ALREADY 
FLYING SLY'S FLAG.

THE INCREDIBLE NEW ALBUM
FROM THE UNPREDICTABLE SLY & THE FAMILY STONE.

FEATURING THEIR HIT SINGLE, ‘•FAMILY AFFAIR/’siobos 
TWO YEARS WASN'T SO LONG TO WAIT.

We were silling on the ground. 
Checking oul some plants wc found. 
Other heads did gather around. 
To check this form of life we found.

Our C.O. we’ll stone today.
Not with do. another way.
Cause he busied a head today.
We’ll stone this man another way.

I drift off and dream 
that peace has been found

I wake up and realize 
I'm still on the ground.

1 breathe very heavily 
as must be done

I think very slowly
I know I am one

The dream is shattered 
by a lone whispered word 

“Om” says the voice
I can sec. for 1 heard

With eyes closed shut 
along with the mind

1 hunt for the peace 
I'll eventually find

“DREAMS"
Richard Johnson
McConnells. South Carolina

LflvH’ Haight 
Just Like A Baby 
Poet 
Family Affair 
Africa Talks To You 

“Thi/Uphalt Jantto'o
There’s A 

Riot Goin’On

1 THINK

John Mazur
Baltimore. Maryland

KE 30986'

sKFIC.5

B “EPIC.” MARCA RCO. TJA. PRINTED IN U.SA.

THERESA RIOT
GOIN’ON —

I SLY & THE FAMILY STONE

The music pours in 
while life drains away

The feelings are mutual 
and so starts the day

The mind was made 
for more than just thinking

I turn off the light 
and again start the sinking

I think
of all that is life

all that must come
al! that must go

and all that thinks

I think
to leave, but I slay

1 think
to slay, bin 1 leave

I think, to all that is
lo all that is. revealed
io all that is concealed

The hours pass as 
slow as the week

I wake up and realize 
lhat my mind isn’t meekBrave & Strong 

(You Caught Ma) 
SmiDnr

Timeo
Spaced Cowboy
Runnln* Away
Thank You For Talkin’ 

To Me Africa

* «** *

******

*****



Cisco Pike: Knstofferson and scag.T.R. Baskin: The lover talks like a typewriter.

eloquent indictment of

the rails west. He becomes involved with 
the International Workers of the World, 
an early labor union, whose members 
arc feared by management and defiled 
by provincial Americans as “foreign
ers.” Joe's songs and his ingenuity spark 
the union's drives, but make him a 
marked man. He is framed in a murder

the forces that subvert justice. Il focuses 
on early clashes between labor and man
agement. to picture the common strands 
that lie together every attack of terror 
and tyranny against the human spirit, 
and to illustrate the deteriorating effects 
of exploitation and prejudice. In a scene 
that evokes flashes of the Ku Klux Klan, 
a band of young labor organizers is 
turned over by the police to a group of 
super-nationalists who beat them and 
force them to sing the Star Spangled 
Banner and kiss the flag.

Berggren projects sensitivity and 
righteous power as Joe Hill, creating a 
compelling character of poetic elegance. 
His Joe Hillstrom grows from a shy. ea
ger Swedish immigrant to a confident, 
resourceful catalyst in a still young and 
developing nation. Al the outset, he is 
exposed to the ravages of poverty. He is 
befriended by a noble and perceptive 
young boy who survives in the jungle of 
have-nots as a street thief. When “The 
Fox" (portrayed by Kelvin Ma
lave really great) is arrested, his moth
er and two brothers, losing their 
bread-winner, are turned out of their 
slum dwelling to the derisive jeers of al
ley drunks, who feel momentarily 
buoyed in their liquid disintegration by 
the sight of others sinking with them.

Joe's brother mysteriously disappears 
in the factory town of Plainfield. New 
Jersey; so with a veteran hobo Joe rides

Toe Hill. T.R. Baskin and Cisco 
CJ Pike arc title-role characters por
trayed in lour de force style by three 
young performers from three different 
worlds. And while the films describe 
three different forms of alienation from 
society, they share a similar impact: 
they leave you feeling that there must be 
a better way.

Joe Hill is the legendary labor leader 
recently resurrected in song by Joan 
Baez, played on screen by Swedish 
Thommy Berggren, best known for his 
role in Elvira Madigan. T.R. Baskin is a 
bright and sensitive small-town girl lost 
in Big-Town. U.S.A., skillfully etched 
by Candy Bergen. Cisco Pike is a busied 
rock star trying to go straight, por
trayed with surprising dexterity by Kris 
Kristofferson.

Joe Hill: Bo Widerbcrg. who made 
Elvira Madigan and the controversial 
Adalen ‘31. has reconstructed the life of 
Joe Hill from the time of his arrival in 
America in 1910 to his execution in 1915 
at the age of 24. Widerbcrg has written, 
directed and produced his latest effort 
with a passion that creates certain credi
bility gaps, and an earnestness that 
overcomes them. Despite a slow opening 
and some awkward melodrama, he has 
fashioned a stirring and urgent outcry 
against man's continuing inhumanity to 
man.

Joe Hill is an

l
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picture

Now recorded on a new album 
with new music.

PD5012 Memories/John Mayall
John Mayall/harmonica/piano/rhythm and 12 string guitars Larry Taylor/bass 

McGee/ lead guitar/dobro/sitar/ steel pedal / Written and Produced by John Mayall iPolydor] .
Pol/4o» Cumin Hu.'. Cotndcn <■« d.HnbulcJ in I ho USA by Polydor Incorporaltd: In C«n«d» by Toly<lo< CjmJi Lid

T.R. Baskin looks al how. while we've 
become more “civilized." we’ve become 
less than human. Surrounded by a de
humanizing metropolis, young T.R. 
searches for a sign of herself in the lives 
of others and what they hold important.

Because it is sometimes difficult to 
appreciate something until it’s been lost. 
T.R. Baskin is perhaps a film for older 
people, who will be moved by the nostal
gic sight of their lost, innocent youth 
Still, the script by TV documentarian 
Peter Hyams gives literate voice to fa
miliar but ageless and important obser
vations. And Herbert Ross' direction, 
delicate and sentimental, overcomes 
some brusque editing and a turning 
point that is not really acceptable.

Candy Bergen invests the title-role 
character with all the poignancy and 
pungency of a female Holden Caulfield. 
Mastering a flat midwest accent. Candy 
delivers T.R.'s pithy insights and com
plex character with Academy Award 
quality. •

d-

spirit.
Peter Boyle, star of Joe. is touching 

as a.man from a drab town in a drab job 
wailing out his pension so that he can 
realize his dream—not having to be af
raid to make a mistake. Marcia Rodd. 
introduced in Little Murders, is per
fectly plastic-haired as the resourceful 
girl who befriends T.R.—tuned into of
fice scuttlebutts a bit of a kleptomaniac, 
and eager to be wined and dined by 
wealthy men.

Cisco Pike is the best dope picture 
I've seen yet. mostly because it’s not 
heavy-handed. Written and directed by 
27-year old Bill Norton, this ballad of a 
dealer presents Kristofferson in his first 
film role. Busied by narc Gene Hack
man. he attempts to go straight and gel 
back on his feel, but he is approached 
by the narc. who proposes that Kris deal 
a huge haul of grass for him in return 
for dropping charges.

Hackman is super in his small but pi
votal role. Karen Black is a sympathetic 
romantic interest. And H.D Stanton is 
haunting as Kris' former partner, heavi
ly hung up on age and H. Kristofferson 
is believable and surprisingly smooth. 
His eyes are as deep and open as his lyr
ics. and his twitches are real and sad. He 
is charming, and apparently a far belter

actor than James Taylor.
The script moves interesting!} from 

its simple thesis to a surprising, if 
clumsily-handled, climax. It's backed by 
a v»rvelnnc <enr<’ fe n•:: jn<’ four tunes 
written and performed in Ki iMolt.; son

Remembered images and 
impressions captured like the 
^candid expressions in an 
old family album

case and found guilty in a rigged tnai. 
as the forces of social prejudice, yellow 
journalism, big business and political 
expedience combine to railroad him to
ward an early and awful death. Wide- 
rberg's interpretation of distorted law 
and order is not too difficult to accept, 
considering the recent treatment of An
gela Davis, the vindictive incarceration 
and suspicious death of George Jackson 
and the ugly travesty of Attica.

T.R. faces the compromising pressure 
of contemporary culture with unbending 
integrity and a barbed tongue, hiding 
behind a facade of philosophical flip
pancy and glibness. She faces the world 
of row upon row of desks, in an office 
.here the windows don't open and the 

elevators talk in recorded, impersonal 
nasality; a world of crowded streets and 
shoving department store shoppers, traf
fic and police sirens; and she observes 
that people are probably the way they 
are because they know how small they 
look from high rise-buildings.

Sundays are nagging reminders of 
homework not done, the speech of a 
one-night lover sounds like a typewriter, 
and a pompous rich boy is a “Schmuck" 
in T.R.'s lively lexicon. But when she is 
deeply hurt, overwhelming tears reveal 
the fragile and beautiful nature of her

Jerry
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Fighting 
Tired Blood

r j thanks to those wonderful peo-
R pie that brought you Ted Mack's 

Amalurc Hour and Gerilol most of us 
have always associated iron-deficiency 
anemia with “tired blood". What is tired 
blood anyway? Do you really have to 
eat liver for breakfast to make iron- 
poor blood iron-rich? Does more iron 
mean more energy?

Anemia rcally means that there is not 
enough hemoglobin -the substance 
which makes blood red and which car
ries oxygen from the lungs to the body 
tissues. When there is not enough he
moglobin to transport oxygen, the tis
sues and organs become sluggish, they 
can no longer perform their vital func
tions—just as you can't run if you're al
ready out of breath.

It's easy to see why this deficiency is 
more well known as “tired blood." It 
can make you listless, short of breath, 
weak, dizzy, foggy-minded, and of 
course, weary.

What does iron have to do with all 
this? Iron is a vital constituent forming 
the heme in hemoglobin. So vital in fact 
that of the less than five grams of iron in 
the adult body, 60-70 % of it is in the he
moglobin.

The body makes very efficient use 
of this vital element. Whenever hemo
globin breaks down—a normal pro
cess- -the iron-containing heme is pick
ed up and used again. Though small 
amounts of iron are lost in the stool, 
urine, and perspiration, anemia usually 
is the result of blood loss due to acci
dents. blood donations and men
struation (this is why the iron require
ment for women is much higher than for 
men.) Of course, the cumulative effects 
of minor iron losses can eventually pro
duce iron deficiency anemia if iron is 
not taken in the diet.

The American Medical Association 
and the National Research Council rec
ommend a daily intake of at least 18 to 
20 milligrams of iron for women and 10 
milligrams for the adult male. Because 
the average diet of 2,000 calories con
tains only 10 milligrams of iron, most 
people (especially women and those on a 
restricted diet) should make an attempt 
to eat iron-rich foods as much as pos
sible.

The best sources of iron arc meat, 
fish, poultry, and eggs. Liver is by far 
the greatest source; the average serving 
contains about 9.6 milligrams, half the 
daily requirement for women and prac

tically the complete iron requirement for 
men. Fish, though a good source, com
pares poorly to liver with a mere 1 milli
gram per average .serving.

Vegetarians should choose green leafy 
vegetables, dried fruits, nuts, whole 
grain breads and cereals. According to 
Adelle Davis. "The greatest single cause 
of iron deficiency anemia is the refining 
of breads, cereals and sugar." So avoid 
refined foods when you can.

The more pigment a food has. the 
higher its iron content, and the softer 
the texture the more easily it is ab
sorbed Keep this rule in mind when 
grocery shopping and you will find 
choosing iron-rich foods quite simple.

If you find liver a little hard to swal
low or have difficulty planning meals, 
keep an iron-rich snack handy to sup
plement your diet. Munch on a dried 
fruit and nut mixture instead of the usu
al bag of potato chips. A large quantity 
can be prepared al one lime, and when 
stored in an airtight container will last 
indefinitely. Remember to choose dried 
fruits which have been dried “naturally" 
rather than chemically dehydrated. You 
should be able to obtain these from your 
health food store. Nuts should be un
salted and raw. if possible. A good com
bination is dried seedless raisins, prunes, 
apricots and a sprinkling of dried ap
ples. Mix well with almonds, cashews, 
and sunflower seeds. Keep in mind that 
this snack is a supplement not a substi
tute for iron-rich foods.

Reading Your 
Fingernails 
ingernails reflect what's going on 

-L1 inside your body; and if you want 
to radiate healthiness, you should be 
tuned in to "nail messages."

Changes in the surface texture of nails 
may indicate a vitamin deficiency. 
When the body does not receive an ade
quate supply of Vitamin A. for instance, 
the nails will peel or form ridges. An 
iron deficiency will cause nails to ridge 
lengthwise. A poor diet will not provide 
proper nourishment for nails and lheir 
growth rate will decrease.

Infections and disease will also slow 
the rate of nail growth. As you grow 
older, the growth rate decreases and 
nails become thicker. What makes them 
grow faster? (Faster than your normal 
growth rale, that is.) Some studies have 
shown that individuals who play the pi
ano. type, or in some other way con
stantly stimulate the nail have a faster 
growth rale.

Signals of disease often show up first

hpfllfhIIUUI 3b 11 by Mary Diane Schmucker

in the nails. Hyperthyroidism, for ex
ample. is often evidenced by separation 
of the nail from the underlying tissue. 
Report any unusual change in your fin
gernails to your doctor. Only he can tell 
the difference between signs of disease, 
signs of deficiency, and normal nail 
problems.

Men too often ignore lheir finger
nails. The result shows up in cracked 
nails -a problem if you play the gui
tar—or peeling, painful skin below the 
cuticle. But taking care of your nails im
properly can cause more damage than if 
you did nothing at all. There are some 
definite fingernail no-no's.

1. If you have weak nails, don't cut 
them with scissors or clippers— file 
them. But never file nails with a back 
and forth motion. This can lead to splin
tering. splitting, and peeling of the nails.

2. By taking good care of your cut
icles. you can prevent hangnails and 
peeling skin around the nail. Long cu
ticles act as a lever that lifts and splits 
the skin below it. Train cuticles not to 
grow out over the nail by gently pushing 
them back with a towel whenever you

your hands. A twice a week mas-wash J ’ ’ *
sage with warm olive oil is great for 
keeping cuticles soft and also helps 
moisturize the nail itself. But never, nev
er cut cuticles. Cutting only stimulates 
the cuticle to grow faster.

3. The less you apply to your nails the 
healthier they will become. Men rarely 
have to worry about this one. but wom
en are constantly bombarded with new 
nail products guaranteed to make nails 
harder, longer, stronger etc. Many of 
these products contain allergy stimu
lating ingredients and should not be 
over-used. Frequent change of nail pol
ish can also be damaging because the 
overuse of nail polish remover can ac
tually break down the nail structure. •
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Junction Miner 
does just that.

Keep in touch. 
The Editor.*'

Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor 
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York. N.Y. 10017

PINK FLOYD’S ICE PALACE
(Editor's Note: Here’s what one of the 
readers who answered the “JOIN” let
ter had to say about The Who. Pink 
Floyd and Grand Funk.)

If what you are looking for is an ev-

:!■

An input mixer.
You can attach 4 microphones 

or instruments as inputs and 
get one output.

An output mixer.
Amplifiers connected to external 

speaker combinations can now 
go directly to the 5X. with up 
to 4 external speaker cabinets 
being connected to one 5X. This 
eliminates sloppy wire hook-ups. 
and decreases set-up time.

An accessory blender.
Instrument signal can go 

directly to the 5X. Up to 4 
different accessories can be joined 
with another 5X. with one line 
then going to the amp. This 
facility will allow you to blend 
any combination of distortion 
devices, wah-wah pedals, echo 
effects, etc.

A functional accessory.
There are an infinite number 

of other connecting problems that 
can be solved with the handy 5X.

$9.95
If your JUNCTION DON’T 

FUNCTION, send it back within 
15 days for a full refund.

cryman it’s not me. Bui 1 can be said 
to be representative of those freaky un
dergrounders: and I hope it will not be 
taken as vanity when I say that we are 
the advancing front guard of the cultur
al progress.

. Wall Disney created us. and 
Pink Floyd are his angels. When I re
member I fell instinctual love for Pin- 
nochio. Pink Floyd frames its life in a 
“Narrow Way.” The pilches are in steps 
and keys and in a rhythm that the ice 
palace of the Snow Queen has been built 
upon black spirals. When I was five I 
listened only to classical music. It af
fected a child's soul in a way that shows 
that the music is played only for him. 
The trumpets his glory, the organ his 
fate, drums his agony, and all his sad
ness in the slow moving mammoth af
fection of the musical organism. Pink 
Floyd is the nearest thing to flawless
ness. Capable of hard rock on “Relics” 
and “The Nile Song.” Incredibly adept 
in combining classical into today's Ren- 
naissance spirit, when the more ac
claimed Emerson Lake and Palmer and 
Full have failed. Floyd have captured 
enchantment of the Arabian and East
ern spirit in “Set the Controls for the 
Heart of the Sun." Rage and insanity 
overpowering the other half of that side. 
And for those who like to dream 
—“Julia Dreams.” Poe would have 
been astounded.

WHO An example of intelligence in 
rock. and. as is common in the better 
groups, a blend of sensitivity with sav
ageness in their music. We need to be 
shaken and battered. Townshend is au
thentic—he feels the urge for destruc
tion like Indians urging for blood after 
war dance the frenzy, the screech of a 
dying amp.

JIM MORRISON -Into psy
chology. He has shown us what Freud 
put on paper trembling. Jim Morrison is 
within us all. I think a latent homosex
uality. His rampage was against the 
cruelly of a mind “squirming like a 
toad.” What we feel we cannot prevent 
but he will sooth with thunder.

HENDRIX — Much the same can be 
said of Hendrix: the two destroyers de
stroyed. as with an author driving him
self insane. They only meant to inflame 
the soul into peace with itself. The con
flict of complexes pul its peace in 
Names.

1 will add a closing statement about 
the very controversial matter of GFR.

. 1 saw Grand Funk long before 
most saw Grand Funk. To illustrate.

electro -harmonix 
15 West 26th Street.
New York. New York 10010 
Please ship(quantity)  
5X JunclionMixersatS9.95each. 
 Enclosed is total check for 
order $

 ShipC.O.D. CI-102
 Please place me on your new 
product announcement 
mailing list at no charge.

Name.
Address
City Sta te 
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SON OF “JOIN”
Back in the October issue (in a letter 

tilled “JOIN”), we asked you to send us 
the names of your favorite artists and 
your ideas about what a rock magazine 
ought to be like. We wanted to find 
some people who could keep us in
formed about your thoughts.

We apologize for leaving you in sus
pense about the outcome of that letter. 
We spent more than a month going over 
the hundreds of answers that came in 
We read them in every inch of our spare 
lime—we even read them on buses and 
in bed.

During November we finally chose 
our group of reader-advisors. Hopeful
ly. by now they've all found out who 
they are.

What did we learn from the letters? 
We found that Circus readers' favorite 
groups back al the beginning of the fall 
were: the former Beatles, especially 
John and George: Crosby. Stills. Nash 
& Young, especially Neil Young: The 
Rolling Stones; The Who; Jethro Tull; 
Eric Clapton; Rod Stewart and The 
Faces: Black Sabbath; Grand Funk 
Railroad; The Moody Blues; Carol 
King: Led Zeppelin; and Emerson. Lake 
and Palmer.

As for what a rock magazine ought to 
be like, most people fell it should slick 
primarily to rock music and the people 
who make it. And they wanted to see 
heavier doses of record reviews, concert 
reviews, reports on new and local 
groups, and listings of where and when 
concerts are going to be. They also ap
preciated being able to sec other read
ers' opinions on music and the problems 
of living. They especially like having a 
magazine that belongs to its readers, 
and that's what we want Circus to be.

Thanks for writing in. and keep doing 
it. Your opinions arc more important 
than anyone else's.

One more word —let us know what 
you think of the artists you've been lis
tening to and the concerts you've been 
seeing. And spell out your reactions in 
detail. Other readers are anxious to see 
your ideas in print.
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they were billed with, among others. 
Bobby Goldsboro. (I am serious.) There 
was no pre-press hype or publicity to 
tempt me to admire Mark Farner. “On 
Time*’ was unheard of. But I was the 
first to stand in the ovation that GFR 
obtained. The man has power. I will not 
deny the vocals and lyrics as being ab
surd. but music is effect as I said before. 
The guitar is hard rock. Without pre
tense Mark Farner's guitar was rock.

Brian Parker 
Saint Louis. Missouri

(Editors Note: We couldn't use this as 
an article, but it was such a vivid de
scription of the concert that we decided 
to pul it in the letters column. In fact, 
it's the kind of musical commentary we 
hope readers w ill keep mailing to us in 
the future.)

HELP EACH OTHER_______________
This letter is for Tango and Chicky. 

To Tango I want to say that it's not al
ways the way you think it is. When I 
was 19. I married a chick who was only 
13. But 1 never asked her age. it didn't 
matter. I found out how young she was 
when they look her away from me. Now 
I'm 22 and I'm making it with a 15-year 
old chick. But don't think I'm a freak 
for young chicks; between these two I 
was living with a 29-year old divorcee.

COOPER IN CLASS_______________
In English class the teacher told us to 

bring something in we wanted to study 
so 1 took m my Alice Cooper album and 
we really got into their songs. I’m really 
hung up on them after seeing them this 
summer in person. We had a test and 
she asked us questions about the songs 
on it. We were really going great until 
the stupid Superintendent found out 
about it.

in German by e\-Turiles Howard Kay- 
Ian and Mark Volman.

After playing for over an hour 
non-stop, the band had a break 
on stage, silting, eating, drinking and 
smoking. Zappa and Volman talked to 
fans near the stage.

The second half of the concert began 
as the Mothers played more brilliant 
music, mixing electronic. 50's rock, jazz 
and classical music all into one. Zappa 
always eyed the rest of the band, check
ing if everything was going smoothly. 
Frank must have had the shit practiced 
out of the hand, there were no mistakes. 
Old 50's rock, pleasantly pornographic 
lyrics, wild dissonances, quotations 
from his favorite composer. Varese all 
mixed by Zappa as only someone hav
ing something just this close to genius 
could do.

SEX WORSHIP____________________
Anyone care to hear about my reli

gion? My religion is that of Sex. I guess 
I should explain further. You see. many 
years ago. before the lime of Christ, 
there were people whose culture and to
tal way of life was based on the idea that 
sex was all that was needed for Utopian 
Society. They worshipped the “Goddess 
of Sex" and she was actually the sexual 
urge. That was God to them. Their rea
soning was that sex among people 
served the purpose of making them hap
py and non-war mongering and able to 
live together with no hale, greed, or 
competition. Sec. the idea of “A Piece 
for Peace" is no joke. Those tribes had a 
really great thing going . . . until the 
Roman establishment came and wiped 
them off the face of the earth. All you 
need is love.

CREAM WAS THREE______________
I haven't listened to Songs for a Tai

lor or Harmony Row but I have listened 
to every Cream record made. I've also 
played guitar for the last five years and 
could damn well see the intricacies of 
Jack Bruce's bass runs. Cream was 
made up of three musical geniuses, none 
of which can be singled out as “the one" 
who made the group. Jack Bruce's bass 
doesn't do a damn thing without Ginger 
Baker's wall of sound; Baker provided 
everything Bruce needed to fall back on. 
No hesitation, missed beats, let ups 
nothing. Clapton's guitar screamed out 
solos that mixed with Bruce's bass to 
make Cream.

Saying one w ilhout the other two was 
the band, well clean your ears!

Joe Bivona
61-27 76st Street

Queens. N.Y. 11379

ZAPPA’S MAGIC PIG
Here are several pages written on the 

Mothers. You may use it as an article in 
your magazine. You haven't had any ar
ticles on the Mothers recently, so use 
this one. if good enough.
“A Story of God. his favorite couch, 

his girl, and squat the magic pig."
This was the first Mothers' concert 

that I had the pleasure of attending, and 
it won't be the last. The place was To
ronto's Massey Hall.

The first half of the concert consisted 
of one extended piece, lasting just over 
an hour. It began with the Zappa in
troduction: “This is a story of God. his 
favorite couch, his girl, and squat the 
magic pig" and ended with a long in
strumental section, full of sudden sur
prises. attacks, quick changes, and con
stant invention. Zappa played a 
haunlingly beautiful solo on his guitar 
w'hich lasted some fifteen minutes. This 
was followed by a drum solo by Aynsley 
Dunbar, a moog solo and a sax solo by 
Don Preston. Before the concert started. 
Don Preston was sitting in the audience 
(two seals from me) smoking and shar
ing grass.

Surrounded by a mass of electronic 
machinery, its various knobs and dials, 
the group used every available sound in 
electronic music: there were sudden 
hisses of white noise contrasted with 
ominous rumblings, as if a giant turbine 
was grinding to a halt. Through it all 
Zappa retained tight control. His con
ducting was as disciplined as George 
Szells’ was with the Cleveland Philhar
monic. Using various hand signals he 
led the Mothers' six other members 
through various progressions. The other 
members' eyes were constantly focused 
on Zappa awaiting signals and instruc
tions. A slashing hand gesture to the left 
would mean a new piece or a time 
change; a spastic finger waving in the 
air. and various drum noises: finger 
down, and mumbling voices. All of this 
on time and in tune, nobody missed a 
cue.

Then Zappa started waving both his 
hands in the air. his head loo. all of 
Zappa, the whole band went wild, jump
ing up and down and making oink 
noises.

The band did a fantastic lune

Age doesn't matter. Il's the things 
you do for each other and the way you 
feel. Just hang in there and don’t look 
back. Carry on.
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by Tony Glover

How many times has Traffic fallen apart? How many times can 
they be rebuilt? An untangled chronicle of their many lives.

saying that the Spencer Davis Group 
was Winwood—he played keyboard, 
guitar and was the vocal standout. 
The group worked clubs and halls six 
nights a week; and as cults began to 
form for their rocking blues sounds, 
the weight placed on the then 16-year 
old Winwood kept getting heavier all 
the time.

Winwood takes off: One day, along 
came the final straw in a weird wind, 
and Winwood left, just before the 
SDG did their first United States tour. 
There was a mild uproar in the Eng
lish musical press, but Winwood said 
he simply wanted some time off to 
grow up on his own, as his own man. 
Stevie headed for London and did 
some hanging out, jamming and re-

z | v raffic is one of the best argu- 
JL ments for reincarnation going— 

they have drifted, split and disap
peared several times—but always they 
have resurfaced, come together in 
new shapes, and continued with the 
business of surviving as artists in a 
strange land and time.

In the beginning there was the 
Spencer Davis Group—english of 
course. They rode into the American 
charts around 1966 with a soulful and 
rocking R&B number called “Gimmie 
Some Loving.” Apart from the swirl
ing organ and driving rhythm, the 
main feature of the number was the 
intense yearning sound and mashed- 
potato-mouth diction of vocalist Stevie 
Winwood. In England people were

cording. (The recording was for a 
‘survey’ LP on the Elektra label 
called “What’s Shaking.” There are 
three tracks included by “Eric Clap
ton & The Powerhouse” with vocals 
by ‘Steve Anglo,’ a pseudonym for 
Winwood.) And the jamming involved 
a couple of old friends from Birming
ham, the industrial city where Win
wood came up—drummer Jim Capal
di (whose father had played in local 
bands with Winwood’s father) and 
Chris Wood, a semi-jazz reed man. 
Also around was Dave Mason, singer
guitarist, who had worked in a group 
with Capaldi. Nothing was heard for 
a while, then reports of some incred
ible jams going down at a cottage in 
Berkshire began to show up in music
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papers. The idea by now is a cliche, 
but then it was a new direction—out 
of the city, away from its mod flash 
and trends, into the country with its 
quietude and calm—a place to get 
your mind and music together. The 
four men lived, thought, dreamed and 
played there; and a new music began 
to jell—a music with much of the old 
blues drive and feeling—but going far 
beyond that into head realms, where 
the spaces between sounds were of as 
much importance as the sounds them
selves.

Traffic’s first rift: Not too much 
later, American barroom jukeboxes 
began to jump with a seemingly non
sensical and highly infectious number 
called “Hole In My Shoe”—and the 
group doing it was known as Traffic. 
In spring of 1968 their first album, 
Mr. Fantasy (United Artists), was 
released. But before its release the 
first of Traffic’s internal rifts opened 
up—Mason split the group. The 
abruptness shows in the differences 
between the English and American

versions of the album: in England 
Mason was pictured and credited with 
vocals, guitar, etc.—in the USA he 
wasn’t, though two of his songs (in
cluding “Hole In My Shoe”) were 
included. The album had an early 
“psychedelic” feel to it, especially 
with numbers like “Colored Rain” 
and “Heaven Is In Your Mind”—but 
the music was solid jazz and blues
based rock. Most of the vocals were 
by Winwood with harmonies by Ca
paldi and Mason. Capaldi authored 
the lyrics, and Winwood wrote the 
music.

One of Traffic’s main character
istics was noticeable on this album— 
the blending of sad, spacey lyrics
with bouncy, infectious music (see 
“Paper Sun”). A strange juxtaposition 
—but it worked. And, it was said, 
“Mr. Fantasy” was the ghost that in
habited the group's cottage. (But we 
all knew it was really the ghost in 
our heads.)

The finest album: Mason had left 
on the edge of the first American

tour. Apparently he hadn’t wanted to 
get into the touring hassle—but he 
showed up here anyway, with some 
new songs he was curious about. In 
December that same year, the album 
that many consider the group's finest 
was released. Called simply Traffic 
(United Artists), it contained many 
of their best numbers, and had a 
simple, organic and musically solid 
feel to it—in counterpoint to the daze 
of the psycheledic craze when being 
ultra-freakiest was the goal. Some 
called Traffic an English version of 
The Band. Almost every track on the 
album was a classic. Once again Ma
son contributed the catchiest and most 
accessible numbers—like “You Can 
All Join In,” “Vagabond Virgin” and 
everybody's later favorite, “Feeling 
Alright?” But with the track by track 
credits people began to realize Win
wood's influence and abilities. On 
most tracks Winwood was doing key
boards. bass and guitar; on two tracks 
he did everything but drums. The 
record quickly became an under
ground classic (in those days there 
was an underground) and here too, a 
Traffic cult began to form.

The big split: Just when it seemed 
they were about to cross the mysteri- 

o ous line that separates the “big” from 
° the “star” groups, they announced 
o- they were splitting for good. It seem
ly ed like a real loss not only to fans 

of the music, but to those who dug 
2 the idea of a group that stayed out- 
*< side the commercial hustle and placed 

their music first. As a consolation 
o (and incidentally to make bread) 
> United Artists released Last Exit, with 

Traffic's symbol (like circular flaming 
arrows) broken on the back cover. 
Half the album consisted of studio

Jim Capaldi: 
What possessed him to. 

abandon the drums and gf> 
stiff-legging around 

the stage with a tambourine?
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contributed three of the six album 
numbers, and though most of the 
time it sounded like four soloists 
struggling to get out front (the fourth 
was bass man Rick Grech), “Can’t 
Find My Way Home” and “Had To 
Cry Today” had touches of the old 
Winwood magic. Blind Faith self- 
destructed after the tour (“take the 
money and run”), and for some ob
scure reason Winwood went on to 
hold down main vocal chores with the 
all-time albatross, Ginger Baker’s Air 
Force. (Previous to that he had done 
some session work himself, appearing 
on Joe Cocker’s first album.)

In Air Force Winwood was sub
merged to the point of invisibility. 
He soon outgrew them and went off 
to the studios to cut an album strictly 
on his own. It was to be called Mad 
Shadows, and Winwood freaks were 
hungry when they heard. But along 
the way, Winwood decided he really 
needed the drumming of Capaldi on 
a few tracks (Capaldi’s tonal style 
of not only punctuation but melody/

mood flow is ideally suited to Win
wood’s eagle-soaring vocal work). It 
was a short step to calling back Chris 
Wood (who’d been gigging with Dr. 
John)—and Traffic was together 
again.

Uncried tears of joy: The result 
was a superb album called John Bar
leycorn Must Die (United Artists). 
The title track was an old English 
folk song, done with subtle flute and 
chimes. Once more Winwood handled 
several tracks almost, alone, but 
“Glad/Freedom Rider” showed the 
solidity of the new incarnation. Chris 
Wood’s wah-wah sax alternated per
fectly with Winwood’s keyboard time
stretchings to produce a flowing and 
moving jam. On the toes of the album 
they again toured the U.S., to be 
greeted by happy crowds of old Traf
fic freaks and new fans who had just 
discovered their floating intensity. 
“Mr. Fantasy” was usually the en
core, and it always ended a night that 
had been heavy with the spaces of 
time and the colors of uncried tears

tracks, including the still strong 
“Shanghai Noodle Factory” (I seem 
to remember Winwood saying “Does 
not mean anything, just feels good to 
say”) and “Medicated Goo.” The 
other half was recorded live at the 
Fillmore West and was jazz-like in 
feeling and color tone. The intro
spective and moody explorations 
seemed a sad epitaph for a group 
which had held real promise.

Mason tried to keep the group to
gether. but that lasted only weeks, 
and people went their separate ways 
—to goofing and occasional anony
mous session work. Meanwhile, Win
wood began jamming with Clapton. 
As soon as the musical moguls heard 
about that, their cash-register eyes 
lit up. Winwood from Traffic, Clap
ton from Cream—together? Plus well 
known crowd pleaser Ginger Baker? 
Dynamite!

Blind Faith: Quicker than you 
could shake a contract there was a 
group, an LP and a rip-off U.S. tour. 
Remember Blind Faith? Winwood
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of beating off a tambourine and stiff 
legging around the stage with only 
a few added vocal tasks is a question 
that’s still puzzling the many fans of 
his perfect-for-Traffic drum style.)

Another album, Welcome To The 
Canteen (United Artists), was re
leased in early fall. Recorded this 
summer in England, it featured the 
new line-up doing old tunes with a 
slightly different sound. The African 
drumming of “Reebop” added a di
mension of urgency that had been 
implied rather than stated before— 
and once again, Dave Mason was 
there with his guitar. Another tour 
followed and Traffic (who were never 
actually called such on the live al
bum) was on the road again. They 
were in the process of switching labels 
and though they had almost com
pleted a new LP before the tour, its 
release wasn’t scheduled till late No
vember. (If all goes as planned it 
should be out on Island Records, 
distributed by Capitol by the time - 
you read this.)

The Love Spark: Besides doing 
many of the older numbers on their 
tour (including the up-dated circle
completing “Gimmie Some Loving” 
done with a heavy percussive under
tow), Traffic also showcased several 
tracks from the new album, including 
the announced title track, “The Love 
Spark Of High Heeled Boys.” (“If 
you were ever frightened by an elec
tric guitar—don’t worry, it’s just the 
love spark of high heeled boys.”)

The music they played on tour has 
both grown and shrunk—the loss of 
Capaldi's drumming meant a loss of 
subtlety and color-shifts, but the ad
dition of Reebop (looking like a 
carved African sculpture as he pre
sided with singular intensity over his 
drum sets) opens a new path for 
them—especially with younger, more 
ass-shaking fans.

Several of the newer numbers (the 
titles have drifted from my ears) have 
the old blues tinges and intensity, 
coupled with the heady richness of 
Traffic’s earlier sound. That, plus the 
solid rhythm underpinnings make for 
a diversity that wasn’t there before. 
Win wood is freer in concert, maybe 
in his mind too.

And though Traffic could go on 
replaying old numbers and moods, it 
seems they are out to catch something 
new too—and the new album should 
show where they're gonna go.

Put simply, the re-incarnation the
ory works like this: you keep coming 
back until you work off all your bad 
karma and attain perfection—then 
you finally cease to exist on this 
plane.

Where’s Traffic on that wheel? The 
music of the new album should re
veal the answer. •

CIRCUS 21

of joy.
Back to England and rumors of 

more changes—this time in the direc
tion of expanding rather than ex
ploding. Winwood wanted more free
dom—he was covering the vocal 
chores and handling bass lines on the 
organ as well as melody. So once 
again bass-man Grech got the nod. 
There were other rumors of French 
Horn players and extra guitarists—at 
one point, word was that George 
Harrison intended to lay out his 
strings behind the group. But last fall 
Traffic arose in its third rebirth (or 
was it the fifty-third?).

The new line-up: As of their last 
tour and most recent recordings, Traf
fic consisted of the following: Steve 
Winwood—organ, guitar and vocals; 
Chris Wood—sax, flute and piano; 
Jim Capaldi—vocals, tambourine and 
tongue; Jim Gordon (ex-Derek & The 
Dominoes)—drums; Rick Grech— 
bass, and Reebop Kwaku Baah—con
gas and timbales. (What possessed 
Capaldi to abandon drums in favor

dp



The Band: Brilliance after a disappointment.

Melanie: She’s earned your attention.Pink Floyd: One more sturdy step forward.
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helping of “Medicated Goo.** “40.000 
Headmen,** “Dear Mr Fantasy** and 
“Gimme Some Lovin'.” The whole 
thing was recorded earlier this year at a 
live concert in Croydon and al the Oz 
Benefit Concert in London. Certainly 
the Oz fund could be considered a wor
thy cause, but since the profits from this 
record arc going elsewhere, there's an 
element of rip-off to the proceedings. 
Still, if you're into nostalgia, or if you 
want to hear some fair to good live ver
sions of what have already become rock 
classics, you might want to tune in on 
these tracks. But for the real thing, you 
still can't beat the originals!

Buddy Miles Live (Mercury).
Whether you discovered Buddy Miles 

back when he was waving and living the 
Electric Flag or more recently, during 
his more solo-oriented career, you have 
probably longed for a live album from 
the guy. Buddy in person has always 
been a whirlwind, both on the skins and 
on vocals. This is that live set. and the 
fact that it is a double LP only makes it 
twice the fun. Sometimes Buddy gets a 
little overbearing, since he seems to 
have an uncanny knack for singing 
about a quarter tone off key and for being 
oblivious to the fact that he is doing so. 
But on these tracks he has got himself 
pretty well-arranged vocally and his 
drumming is al its customary 
high-velocity pace. Actually, this 
amounts to a “Buddy's Greatest Hits" 
type of record, since it features such

record reviews

The Band—Cahoots (Capitol)
What can you say about The Band 

except that they release loo few albums? 
The Band albums seem to follow a 
strange pattern: their first. Music From 
Big Pink was only mediocre, their sec
ond was brilliant. Stagefright was dis
appointing. and their new one. Cahoots. 
brilliant again. Judging from this pat
tern. their next one should be inferior.

Cahoots has taken The Band a long 
lime to record, and it shows. Each and 
every selection on the album is perfect 
in every respect. Gentle, soothing Band 
music from beginning to end. Don't 
make the mistake of thinking that lheir 
music is by any means simple. The Band 
use some of the most intricate and most 
effective chord patterns imaginable. 
Their changes arc so strong (yet subtle) 
that they can actually be fell, even by 
those who know very little of musical 
techniques.

An excellent example of these 
changes occurs in “Where Do We Go 
From Here.” possibly the strongest cut 
on the LP -that is if one could actually 
choose the strongest cut! More powerful 
chord changes flow by in “The Moon 
Struck One” between the verses and the 
bridge: listen carefully and you'll be able 
to not only hear them, but nearly touch 
them as well.

As an extra added attraction. Warner 
Brothers recording artist Van Morrison 
appears on “4 % Pantomime.” a lune he 
co-wrote with The Band's Robbie Rob
ertson. The vocal interplay on that se
lection must be heard to be believed. 
There has always been a similarity in

vocal styles between the Band and Van 
Morrison, and ‘Pantomime' confirms 
that connection.

The only track that was disappointing 
to me was “Shootout In Chinatown.” 
and it too is good, but doesn't appear to 
be as strong as the others musically or 
lyrically.

Those who have only been listening to 
the Band's music and not to lheir lyr
ics —lake heed. You’re missing an awful 
lol if you disregard them. They too are 
brilliant. Sometimes a bit abstract, but 
brilliant nonetheless.

Cahoots is a carefully planned ex
cursion through the minds and hearts of 
America's finest group. And if you still 
have any doubts as to whether they are. 
in fact. America's finest just listen to 
the album. It speaks for itself!

Traffic—Welcome To The Canteen
(United Artists)

How you react to this album will 
probably have more than a little to do 
with just how much of an original Traf
fic freak you were. And if you loved the 
Spencer Davis Group during its 
mid-Si.xlics coming-to-be. then you may 
also have your reservations. Oh. all the 
right personnel are on hand - Stevie 
Winwood. Jim Capaldi. Dave Mason 
and Chris Wood but it's pretty hard to 
improve on perfection So it sounds 
strangely hollow to hear these four, but
tressed by the addition of Rick Grech 
(Family. Blind Faith).Kwaku Baah and 
Jim Gordon, serving up still another
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on prestige magazine paper, and is bound directly into a pre
sentation copy of the National Lampoon, exactly as you sec it 
here. The commercial message that accompanies these 
extraordinary paintings can. of course, be easily removed—a 
pair of scissors will do the trick—and, thanks to a special 
papermaking technique, the pages on which the scries appears 
will become yellow and discolored over the years, thus add
ing immeasurably to the authenticity and beauty of these 
remarkable collector’s items.

We’re certain that, in view of its considerable educational 
and historical value, you will want to possess the entire set, 
and so we’re offering you. along with a select group of other 
serious collectors, this once-in-a-month opportunity to have 
the next twelve issues of the National Lampoon sent directly 
to your residence, domicile, or whatever, all for only $5.95. 
And look what you get for this modest investment: your name 
is immediately entered as a Perpetual (one-ycar) Subscriber 
on an exclusive List of Subscribers maintained by the National 
Lampoon at its headquarters in New York City’s famed Vi
sion Building: you receive twelve consecutive presentation 
copies of the National Lampoon delivered directly to your 
door, not by a ratty postman, but by a uniformed representa
tive of the newly inaugurated United States Postal Service: 
you automatically obtain the coveted “Great Moments in 
Humor” scries without having to join in the dangerous and 
unsightly scramble at the newsstand that the appearance of 
this scries is expected to cause; and while each "Moment” is 
out being framed, electroplated, or bound in leather, at your 
own personal expense, you sit back and watch as humorous 
history is made, right in the pages of the National Lampoon. 
And what’s more if you’re not completely satisfied, you keep 
the magazines and we'll keep your check. Don't run the risk

of having unborn children and other loved ones spit on 
grave because you failed to take advantage of this exceptional 
opportunity. Act today.

Special Offer for
Immortal (Two-Year) and Eternal (Thrce-Year) Subscribers

Through an arrangement with a renowned institute active 
in the promotion of humorous studies—you'd recognize the 
name in an instant—we're able, for an unlimited time only, 
to offer FREE to Immortal and Eternal Subscribers an LP 
recording of Dick Gregory, one of the important figures in the 
humor field. Naturally, Immortal and Eternal Subscribers will 
also have their names entered on the List of Subscribers and 
will receive twenty-four or thirty-six presentation copies of 
the National Lampoon, containing the "Great Moments in 
Humor” scries.
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Miles-stones as “Down By The River*' 
and “Them Changes." Bui there are 
some less familiar things which are just 
as good, so you can plunk the needle 
down anywhere and be assured that 
something will be taking place. With the 
demise of the Fillmore's East & West, 
artists are looking for other on-location 
spots, but you have to credit Buddy for 
coming up with something a bit off the 
beaten track: the album was recorded 
in Bakersfield. California. Santa Mo 
nica and Seattle.

than ever, with guitarist singer writer 
David Gilmour joining their ranks.

Among the novel accomplishments in 
their stormy yet highly successful ca
reers. none looms larger than their score 
for the film. More. They are the only 
rock group, so far. to successfully in
tegrate true music into the background 
of a film, and also have the music stand 
up as an album.

This is their first disk since the mam
moth Atoni Heart Mother suite released 
last February (their LP Relics, released 
some months ago. is a compilation of 
old tracks). And it certainly carries on 
the Floyd tradition. The opening. “One 
Of These Days." serves as an in
strumental introduction to the softly 
hypnotic “A Pillow Of Winds.” that 
drifts along on the cloud of Rick 
Wright's amazing electronic organ 
background and David Gilmour's facile 
multi-guitar sections.

“Fearless' is fascinating. It's an up
tempo number with a repeating, build
ing guitar riff that merges, toward the 
end. with a crowd's chanting al the be
ginning of an unguessed sporting event.

The entire second side is taken up by 
“Echoes." a tone poem that allows all 
four group members much time to 
stretch their musical muscles. Yet not a 
moment is wasted and. as usual, the 
duels between Rick and David arc su
perlative. The whole rises and falls on a 
continuing musical wave, as relentless 
and comforting as the Pacific's tide. 
This is another masterpiece by a master
ful group.

Colosseum Live (Warner Brothers)
Colosseum are one of a select few 

groups who have become legends in 
their own lime without the aid of a hit 
single or album. Nobody will argue with 
the fact that the band's six members are 
highly skilled musicians Their only 
problem remains choice of material.

This specially priced two-record set. 
recorded live at Manchester University 
and Big Apple. Brighton features only 
six songs, yet “Rope Ladder To The 
Moon." and “Stormy Monday Blues." 
two ancient classics are included. Why? 
With all of the musical proficiency 
stored in the minds of the six band 
members, one would think that they 
would be able to write their own mate
rial. But not so: and as a result, the 
group will continue to suffer

Jon Hiseman. Dick Heckstall Smith. 
Dave Grecnslade. Dave Clempson, 
Mark Clarke, and Chris Farlowe are ca
pable of performing both rock and 
jazz-flavored songs equally well, yet. the 
material presented on this album does 
their varied talents no justice.

As is typical of Colosseum. Hiseman 
and Heckstall Smith shine throughout 
each and every track, but they come out 
especially well on “Walking In The 
Park" and “Lost Angeles." which strike 
me as the turning points of the album.

Il took Lighthouse some three years 
to finally break in America, and Colos
seum. who have been around at least as 
long, have received nowhere near the 
recognition they rightfully deserve. The 
solution to this problem would be a 
choice of material that could allow them 
to fully project the true potential of the 
group. Maybe their next album will do 
it for them.

ing intensity. “Lonely's Not The Only 
Way To Go” is a winning bit of exuber
ant advice courtesy of keyboard man 
Lloyd Baskin. George Marlin produced 
the set with a nice even hand, casually 
bringing out the most from each mem
ber of the sextet. Everybody works and 
the results arc pleasing and then some.

Melanie—Gather Me (Neighborhood)
If you're a Melanie devotee, you've 

probably grabbed yourself a copy of this 
album by now. If you're one of those 
people who summarily rejected Melanie 
back around “Beautiful People." maybe 
it's lime you had another listen. What 
she's doing now really deserves your at
tention. She has developed into one of 
our premier song-writers, and her voice 
has filled out to become remarkably as
sured. Gather Me is an album of sur
prises. Melanie skips around from in
trospective “price of fame” songs to 
happy vocal riffs to unabashed camp, 
and just when you think you've got her 
drift, she lakes you off in another direc
tion. With some artists this could make 
for a pretty distracting record, but Me
lanie has just what it takes to pull it off. 
“Ring The Living Bell." one of those in
credibly vibrant and distinctly Melanie 
songs, is magic. “Steppin." about recov
ering from a lost love affair, is sophis
ticated and wise: it's easily among Me
lanie's strongest lyrical achievements. 
“Brand New Key" slays just this side of 
being precious, so it's fun. “Some Day 
I'll Be A Farmer” is a “let's get back to 
nature” song that really works—chiefly 
because Melanie is sincere in her in
tentions. Remember the old barber shop 
favorite “Tell Me Why?" Melanie drops 
it in just at the end of side two and 
leaves you with “Because God made 
you —that's why I love you.” Melanie's 
best album since Candles In The Rain.

Don McLean—American Pie (United 
Artists)

Don McLean is an enigma. Just when 
you think you've got him figured out. he 
does something that makes you wonder 
about him. He's been making music on 
and off for about ten years: all during 
high school, in college and out. He sings 
like a pop singer, but he sounds like a 
folksinger and looks like a disheveled 
choir boy. He's crazy and gruff some
times. but he's also shy. and he's used to 
being alone for long stretches. If you 
meet him you might think he was quiet 
and thoughtful — and he is. but not al-

Seatrain—Marblehead Messenger 
(Capitol)

1971 has seen Seatrain transform it
self from a fairly light country rock 
band with much potential to a topnotch 
group realizing that potential. Al the 
heart of this assenblage are two master 
musicians. Richard Greene and Andy 
Kulberg. Greene's violin work is like an 
ever present thread which lies together 
the ten songs on this, their third album. 
Meanwhile Andy's flute is darling in 
and out like a jack rabbit. Title tune 
may remind you of “13 Questions." and 
“Despair Tire" is more than a little 
reminiscent of their narrative on Job. 
which was one of the duller items on 
their last album. But these arc minor 
points—the bulk of this LP is fresh and 
vibrant—infused with the same kind of 
energy which Sealrain transmits to a 
live audience in such limitless flusters. 
Most of the compositions of Kulberg 
and Jim Roberts are first person narra
tives. but the story never gets in the way 
of what is essentially happy Rock and 
Roll. “London Song is a tale of loneli
ness set to a moving beat. The State Of 
Georgia's Mind" is sheer beauty -a 
mood Piece which builds with a haunt-

Pink Floyd—Meddle (Harvest)
Pink Floyd, having arisen in the be

ginning of the British avant garde un
derground movement, have a long his
tory of playing and doing exactly what 
they want. Their first single. “Arnold 
Layne." was banned from the BBC be
cause the subject of the song was a 
transvestite: their follow-up “Sec Emily 
Play" well, we all know what that was 
about! Nevertheless, because the group 
seemed to thrive on controversy. Floyd 
became the foremost exponents of un
fettered electronic rock. Early on. they 
lost vocalist/ guitarist/ writer Syd Bar
rett. and there were rumors that Floyd 
was finished. Yet they surfaced stronger
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• Two models—one plugs into amplifier 
and the other plugs into instrument.

(8.95
All Electro-Harmonix accessories 

are compatible and modular and any 
combination of more than one unit will 
give you an infinite variety of sounds.

For example, using 2 LPB-l’s will 
give you even more power and more 
sustain. Turning up the volume level of 
the first LPB-1 past the halfway point 
will shift the second LPB-1 into over
drive. Using the first LPB-1 control, 
you can now develop this initial bare 
hint of harmonic distortion to any de
sired degree. The second LPB-1 can 

. control the volume of 
the combination.
| Try the LPB-1 
lout for 15 days. If 
Jit is not everything 
! we say it is. return 

it to us for a prompt 
refund.

Judee Sill (Asylum)
Judec got a lot of in-person exposure 

when she toured this fall with Graham 
Nash and David Crosby. Before that she 
attracted some attention with her song
writing talent —she penned the beautiful 
“Lady-O." which was a moderate hit 
for the Turtles. But this album of eleven 
lunes is Judee’s actual calling card, and 
it should admit her into the inner circle 
of this year’s most exciting new talents. 
Judee’s voice is countrified, even a bit 
nasal, but that doesn't detract from her 
performance. In fact, it enhances her 
work, giving her a kind of uniqueness 
which is strangely attractive. Her songs 
touch on people she has known, bring
ing them into focus by means of a gentle 
romanticism. It takes approximately 
one listen to the likes of “The Lamb 
Ran Away With The Crown” and 
“Jesus Was A Cross Maker” to have 
you whistling both, maybe even at the 
same time. “Lady-O” is here too. 
“Crayon Angels,” “My Man On Love” 
and “Lopin' Along Thru The Cosmos” 
are three more songs which should whet 
your appetite for more from this re
freshing young artist. By the way, if you 
listen carefully, you'll hear Rita Cool
idge pitching in on background vocals.

e/ectro-harmonix a-’oi
15 West 26th Street. New York. New York 10010 
Please ship: Quantity
LPB-l’s (plug into amplifier) $8.95
LPB-l’s (plug into instrument) $8.95 

 Enclosed is a total check for $ 
 Ship C. O. D.
 Please place me on your new products announce

ment mailing list at no charge.

Name _ _____________
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ways. Mostly, he's crazy and fidgity. 
When asked about his music he says. “I 
see music as form and color, not sound. 
Painters influence me sometimes.”

You should really listen to Don 
McLean's albums if you want to know 
about him. Tapestry and the new 
American Pie. give a good picture of his 
ideas, but they don't tell where the ideas 
come from

“American Pie.” the title track of 
Don McLean’s latest album is destined 
to become a classic. It is McLean al his 
very best, and we'll have to wait for his 
next album to see if he can lop it.

Don McLean is more than a singer 
songwriter. He's a painter of images. A 
weaver of stories and feelings. A monu
mental architect who, in verse and mu
sic. creates experiences. Unlike most 
performers. McLean never raises his 
voice to drive home a point. He doesn't 
have to. It's all there in the lyrics and 
if you listen closely, you'll realize how 
frightfully realistic they are.

There are ten new McLean master
pieces in the grooves of this new album. 
Ten new experiences to share: “Ameri
can Pie.” “Till Tomorrow,” “Vincent.” 
“Crossroads.” “Winterwood.'' “Empty 
Chairs.” “Everybody Loves Me Baby.” 
“Sister Fatima.” “The Grave.” and 
“Babylon ”

Like his first album, this one will 
soon be hailed as a musical landmark. 
So. if you're looking for fresh, original 
untapped talent -turn on to Don 
McLean. And do it now.

We've lowered our price 
without lowering our sound.

The way things are going today, one 
of the nicest things to hear is that some
body’s lowering a price.That’s why 
we’ve lowered the price of our LPB-1 
Power Booster from $14.95 to $8.95.

The LPB-1 is a compact solid state 
preamplifier that will boost the output 
of any electric instrument, such as the 
guitar, bass, organ or microphone. Since 
all amplifiers are overdesigned to more 
than handle the most powerful pick-ups. 
the LPB-1 will let you derive optimum 
results from your amplifier.

• Maximum setting of the volume 
control will make your amplifier 
TEN times louder.

• The switch allows instant
change from regular instru
ment output to pre-set 
boosted output. J

• Increases guitar U
SUSTAIN. fl

• Vastly increases the per
formance of all distor- fll 
tion devices, wah-wah M 
pedals and other 
accecssories.

• Lifetime 
guarantee.
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Which Cat Stevens 
is the more honest 

performer, last year’s 
nervous young boy 

or this year’s 
polished superstar?

teve?" he laughed. “My 
lO name's not Steve, my name's 
Cat.” And that's the truth. A year 
ago Cat Stevens might have been 
thrilled that you called him Steve, 
but now Steven Georgiou has been 
permanently converted to Cat Ste
vens. Personally and professionally 
the image has fused, and he is 100% 
pop star.

Onstage at the London Coliseum, 
in front of a screaming audience Cat 
Stevens was personable, confident 
and totally at ease with himself and 
his music ... a year ago. in New 
York, when he first walked on to the 
stage of the Fillmore East, virtually 
unknown, he had been a nervous 
young boy. The polished performer 
had not yet emerged.

Which version of Cat Stevens is 
better is purely a matter of opinion.

Cat Stevens 
Onstage

And
Backstage In 

London
And 

America

When "Peace Train" had it's first 
public airing at the Fillmore it was 
fresh and enthusiastic. Cat liked it 
so well that he sang it twice. Now an 
established chart success, it ham
mers the message across and receiv
es the response it always de
served—but the spontaniety is gone.

Which was the more honest per
formance? Has success spoiled Ste
ven Georgiou. late of 245 Shaftes
bury Avenue and the Moulin Rouge

Backstage in America, you might 
have found yourself standing next to 
an elfish, frail Stevens in shades and 
a silk jean outfit, looking tired and 
out-of-it. Backstage in London is 
another scene entirely: “our hero” is 
nowhere to be found. There's a 
guard at the doors who's been given 
the order to let in no one that isn't 
on the guest list. At one point the 
guard threatens to throw out Alun 
Davies because he let in some 
people from Island Records. Inter
esting names get tossed about. And 
familiar faces, such as Ian Anderson 
of Jethro Tull, show up. DJ Jeff 
Dexter arrives with two young chil
dren who are throwbacks to flow
er-power . . . they are flower child
ren in the true sense of the word 
and their innocence even softens the 
hardest guard.

In America people climbed into 
dressing room windows, through 
basements, peered into the men's 
room and made a general nuisance 
of themselves. In London the guard 
announces that he's never had to 
deal with such a rowdy bunch, and 
that the people who came to vis
it Ten Years After the week before 
were far more civilized.

All this is an indication that it’s 
the “year of the Cat.” But despite 
all the hysteria in London, you can 
still stand outside the stage door and 
hear a free concert through the 
drainpipe. This is one thing that 
never varies . . . Stevens is always 
in his dressing room hammering out 
songs, new, old and unrecognizable, 
until just before he goes onstage.

The difference is this: in England 
it's always the press and friends that 
are getting kicked away from the 
stage door or having their com
plimentary tickets sold if they turn 
up a second late ... in America it's 
the fans that are trying to make con
tact with a star they admire. You’ll 
very rarely see an English fan wait
ing outside the stage door.

In London, he doesn’t sing “I 
Love My Dog,” but someone asks 
for “The First Cut Is The Deepest." 
Now there are no songs from the pe
riod before Mona Bone Jakon. In 
fact “Katmandu," which opens the 
English set,is the only song from the 
“Mona Bone” period. Everything 
else is Tea for The Tillerman and 
Teaser and The Firecat (A&M 
Records). One song was even newer. 
Cat explained that it took him over 
a year to write because he wanted to 
have the words live up to the beauty 
of the melody:

Restaurant? Which version was 
more fun to watch?

The adulation in America is heav
ier than it is in England ... at the 
British Coliseum, when the girl 
shrieked out “Steve!." our Mr. Ste
vens answered with. “Hello Heath
er." which brought another shriek 
of delight. In New York or Los An
geles. was Stevens going to recog
nize an isolated voice in the crowd? 
It's very doubtful. The crowd here is 
less predictable, it grows and shifts 
with each record. And there's not 
much chance that any sweet young 
thing was going to lose her cool long 
enough to scream out “Cat." let 
alone “Steve."

A Cat Stevens concert at an East
ern University proved to be an inter
esting experience. Stevens always 
arrives hours ahead of time to re
hearse. Since he is not the world's 
greatest guitarist, he takes great 
pains to be as good as he can possi
bly be. In his dressing room, he is 
surrounded by the people who make 
the tour click. Manager, booking 
agents, second guitarist Alun Davies 
and bass guitarist Larry Steele. The 
concert was due to go on at eight, 
but when eight o'clock arrived, 
about twenty or thirty people were 
scattered through the first few rows 
listening to a private concert, while 
outside 3.000 waited in the cold 
wondering what the hell was going 
on. The few people who were inside 
watched with mixed feelings. The 
concert was being held up due to a 
faulty P.A. system. There was a 
sadness throughout the crowd be
cause the quality was so poor. But 
there was joy too. because the worst 
sound system cannot kill a Cat Ste
vens performance.

1 here was our man “Steve" (still 
Steve) and his magic voice and the 
wildest set of vibrations possible. 
But he was already on the verge of 
becoming the superstar he is now. 
n d there were some very weird 
head scenes to be dealt with. People 
were climbing through windows, 
punching up guards, breaking in 
doors and climbing high above the 
stage. There was no security back- 
stage. so it reached the point where 
there were as many people behind 
the curtains as there were out front. 
That was when the punchups start
ed.

So. Stevens was on tour in Amer
ica and the crowds were loving it, 
the manager was loving it. and even 
the booking agents were singing 
along.
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Onstage in London he admits, "I knew this guy who used to pay a 
penny to feel little boys. I charged two bob.”

"He was the king of trees, keeper 
oj the leaves
The deep green God of young 
love-stained memories
We used to read by him many 
years ago
I loved you. now they've come to 
cut you down . . ."
Introducing "Father and Son." 

Cat tells the English audience the 
following story:

“This is one of my favorite songs, 
it seems to say everything I want to 
say and I can't go on saying it. 
cause you can only say it once . . . 
it has to do with feeling frustrated, 
and it's to do with family and trying 
to get through to your family . . . 
as well as trying to get through to 
society and school. My biggest 
hangup was school. You know, 
cause I was never accepted in any 
way. Whatever 1 had to say was 
rubbish, and it was the same for ev
erybody. Everybody goes through 
that: and it's so crazy, cause kids 
have so much more sense, and the 
teachers were out of it (this brings a 
roar of applause). Really, the teach
ers are the kids. There's a freaky 
kind of very funky strange people 
that teach. They do it for strange 
reasons . . . they do it because they 
can’t get to bed with anyone they 
want. So they take out their frustra
tions on these kids. I knew this guy. 
oh wow, he used to pay a penny to 
feel young boys. I mean a penny 
. . . I charged two bob." There is 
an easy openness when Cat Stevens 
talks to his English audience. Look
ing down into an orchestra pit of 
friends let in as freebies and an au
dience full of fans who paid a goodly 
percentage of their weekly salary to 
get in. Cat Stevens feels very secure.

In London, after one encore the 
fragile Cat pleads fatigue and a lov
ing audience lets him offstage 
— thanking him for all he's giv
en. In America the merciless au
dience cannot see the fatigue and ig
nores the voice that inevitably be
gins to falter from exhaustion. . . . 
Ours is a very delicate Cat that feels 
more secure in London, but feels it 
necessary to give more to the Amer
ican audience. He always tells his 
audience: “I never could have 
thought it would be as great." It's 
true, it was a long, hard climb. 
When he returned for his encore, he 
told the English crowd. “You see. it 
doesn't take much to bring me back, 
two bob is still cheap." The only 
thing is . . . it’s really cost him so 
much more.
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John 
Mayall 
Juggles 
Partners

The 
blues master 
ran through CT 

three bands 
in four 
months, 
but still 

managed to 
get out an LP.

could safely say that 
John Mayall has known quite a 

few famous guitarists in his time. So 
what does he do when his main axe 
man suddenly leaves his group three 
days before a tour?

“I tried to contact Eric Clapton 
and Peter Green." said John, “but 
there just wasn't time. Then Chas 
Chandler recommended Jimmy 
McCullough. We didn't even have 
time for a rehearsal before we start
ed in Germany. It was just a case of 
plug in. see what happens, then go 
on stage.

“We did eight gigs over there and 
it went very well. I'm very pleased. I 
wasn't really worried because if you 
have good musicians it's bound to 
sound good. The only thing is that 
you don't know what it's going to 
sound like until you hear it."

Well that was a few months ago. 
Things have changed since then. In 
fact John has put together three dif
ferent bands in the past four 
months.

Here's what has been happening.
John recorded his latest album. 

Memories (Polydor). with ex- 
Canned Heat bass player Larry 
Taylor and ex-Ventures guitarist 
Jerry McGhee. When the band was 
ready to tour. McGhee backed out 
at the last minute. That s when John

acted as a sometimes member of the 
Ray Charles Orchestra. The other 
new Mayall members include: Clif
ford Solomon, a jazz veteran who 
first came to England with Lionel 
Hampton in 1953; jazz and blues 
guitarist Freddy Robinson; and Lar
ry Taylor, who somehow stuck 
through it all.

After a short tour of England the 
band made their way to America 
and is still in the process of touring.

Mayall's album is fast breaking 
here. On Memories, he chooses to 
reveal the utter anguish of his early 
life, complete with his masturbation 
period, the divorce of his parents, 
his army career, and his admiration' 
for his grandfather. From “Wish I 
Had A Woman" comes this admis
sion about his adolescence:

What's wrong with me?
I still got virginity
Guys are driving me
With all the women they've had 
All 1 got is my hand for satisfac

tion at night.
That is just an indication of how 

far Mayall has gone to reveal him
self. In the past John has been super 
secretive. No one quite knows why 
he's taken this opportunity to wash 
himself clean. Perhaps John Len
non's example had something to do 
with it. In any case, it is all there for 
the listener to hear, along with a lyr
ic sheet so you can believe what 
you're hearing, and lots of scrap
book photos (although none depict 
the torment of “Wish I Knew A 
Woman”).

The music on Memories is up to 
Mayall’s usual excellence. Taylor 
and McGhee put in virtuoso per
formances. Mayall plays harmonica 
so well, especially on “Play The 
Harp." that at times the instrument 
seems to overpower everything else. 
And McGhee plays sitar and dobro 
to give the LP an added dimension.

Some people predict this will be 
Mayall's last experimentation with 
a drumless band. Certainly the ex
periment has left its mark. It began 
with Turning Point, and if it ends on 
Memories, it has fulfilled all ex
pectations.

Now John seems eager to venture 
more into producing for his Crusade 
label and playing for the good time 
rather than for the revolutionary 
content. Already he has produced 
Albert King's latest LP for Stax, 
and he has finished producing an al
bum by blues legend Shakey Jake 
Harris (on Polydor).

Meanwhile, Memories could be 
the closing stanza in one of the 
greatest blues explorations of all 
time. And for that alone it is a land
mark. •

tried to get Clapton or Green.
About Clapton: “There were 

some vague messages, but we never 
got through.” And Peter Green. 
Mayall found out. “has given up 
music completely and just started 
work as a grave digger." (For more 
on Peter Green, sec the Fleetwood 
Mac article in this issue.) So two of 
Mayall's former sidemen were out. 
and time was running short.

Enter McCullough, the guitarist 
with Thunderclap Newman. “Jim
my is beautiful.” says Mayall with 
pride. “Very surprising. He’s eigh
teen. looks about twelve years old 
and plays fantastic guitar."

McCullough and Taylor toured 
with Mayall and drummer Keef 
Hartley throughout Europe. When 
Mayall returned to England, how
ever. he set out to form another new 
band. Not that anything was wrong 
with the old one. Their perform
ances were well received and John 
was happy: but Mayall is always 
looking to get into new things, and 
this time he wanted to move in a 
more jazz-oriented direction.

His latest new band includes two 
very famous names from the jazz 
world. The first is trumpeter Blue 
Mitchell, who played for a long time 
with the Horace Silver Quintet, put 
out many albums by himself, and
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songs arc so good that it's unbear
able at times—every syllable is so 
filled with feeling."

Black roots: Because of the na
ture of his talent, most descriptions 
of Morrison are filled with adjec
tives instead of facts. The details of 
his life are only partially relevant to 
his work. Musically, he is heavily in
fluenced by American R&B. He 
adores Ray Charles, in particular: 
he loves John Lee Hooker. Muddy 
Waters, and Slim Harpo; and he 
can talk like an encyclopedia about

His wife, Janet, has mellowed him, 
but not calmed his inner struggles.

the R&B masters of the last 20 
years.

He was born on August 31. 1945. 
in Belfast. Ireland. He grew to love 
music early in his life. His father 
played him Leadbelly. He listened 
to Hank Williams and other coun
try and western sounds, jazz, early 
rock, and plenty of blues. By the 
time he was 16 he was ready to per
form. He started a group called the 
Monarchs which toured Europe. 
Van sang and played sax. ‘‘In those 
days, if you didn't do what the au
dience wanted you might get your 
head knocked in." he remembers. 
“They always used to say ‘one more 
time—one more time.' "

In 1964. he formed a group called 
THEM. Van sang the leads and 
wrote several of the songs. It was a 
time when English rock was ex
ploding and Van was among the 
most powerful singers of rock and 
blues. American R&B producer 
Bert Berns heard THEM and came 
to England to record an album. The 
album included the legendary hits 
“Gloria" and “Here Comes the 
Night.” Van now has mixed feelings 
about those songs—he didn’t like 
the arrangements, and he sometimes 
gets irritated when fans ask him to 
do his old numbers.
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Brown Eyed Girl: THEM came to 
America in 1966 and played the 
Fillmore in San Francisco. Before 
that the group had toured Europe, 
sharing the bill with Van’s old 
idols — men like Bo Diddley and 
Little Walter, the late blues harpist. 
In 1967. Van moved to America for 
good. “I always had a feeling for 
America. When 1 was a young boy. 
my father went to America, and he 
sent me some American clothes— 
the other kids made fun of me be
cause they were different. We were 
supposed to move there, but it never 
happened."

He signed with Bert Berns' new 
record company. Bang Records, and 
released a smash hit single called 
"Brown Eyed Girl." It is a classic 
1967 joyous love song; the other 
songs on the Biowin' Your Mind al
bum which followed were a mixture 
of the R& B influence and of a stark, 
desperate strain which revealed it
self for the first time in the seven 
minute “T.B. Sheets"—known to 
devotees as one of the most incred
ible tracks of the sixties. But Bang 
was not the right company for Van. 
They were really more oriented to
ward pop bubblegum than toward 
art. They had the poor taste to ac
tually censor one of Van's lines in 
“Brown Eyed Girl." deleting the 
words “making love in the green 
grass!" “I would have been better 
off on a blues label." says Van. 
"Theyjust were the wrong company 
for me to be with." Bert Berns died. 
Van's contract with Bang ran out. 
and Morrison started working on 
some new material that was very 
different from anything he'd done 
before.

Breaking boundaries: “One of the 
reasons I left THEM was that they 
were too limited. I hate being limit
ed—doing the same thing over and 
over again.” In addition to his pas
sion for rock and roll and blues. 
Morrison had always written poet
ry. On his first album for Warner 
Bros.. Astra! Weeks, he expressed 
himself in ways so dazzling that the 
album's subtleties and meanings are 
still discussed by the cult it created. 
Originally he recorded enough ma
terial for a two-record set. but “one 
of the songs was 45 minutes long 
and they couldn’t dig it." Long be
fore the idea of a concept album was 
common. Van had come up with the 
idea of writing several songs with 
the same characters and settings. 
Astral Weeks has no discernable 
plot, but its mood is consistent and 
unique. The album established Mor
rison as a major rock poet and first 
unveiled some of his new musical 
trademarks—the exquisite guitar 
dissonances that he used to build

moods, and his unique blending of 
rock phrasing with lyrical poetry. 
When his feeling burst through, he 
communicated without the limita
tion of conventional rhythm or 
rhyme. His phrasing surpassed ev
ery musical obstacle by focusing on 
the heart of the song's feeling and 
meaning. Astral Weeks was taken 
very seriously by its fans. “Some
times people would tell me of mean
ings they heard that I never thought 
of," Van remembers, "but that's 
cool—it’s whatever it means to you. 
Sometimes 1 don't know exactly 
what the things mean myself.”

Come Running: Van was living in 
the Boston area after Astral Weeks. 
That album won him thousands of 
passionate fans, but was not a big 
seller. He toured with a variety of 
groups, and then recorded Moon
dance. another change in direction 
and one which sold far better than 
any of his previous albums. He used 
horns in the new group that record
ed Moondance, and he produced the 
album himself. Among the songs on 
the new LP were “Come Running." 
which was a moderate success as a 
single. “Into the Mystic" which was 
recorded by Johnny Rivers. “Crazy 
Love" which was a hit with Helen 
Reddy, and “Brand New Day." 
which is frequently recorded by oth
er singers. The Moondance songs 
were hits: memorable, dazzling, and 
unique, and they permanently estab
lished Van as a major songwriting 
force in the pop scene. In late 1970. 
he released “Domino" as a single 
and it became a hit. It was included 
on the album His Band and Street 
Choir and like much of that album, 
it was closer to a hard rock and roll 
vein than Van had gotten since his 
days with THEM. Once again he 
had changed his sound, and as usual 
some old~ fans grumbled while he 
picked up new ones.

The Band: In 1970. he moved to 
Woodstock and became a good 
friend of the dozens of other out
standing musicians there, particu
larly those in The Band. He sang 
harmony and helped write one of 
the songs on The Band's most recent 
album. Cahoots. In 1971. he moved 
to northern California where he 
lives now. He occasionally misses 
his friends on the East Coast, but he 
prefers the West, finds it more re
laxed and conducive to creativity. 
He owns a house in the mountains, 
and he lives with his wife Janet, 
who's been a major influence on his 
life and work, and his two children. 
Janet wrote the loving liner notes on 
the Street Choir album and sings 
back-up on some tracks.

From his home in the West comes 
Tupelo Honey (Warner Bros.).
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Van’s new album, and it’s his pretti
est yet. Like the last one. it mixes 
passionate love songs (like the title 
cut), with hard rock smashes (like 
the single “Wild Night”). Originally 
Van planned a double album. The 
second record was to consist of two

exquisite 20-minute songs. Warner 
Bros, was not convinced that a two- 
record package would add to the 
profits, however, so the unreleased 
songs will have to wait for a future 
album.

Tupelo Honey expands Morri
son's sound in a few new direc
tions—he gets into strains of coun
try for the first time as well as going 
back to the beloved blues. For the 
future. Van. as always, is writing 
new songs and he is also preparing 
for his first production of another 
artist: R&B legend Lorraine Elli
son.

Morrison is frequently moody, 
and often dissatisfied with his work. 
He is a legendary perfectionist, and 
for that reason he has gone through 
literally dozens of backup musicians 
in the last few years. He’s always 
found it difficult to work with other 
musicians on a steady basis. “For 
me. the concept of a group doesn’t 
work because you’re limited to 
those four or five guys. Somebody's 
gonna say something you don’t like, 
with THEM I'd pick up on a lot of 
stuff that they wouldn’t pick up on. 
I can’t rely on four or five other 
guys to make decisions for me—I’ve 
got to do what I want to do." In re
cent years Van has solved the prob
lem by working with a backup band 
who have a leeway to get it on for 
themselves, but who are clearly 
working under him.

The struggle: A while back, he 
was known as one of the most tem
peramental artists around. But he 
has gradually mellowed and ab
sorbed the influence of Janet’s com
mon sense and love. Nonetheless. 
Janet has not been able to calm his 
struggle with his image. Next to his 
house he built a studio where he 
practices and sometimes records. 
On the wall of the studio he tacked a 
note announcing to all friends and

visitors that “Van Morrison the per
son only sometimes has anything to 
do with Van Morrison the name." It 
was a confused, contradictory note, 
but it expressed beautifully the im
age paradox. “I didn't know quite 
what it meant—but I thought it 
might help other people to explain 
me to me."

Though Van lives comfortably 
now. he has not forgotten his begin
nings. “You had to be a madman to 
want to be a musician. In those days 
it was seven sets a night, seven days 
a week, with matinees on the week
ends. One time (this was before 
TH EM) we auditioned for this club
owner and afterwards he said, 
‘you’re fantastic but you’re slobs 
—you can play here if you wear 
suits.' So wc went and ripped off 
some suits and played—there was 
nothing else we could do." Over the 
years he has performed with many 
of rock’s finest musicians. Jimmy 
Page—now famed leader of Led 
Zeppelin—played second guitar on 
a THEM single of “Baby Please 
Don't Go." Hugh McCracken 
played bass for Mirrison when Van 
had his famous press boat ride in 
1967. ‘‘That band was really 
great -they could play anything —I 
wanted to pay them a lot of bread 
and tour with them, but Bang 
Records couldn’t dig it."

Onstage: As a performer. Van is 
inconsistent, but sometimes incred
ibly brilliant. Jon Landau, rhapsodi
zing on one of those brilliant mo
ments. wrote in Boston’s Phoenix: 
“For an encore. Morrison sang a 
gorgeous ‘Cypress Avenue.’ Work
ing his way up to a ferocious soul 
rave-up. he stood before the au
dience shaking his head back and 
forth, hair falling about him. look
ing like a man insane. Finally with 
everything as tense as it could possi
bly be. he ran back across the stage, 
jumped over the microphone chord, 
held the mike to his face and 
screamed out ‘It’s too late to stop 
now’ and was gone." Other times 
however he has been less magical. In 
California a couple of years ago. he 
became enraged that his band was 
playing too much jazz and stomped 
off stage early in the set never to re
turn. “Performing for me requires a 
tremendous amount of concentra
tion. I’m not someone who just 
plugs in and gets it on. And it’s hard 
to get the audience used to that, 
'cause they like to listen to people 
who just get it on. And that’s not 
what I do. Also I never do a song 
the same way twice. Of course the 
audiences always want to hear your 
old songs. Thev don't realize that 
when we used to do ‘Gloria’ it was a 
20 minute song. And for the record
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it was three minutes. And you can’t 
recreate a three-minute single on 
stage.”

His image as a performer has 
gone through titanic changes. First 
he was seen as just another English 
rock star, then as a manic. Irish 
James Brown, then as a poetic bard, 
and recently as an almost-jazz vo
calist and leader of a many
membered band. His current group 
consists of a bass, a drum, a piano, 
a lead guitar, and one saxaphone.

Irish violence: He has not visited 
his native Ireland in many years. "I 
think of going back sometimes but I 
know it’s all changed.” He’s writing 
a song now called “I Believe Amer
ica's Got My Soul.” “It’s about 
why I had to split Ireland—'cause of 
the violence and hatred and too 
much not caring." Naturally he is 
very concerned about the ugly polit
ical situation in Ireland as well as 
elsewhere. Although he’s not known 
for his political views, a human con
cern shines through his songs and 
music. Likewise while he does not 
advertise specific spiritual beliefs, it 
is obvious to anyone listening to his 
work that he has done a lot of inner 
searching.

His main problem is that he 
writes too fast to release all of his 
work. “I usually write too many 
verses to a song and then I have to 
leave most of them out. Or I won't 
put a song on an album if it doesn't 
fit in with the overall feeling of the 
album.” As to the future, the only 
sure thing is that it will be different. 
“Why tie yourself down to one thing 
when you can do a lot of different 
things?” he asks rhetorically.
just doesn't make any sense.”

■____"L_



An album analysis 
and a bit 

of Dead history 
which demonstrate how 

the old smoke-tokers 
have proventhat

Rock and Roll is 
not just extraneous 

teen-age bleating.

by P 
Feat

The
S5 Grateful Dead:

Buddy Holly
In Reverse

t’s really mysterious. We've
A been at it for six years now and 

we're suddenly getting successful. 
Just in the last year, we're £ 
successful. Its something that ..
er happened to us before. We’re 
even out of debt now: and what’s 
more, our records are starting to 
make money . . . ”

So states Jerry Garcia — the 
six-foot, chunky, bushy-black
haired and bearded chief component 
of the Grateful Dead clan. Leader of 
the very same brotherhood that has 
aroused, amused, delighted and sent 
several spiritual quivers down the 
spines of thousands of music lovers 
across the seven vast continents. 
And what is exciting is that more 
recently Garcia and his assorted as
semblage were seen waxing a live 
record or two in such delightful mu
sical emporiums as the Winterland 
in San Francisco. New York's Man
hattan Center, and of course Bill 
Graham's fabled Fillmore East. 
And what, you may ask has 
emerged from their very intense 
acidic sessions? A successful, mon
ey-making. getter-out-of-debt.

32 CIRCUS

good-vibes piece of vinyl (in fact two 
pieces of vinyl), that for lack of a 
better monicker will henceforth be 
called “The Grateful Dead's New 
Live Two Record Set."

Everyone who owns a record 
player knows Jerry Garcia has been 
praised as one of the finest guitarists 
in all the land. Since the new al
bum—not to mention the twen
ty-three other assorted ditties he has 
played on (previous Dead LPs. Da
vid Crosby. Howard Wales. Paul 
and Grade's Starship trip, the New 
Raiders, etc.)—displays this fact 
quite readily, we shan't dwell on the 
subject longer. But, one must never 
forget it. For if one thing is clear, 
it’s that along with the Beatles and 
the Rolling Stones. Jerry Garcia 
and his amazing band of reknown 
have proven that rock and roll is 
more than extraneous teenage bleat
ing.

Garcia has been with music for so 
long that, like the sweat which danc
es enthusiastically from his randy 
eyes into his benign smile, he’s 
found that he's “dripping with 
sounds." “I imagine music is all I'll
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immaculately heart

I

Bob Weir, 
rhythm guitar: 

Rolling 
sweetly through 

yesteryear.

Jerry Garcia, lead guitar: 
"Long hair 

used to indicate 
intelligent people, 
not drug-sluggers.”

Ron McKernan, keyboards: 
Although he took baths regularly, 

they called him Pig Pen 
and put him way in back 

behind the organ.
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ould be lo actually indulge in 
dance and even healed foreplay with 
your pel princess lo the sounds of 
The Dead's giveaway cut—“Not 
Fade Away". But in case your fa
vorite frauline is unavailable, listen
ing to it with your number two gal is 
definitely the next best thing. In 
case you still don't get the picture, 
the introduction of the tune has been 
known to instantaneously rev. perk 
and incite most all of one's sensual 
limbs, whereupon one immediately 
starts chugging and wheeling in all 
directions. Sort of like what usually 
went down in the rear of the now 
defunct Fillmore East, during those 
Grateful Dead Dance Marathons 
way back in 1970 when the group 
wheeled in their tanks of laughing 
gas.

Musically, the intro, of the tune 
in question (“Not Fade Away") has 
the feel of. let's say. the old Quick
silver Messenger Service doing Will
ie Dixon's “Who Do You Love?” 
The intense pre-seventies ear- 
ly-Californian energy level is still 
there in full regalia, especially in the 
weighty back-beat. But. unlike

Quicksilver, it's a mellow, high 
energy level reminiscent of The 
Band singing either Marvin Gaye’s 
"Baby Don't Do It" or that soulful 
Four Tops nuber “Loving You Is 
Sweeter Than Ever." In fact, it's so 
rustically clumsy and countrified 
that it turns out to be downright dir
ty. or as my favorite number two gal 
might say: “immaculately heart 
warming."

Climbing and rolling: “Not Fade 
Away." along with their renditions 
of Chuck Berry's "Johnny B. 
Goode” and Kris Kristofferson's 
“Me and Bobby McGee" seem like 
stylistic smoking craters which The 
Dead have been dying to get into for 
ages, but hadn't had the time to lay
down on wax. Besides doing all 
those wonderful-sounding things on 
the various tunes that they haven't 
penned but still cover, the Dead 
have taken Buddy Holly’s song one 
step further (or. if you prefer, for
ward). That is to say. if we agree 
that Holly was really the man who 
connected folk music, rock music 
and pop music to put together a new- 
rock gender, we'd then realize with-
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ever do. Being alive means to con
tinue to change, never to be where I 
was before. Music to me is the time
less experience of constant change." 
Understandably, if he and his co
horts continue in the fine positive 
fashion of their latest sweet-smelling 
record. Jerry Garcia, as musically 
adaptive as he is. will remain one of 
the unwavering musical forces on 
the contemporary American musi
cal scene.

Proof of the pudding: Just take 
the way the Gratefuls do up Buddy 
Holly's fine classic “Not Fade 
Away" on their new disc (formally 
entitled The Grateful Dead from 
Warner Bros.). Al the very onset of 
the tune you start imagining and ac
tually wishing that you are either 
dancing and/ or balling. At the very 
least, it conjures up riffs of prome
nading across your regional high 
school basketball court at the an
nual Halloween Mixer and asking 
the local lovely hot shot for a chance 
to display your virtuosity at the 
above mentioned skills (balling 
and/or dancing).

Of course, the ideal situation

Phil Lesh, electric bass guitar: 
In reality, the Grateful Dead 

number between fifty and one 
hundred people.depending 

on who’s in town.
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The Grateful Dead: For proper listening, indulge 
your pet princess in dance and heated foreplay.

out much trouble that the Dead 
have taken rock apart again and re
turned to folk, jug band, and coun
try and western—sort of pulling a 
“King Holly in Reverse.”

The remainder of the LP, a con
gruent example of Dead versatility 
and agility, features a Merle Hag
gard tune (“Mama Tried”) and a 
John Phillips song ("Me and My 
Uncle”) not to mention several 
traditional Dead arrangements such 
as “Big Railroad Blues” and “Fell
ing Bad." But the one cut that puts 
the center in the middle and life into 
the whole of side two is the eight- 
een-minute epic titled “The Other 
One.” Commencing with a hearty 
drum solo by Bill Kreutzmann (as 
you well know, second drummer 
Mickey Hart has gone his separate 
way) which slowly fuses into and 
through a resounding bass solo by 
Phil Lesh. the tune climbs, drives, 
rolls and relaxingly comes to rest 
(but not to a halt) amidst some very 
articulate and thoughtful picking by 
Mr. Garcia. With rhythmic con
notations of the Dead’s previous 
AM hot and heavy “Truckin’’ 
thrown in for good measure, the 
track is slowly but cleverly con
structed like a wind storm turned to 
sunshower—opening with thunder 
and closing with sweet rain. Thusly, 
by the process of musical photosyn
thesis. the budding roots of a mere 
tune are transformed into a full- 
bloomed wildflower of truth.

One hundred Dead: Which coinci
dentally brings us to the amazing 
point that besides the fact that the 
Dead’s songs are usually colorful 
wild flowers—so are their creators. 
Inasmuch as they are their music, 
the Dead have been blooming and 
budding for over six years now. and 
it doesn’t seem like they are in any 
danger of wilting. For in reality. 
The Grateful Dead number between 
fifty and one hundred people, de
pending on who’s in town. The cen
ter of the Dead are five performers, 
and of course their nucleus is Jerry 
Garcia.

But. by no means should that 
leave out Bob Hunter (songwriter 
for the Grateful Dead) and David 
Nelson (now guitarist with the New 
Riders) who along with Jerry split 
to Palo Alto (back in those 
pre-flower power days) to do the 
only thing they knew how to do at 
the time—“drop the shit and play 
the blues.” Along came wiry Bob 
Weir, who was only seventeen but 
lied about his age, a headstrong 
youngster who has mellowed only 
slightly since abandoning his society 
background. Ron McKernan a sing
er of soul and a rebel on the key
boards, suddenly appeared, and al-
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though he took showers regularly 
they called him Pig Pen and put him 
way in the back behind the organ. 
Soon Bobby, Jerry and Pig Pen 
were “Mother McCree’s Uptown 
Jug Band," sometimes accompanied 
by Dave Parker on washboard (to- 
day Dave is the Dead s accountant). 
Around the time the Beatles opened 
up those strange American musical

doors (February 7, 1964), Phil Lesh. 
an old pal of Jerry’s from San Fran
cisco. was ordered to play bass. 
They all ran out to a music store to 
buy some Beatle records and a bass 
for Phil and unexpectedly met their 
current drummer. Bill Kreutzmann. 
Hence the Warlocks were born. The 
Warlocks existed for a few months, 
hitting their audiences with some
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there were some pretty strange phe
nomenons (better known as words), 
such as “Fairweather Mount.” 
"Marston Moor" and “hesperi
dium." located in the book he held 
in his pudgy little hands. Upon 
stumbling over the words “grateful 
dead.” he decided he wasn’t going to 
settle for being a mere “warlock" 
any longer, and from then on Jerry’s 
group was known as—you guessed 
it—The Grateful Dead. At that 
point it got rather difficult, not to 
mention sticky, trying to explain the 
Dead phenomenon, but Lillian Rox
on in her epic rock memorabilia ta
bleau hit it pretty much on the head:

“They were not so much a 
band as a social institution. It 
would be impossible to tell the 
story of the Grateful Dead with
out telling the story of what hap
pened when love hit San Fran
cisco in 1966. just as it would be 
impossible to talk about that pe
riod of San Francisco without 
talking about the Dead. The two 
were inextricably intertwined. 
Most bands tend to live an exis
tence somewhat removed from 
their fans. The Dead lived right 
in Haight-Ashbury where it all 
started. They were an integral 
part of the community.

"They didn’t, as might be ex
pected. play what we now call 
acid or pschedelic rock but in
stead produced fine, strong, 
straightforward traditional 
blues. (Much of the San Fran
cisco music of that period came 
out of the blues, into the wilder 
realms of acid rock.)"

Most of this was spurred on by 
Ken Kesey. the Acid Tests, the Mer
ry Pranksters and of course. Ow
sley. i.e. : The Electric Kool Aid 
Acid Test by Tom Wolfe.

As time passed on. the Dead be
gan to stand for something—a type 
of freedom that transcended long 
hair, rebellion and dropping out. 
Jerry’s thoughts about distinction 
and individuality were basically the 
same throughout his career, and al
though The Dead looked like wild 
and dangerous, drug-crazed hippies 
to outsiders. Jerry kept his calm and 
mellowly reacted: “Long hair 
doesn't work anymore as a dis
tinguishing characteristic . . . but it 
never did in the first place. What 
there was in the first place was a 
loosely knit group of people who 
knew each other, one way or other, 
proximity or association, who were 
just getting their shit on. Makin’ it a 
little easier for everybody, making 
new connections, getting some ener
gy happening. Intelligent people, 
not drug sluggers."

£

typical soul standbys and, might I 
add. some very loud rock and roll.

A Warlock no more: One day 
while Jerry was looking into things, 
he spotted Phil’s opened dictionary, 
which was located in between Lesh's 
by-now-expanding Beatle’s record 
collection and his slowly- 
diminishing stash. Jerry, pensively 
picking up his pipe, realized that

MUSIC
To those who knew and admired 

The Dead, they were beautiful and 
led the way down the Golden Road 
of Unlimited Devotion.

Detectire: Somewhere in the 
depths of 1968 and “Hey Jude." The 
Dead and drummer Mickey Hart 
were mysteriously united. Before the 
Dead. Hart had been a drumming 
instructor, and before that a private 
(what?) detective. After a quick jam 
at The Straight Theater in San 
Francisco, he was in. The Dead then 
had two can-bashers expanding the 
rhythm section, just enough to make 
their beat department one of the 
finest anywhere. Organist — 
Scientologist Tom Constanten then 
joined the band for a short spell, 
but decided to drop out after their 
fourth album. Just recently Mickey 
Hart departed and left the group in 
its present state, which leaves them 
pretty close to the original cast of 
Garcia. Weir. Lesh. Kreutzmann 
and McKernan. And that’s where 
the Dead are today. A strange brew 
of a crew, dedicated to bringing 
happiness through music, and truth 
through sound. Their new LP and 
recent stage antics are filled with 
magical experiences, joyful sharing 
and. yes. I'm not afraid to say it. 
“good vibes." By the looks of 
things, it's that way on their side of 
the fence. Now it’s up to the rest of 
us to get off our asses and get our 
shit together, especially those ung
rateful heads among us who expect 
everything served up to' them on a 
silver platter. Or. as Mr. Garcia 
would have it. "I mean. hell, we got 
it together, and all we are is &?#!ing 
musicians." •
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Thanks Says B. B. King
B.B.went to London for

■

was pleased that people like Ringo 
Starr. ex-Mayall man Peter Green, 
former Domino Jim Gordon, and 
Humble Pie members Marriot. Rid
ley and Shirley had shown up to 
play with him. He wanted to thank 
the people who came to the studio, 
and he wanted to thank everyone 
who made him feel at home in a 
strange country. Sure they speak the 
same language in London. They 
even enjoy the same music. But it 
was a foreign country and the 
people had strange accents. He still 
felt at home there.

“1 went there for a vacation. I 
had planned to spend about ten days 
just relaxing and digging the 
people." said B.B. “My people at 
ABC Records said 1 could go into 
the studio if I wanted and there 
would be musicians there to record 
with. In fact, they had announced 
the fact that I would be there to the

speak my English with a Swahili ac
cent and I can't even, speak Swa
hili." quipped King in the studio, as 
he studied his lines and did a few 
run throughs for the spots. He was a 
happy man who had played the 
blues for 22 years without getting 
the recognition he deserved. And 
now. at 43 years of age, he has 
helped to lead the blues from a posi
tion in the deep underground to the 
towering stature of one of the most 
forceful and copied forms of music 
around.

First interview: There were sev
eral guitars in the apartment, in
cluding Lucille. B.B. was at ease, 
wearing a solid brown tie on a 
light brown shirt, and pondering 
his thoughts carefully. It was the 
first time he had been asked 
about his latest record. B.B. King 
In London (ABC/ Dunhill), and he 
wanted everything to be right. He

r I ' he apartment on the West 
A side of New York is messy. He 

calls it his traveling apartment. It is 
on the 29th floor of a modern build
ing and can best be described as 
messy modern. But that is quite ex
cusable. considering that B.B. King 
is on the road more then he is home. 
It is a place of work. “Everyone 
comes here." says the blues boy. 
“It’s just like the studio. We come 
here and work and think.”

The television was on as we 
walked in. Apparently it had been 
on all day. B.B. was coming from a 
session of public service announce
ments he had done for the United 
Negro College Fund. It had taken 
about thirty minutes for the man. 
dressed in a brown sports coat with 
dark brown lightning flashes and 
lines in it. to speak his piece and do 
his thing for his people, the young 
black people of New York City. “I
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a 
vacation, and ended up 

in the studio 
with Ringo Starr, 

ex-Domino Jim Gordon, and 
three-fourths of 

Humble Pie.
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just kind of ran through the tunes 
for the musicians as much as I had 
to. And that wasn’t a whole lot. You 
know, the main concentration was 
on keeping the sound, so the chords 
and bridges were important. And 
that’s the way we got all the music 
together, except for the tunes which 
were written by Alexis Korner. like 
‘Alexis’ Boogie.’ and for ‘Power of 
the Blues.’ which Pete Wingfield 
wrote especially for me when he 
heard I was coming. I did change 
Wingfield’s chord structure slightly.

the last session." said King. “That 
night, we recorded it in a low key 
and I really didn't like the flavor of 
my voice. So the next night we cut 
the track in a higher key. Then we 
brought the track' back to the States 
where we overdubbed the voice 
again with the help of Joe Zagarino.

■‘Actually, we had a hard time 
getting the rhythm." he commented 
further. And on the album, if you 
compare the track with the original 
Tate cut on Tate's Ger It While You 
Can LP (Verve), you will see what

but the tune was really ready to go 
when I saw it. All it needed was a 
few slight touches in the melody and 
chords to make it a little less rock 
and a little more B.B. blues. 1 
thought the words were terrific."

B. has people constantly on the 
look-out for tunes which may suit 
his style of music. This is one of the 
ways he can keep up to date with the 
constantly changing music scene, 
while still maintaining his own 
sound. It is also the way he found 
and recorded “Ain't Nobody 
Home.” which was written by Jerry 
Ragavoy. a producer and studio 
owner, for Howard Tate. Ragavoy. 
incidentally, owns The Hit Factory, 
in New York City, where Tate first 
recorded the tune in the late 60’s 
and also where King has recorded 
many of his hits.

Off-beat rhythm: “We worked the 
Tate tune into shape on the next to

King means. King's version is 
slightly off-beat, slower, and more 
in a ballad style. It is a particularly 
hard hesitation rhythm which any 
side man would have problems with 
if he were just fooling around a bit. 
But King said it was the best cut on 
the LP "for a particular type of 
thing. I think the work that went 
into the cut and the whole album is 
shown by the final product." he 
said. And he’s right. Il is pure pre
cision and timing, with a good vocal 
in that soft, you-had-your-chance
baby tradition.

King also commented on some of 
the other cuts that went into the 
“London Sessions." "1 think 
’Ghetto Woman.’ was the first tune 
we did over there that said anything 
to us as musicians." said B. "We 
really seemed to get it together with 
that one." Then King mentioned 
that to his knowledge, the only two 
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musicians in London. They did it 
through the English music papers 
and also through contacts which one 
of the producers. Joe Zaearino. 
had.”

King wound up recording for 
eight of the ten days he was there. 
“They didn't tell me that they had 
studio time booked every day. But 
they did. And I went in every day 
and spent eight to 12 hours there." 
He obviously loved it. He loved the 
way he was treated for the most 
part. And he loved most of the mu
sicians.

Ringo: "A musician is a musi
cian." said B. “There’s no real dif
ference between the English musi
cian and the American musician. 
But I mean musician. You know, a 
true artist. I do wonder though, how 
many musicians that are as wealthy 
as Ringo Starr would participate the 
way he did in those sessions. 1 mean 
he’s got a name, and a lot of the big 
names let it go to their head, you 
know. I mean they are so great that 
they have to tell you how the session 
should go. even though they're sit
ting in on your session. But Ringo 
Starr tried to keep the B.B. King 
sound. He didn't try to put in a 
Bealle sound. He didn’t try to put in 
the Ringo Starr sound. He kept 
B.B. King just B.B. King. Klaus 
Voorman was the same way.

“Always if something was not 
quite right. Ringo and Klaus would 
say "I don’t think that's B.’ You 
know, they all wanted to help, but 
some of them wanted to kind of up
date my thing. Like change the 
chord structure or something. But I 
couldn’t really go for that.

“Let me just say that I’ve been 
recording for a long, long time. And 
it’s always been the B.B. King 
sound. But I have always remained 
up with it. you know. I mean 1 did 
strings on records in the fifties when 
I thought it would be a good thing. 
If the song or arrangement war
ranted strings. I mean whatever is 
right for that song will be put into 
that song."

The sessions: About the only 
hassle B. had at either Olympic or 
Command Studios, where the tapes 
were cut, was that the sessions 
would never start on time. “They al
ways took a lot of time to set up the 
sessions. This always unnerves me. 
since I come into a studio ready to 
work, full of energy. If they aren’t 
ready for me. it’s sort of a let down. 
So finally we worked it so they 
would call me al the hotel when they 
were ready and I would come over 
then. I mean I might drink or some
thing otherwise." he laughed.

For the most part, the sessions 
were done without regular charts. "I

B.B. King:
"It got to the point 

where I almost wanted 
to carry some of 
those cats around 

with

BO
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never knew I was as limited as 1 
was." said King. “Sometimes my 
guitar really can sound good to me. 
and the English cats really brought 
that out. But I'm never really satis
fied with what I do. I like all of it. 
but I always find something I should 
have done that I didn't do." King 
keeps all of his “Teachers" in a 
closet in his bedroom of his apart
ment. They are in the form of old 78 
RPM albums, as well as singles and 
other standard albums.

The B.B. sound: “You know, it 
appears a lot of times that all of us 
musicians have different fields of 

.music we specialize in. But if you 
change B.B. King into a now musi
cian. he isn't doing his best to con
stantly try to better his kind of mu
sic. I mean, why jump out of the 
boat when it’s in the middle of the 
ocean? The producers and the 
record industry should see that. I 
don't want to do what some other 
guy does because he sells records. I 
want to sell my work my own way 
with my own type of things. I don't 
want to be Otis Redding or Jimi 
Hendrix. That’s not me. If people 
buy my records because I play the 
blues then let me play them badder 
than I have in the past. Lots of 
people say that my ‘Live at the Reg
al' album was the best. But that's an 
old album."

“This I think is currently the best 
album I have done. I mean it stands 
up there with all of the others. The 
cooperation I received was just fan
tastic and really showed me that 
people respect people. It got to the 
point where I almost wanted to car
ry some of those cats around with 
me. But I have my own band and I 
have to take them wherever I play."

“I'll tell you one thing. While 
they don’t take the place of my own 
band. I wouldn't mind a jam on 
stage with some of those cats fea
tured on those London sessions. 
There are even enough tapes to 
make another album of my London 
sessions. But I just want to say one 
more thing. The record proves what 
I consider the cardinal rule of the 
recording artist, no matter who he 
is. And I'll say it as a personal state
ment which is possibly why I can 
stay in the picture. Quite simply. I 
can't give me up to satisfy anyone. 
You know, you can't take away B. 
from B."

What the record proves, ultimate
ly. is that B.B. King will never lose 
the fire and strength that is the 
blues, no matter what musicians are 
playing with him. If you can't un
derstand the B.B. King Sound after 
listening to his London sessions, you 
had belter clean out your ears. •

changed the rhythmic patterns to 
suit the tunes and the changing 
times. Look at the older stuff I have 
done. There was ‘Boogie Woogie 
Woman.' which was at that Boogie 
time in the 50’s. Then we had ‘Woke 
Up This Morning.' which had a cal
ypso type beat, and also ‘Bad Case 
Of Love.’ a good rock and roll 
tune." said King. “All of those 
tunes fit into what was happening 
then. You know. I've always tried to 
be time-conscious. I think that's one 
reason why I have been able to get 
records played when other blues 
musicians have not."

As for the lead tune. "Cale
donia." King said: “Everyone was 
having fun. It was like a party. You 
know we were having laughs like hu
man beings. In fact we were so hu
man ... I mean I forgot a word in 
one part, but we left the mistake in 
on the final mix. I don't mind 
people knowing 1 make mistakes. 
I'm human and I want people to re
alize this. The music was there and 
that is what counts.

"A lot of those English musicians

live horns on any of the sessions 
were Bobby Keys, tenor saxophone, 
and Jim Price, trumpet. "AU the 
rest of the horns I think were 
dubbed either in London or the 
States. I mean we listened to the 
tunes and if we thought we need
ed a fuller sound, then we added 
what was needed. None of the over
dubbing was to cover up. With me it 
never is. I sometimes like to en
hance the sound. That's an artist's 
prerogative and 1 think it's up to 
him and his producers."

With “Part-Time Love." which is 
another tune Howard Tate did. “we 
could tell we had something on the 
rudiments of B.B. King." said the 
smiling blues man. King did not 
mention if he had found the tune on 
that same Tate LP. but Tate was the 
one who made the tune relatively fa
mous. In fact, the voice of Tate is 
closely akin to that of King’s, al
though Tate does not play the gui
tar.

Laughing: “On each cut. we tried 
to have a different pattern of music. 
We tried to keep the basic ‘B‘. but

’’Some of them 
wanted to kind of 
update my thing. 

But I couldn’t 
go for that.’’
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“But I didn't really get serious 
about jazz until I got a basic foun
dation on the violin, because the vio
lin is an instrument that the more 
basics you have on it, the better for 
you: the scales, and positions, and 
bowing techniques. 1 started to 
study a little theory and harmony. 
When jazz came out. and blues 
—well, there wasn't any rock at 
that time, but Rhythm and Blues, 
more or less—I kept on practicing, 
and formed a little trio. We got a 
job with a chain of hotels. Then we 
started doing clubs and cocktail 
lounges. That was around 1943. '44. 
'45. '

“From then on 1 started a group 
of my own. We came to California 
in 1945 and started working at a 
place called the ChiChi out in Palm 
Springs. That's where all your mov
ie stars and show people hung out. 
There was just the three of us 
—that's all I wanted: just bass, gui
tar. and violin.

“We traveled everywhere by car. 
We had uniforms—we were more or 
less a tuxedo-type thing. We had 
seven complete wardrobe changes, 
because of playing in the more for
mal atmosphere of hotels. You had 
to have a costume back in those 
days. A costume really meant some
thing. This was all during World 
War II. around 1945, '46.

“After that I started working 
with an organist. I worked with her 
for about four years in California. 
Then from that I went and got a job

Papa John Creach: You have to have a costume.

on the SS Catalina (A California 
hotspot seacruiser which takes tour
ists from Los Angeles harbor to 
Catalina Island) and stayed on that 
for about five years. 1 guess that was 
about 7 or 8 years ago. Great gig. 
After that I met Joey Covington, 
who had not yet become Jefferson 
Airplane's drummer.

“I met Joey at the Musicians' 
Union, and he was looking for 
somebody and I was also looking 
for somebody to play with. 1 guess it 
was about two years lapsed in be
tween that meeting and the time he 
called. He said he was in Jamaica 
with the 'Planes and he said let's get 
together. Why not get together and 
do something. I said Yeh.

“Marty Balin was with him, and 
they stopped by my house. I put on 
a good pot of corn bread and stuff 
which Joey loves and they discussed 
all the possibilities of me coming up 
to San Francisco to do some type of 
recording bit.

“Once I went and played with 
Jefferson Airplane at the Winter
land Auditorium in San Francisco. I 
guess I went over pretty good, so 
they said why not just make the 
tour."

Papa John’s been playing with the 
Airplane ever since.

And in exchange the Airplane has 
helped put Papa John on his own 
LP. so his hot bow can skitter back 
to the tunes of thirty years past, 
then skate up to the present on the 
ice of a thick rock beat. •

by Diane Gardiner

T) apa John Creach is somewhat 
ST of a phenomenon to the pop 
music world. Like the man who 
came to dinner. Papa John materia
lized onstage with his electric violin 
and the Jefferson Airplane one 
night: and ended up staying and 
playing with the Airplane AND Hot 
Tuna. Jefferson Airplane sagely 
signed him to their newly-formed 
company. Grunt Records, and his 
Papa John Creach LP is the result. 
The Creach charisma attracted 
some interesting “sidemen" to par
ticipate in his recording sessions: 
Grace Slick. Jerry Garcia. Carlos 
Santana—

Papa John Creach has been 
around a long time, and he tells his 
story better than anyone. It goes 
something like this:

“I was born in Pennsylvania in 
1917.

“My uncle came along with a vio
lin—when I was around 11 or 12. so 
I picked it up and started to play a 
couple of notes on it. It had a very 
wierd sound, so I left it alone for 
awhile. Then I came back and pick
ed it up again. When I was about 13 
or 14. I guess, I got kind of serious 
with it. My uncle started helping me 
play, showing me the fundamentals 
on it. the notes and scales and so 
forth. So I started practicing scales.

“We went to Chicago when I was 
about 18 and I really began studying 
music. I was a guest artist with the 
Illinois Symphony Orchestra one 
time.

The Airplane's Papa John 
Fiddlin' Since The Twenties:



Beans: Bar Mitzvah Riffs And Bossa Nova
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was actually the basic forerunner 
of “Looking Glass," the classic 
definitive exporter of Decadent 
Funk. He spent several months 
trading off barbaric riffs with the 
“Glass." then decided to take a 
powder and make it out to the 
sunny skies of Tucson I think Bob 
Dylan said that. He began to lose 
lots of pounds, but gained thou
sands of miles on his theatrical, 
musical and longitudinal speedo
meters. After indulging in bread
less ketchup and relish sandwiches 
at Antioch, he decided to pass his 
hat around in at least 900 u.rter- 
ent “ Host-of-the-High ways"-Hojo 
parking lots. And while picking up a 
concrete ability to manipulate the 
mandolin, banjo, mouth harp and 
the Hawaii-phone of Denver, he was 
blown away by a lot of people, such 
as Bert Jansch. John Renbourne. 
early James Taylor and other as
sorted eclectic wonders. He then 
skipped his way to New Brunswick 
with a hell of a lot of nerve, direc
tion. an empty stomach and about 
42 cents. For a while he played some 
really nice rock and roll and began 
to get interested in an unusual four
some (Beans) that were roasting 
around the area at assorted outings. 
Being overly aggressive, he fixed it 
up that a concert one of the Beans 
(the one with the nasty scars on his 
lip and bad stage movements) 
wouldn't turn up for the gig. Then 
he stumbled up onto the stage, and 
“Beans" has never been the same 
since.

On the other hand. Luis Molina 
— Beans’ able-bodied. Farmer-Grey 
clad "Percussionist" (congas; other 
assorted toys)—doesn’t claim to be 
a good singer, but in actuality is 
quite a soul seranader when he

Beans: Bored with Clapton and the rock status quo.

wants to be. Born in Puerto Rico in 
1948. a country full of music and 
dancing, he was drawn strongly by 
the making and playing of melodic 
sounds. With an extraordinary crea
tor of musical instruments for a fa
ther. Luis quickly found himself re
sounding on the bare skins. Molina, 
who admits to being influenced by 
Latin music, and who has gone to 
such extents as memorizing albums 
by Ray Berrata. Mongo Santamaria 
and Willie Bobo, exclaims that he 
heard the first-ever Santana album 
25 years ago when he was a wee tod
dler in his native land.

He started playing so-called 
American (?) music with one of his 
first Yankee (Newark) groups. The 
Soul Tones. They immediately went 
on to win first place in the State
wide Boys Club Battle of the Bands, 
and as he put it. "I then grad
uated. or was allowed to jam, with 
the local underground kings. The 
Ambers." at that point, the Straw
berry Alarm Clock psychedelic chi
canery began, and Luis remembers 
it well. “I got turned on to your 
American music by Iron Butterfly's 
Tn A Gada Da Vida’ and imme
diately got turned off. There was no 
creativity nor individuality. They 
were all generally the same. Along 
came the Beatles, who were quite in
ventive at points, and. of course, the 
Rolling Stones. In fact. I think that 
‘Sympathy for the Devil’ was in ac
tuality the first really successful 
Latin influenced piece that went 
over big with a young musical au
dience."

Although he figures that his musi
cal tastes and influences consist of a 
conglomeration of musicians, he 
does favor artists such as Tom 
Rush, The Little Brown People and
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n or around February IO. 
\_Zl970. a strange breed of musi

cians entered the rustic domain that 
we had come to love. hate, know 
and call the FILLMORE EAST! It 
was amateur/ audition night at Gra
ham’s Grand Ballroom, and al
though the group in mention hadn’t 
been signed to a record label as of 
yet. they were by no way amateurs. 
The cold crowd included the frigid 
aristocrats of audition night au
diences—“The Record Company 
Talent Scouts!!" In no time, our 
former Rutgers-educated, job- 
oriented. nouveau-bourgeoisie he
roes began to drive the capacity 
throngs up against their respective 
rugs, whilst cutting a rather large 
niche into each and every one’s mo
lecular systems. The resplendent 
product of latin. jug band, bossa 
nova, folk-rock, jazz, 50’s grease 
and a little Bar Mitzvah type cock
tail music, had somehow found itself 
on stage naked and trembling. But 
weren't they in reality shaking . . . 
that is to say. shakin' to the me
lodies that garnered them two 
standing ovations and just as many 
encores to boot?

So John Rizzelli—their steadfast 
manager and overseer —decided it 
was time to add some pork to his 
fresh and up-and-coming Beans, and 
they signed their contracts with 
Avalanche Records (an affiliate of 
United Artists Records through 
publishing and distribution, etc.) 
and cut an LP called (take three 
guesses) Beans.

“BEANS" personnel:
Skip Roberts, the latest boy won

der to enter the Beans domain, was 
incarnated in. on and around July 8. 
1947. in the clear-water, rock
mountain-spring and plains town 
of Denver. Colorado. At a very 
early age. Skip moved, bounced, 
picked and bounded his way 
around 49 out of the big 50 under 
the protective wings of his uptight 
career-man. Air Force dad. He 
spent some time with his ole pop in 
Japan and finally wound up with a 
new guitar around his neck in. of all 
places, the bean hub of North 
America —Bostontown. After the 
Kingston Trio rubbed a little in
fluence into him. he meandered off 
to Rutgers, taking his guitar and 
highway songs for some refuge. In
stantaneously. he formed a revolv
ing rock-a-billy-Tom-Rush-Jessie- 
Young influenced entourage and 
dubbed it “The All American Jug 
Band." Shortly thereafter he took 
the soul route to a new group, the 
"Other Side of the Tracks." a 
Stax-type, R&B Review, which
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Jonathan
Edwards:
Rooted Bn

Bluegrass And 
Sadness

Edwards is stand
basement dressing

I

the group It’s A Beautiful Day. As 
for his relationship with his own 
group. Beins. Luis simply state- 
that "he loves them all and that 
they, like myself, enjoy the satisfac
tion of creating a music which ex
poses happy thoughts instead of 
morbid ones. For all forms of art 
belong to the people and not the art
ists alone. Through Beans’ music. 
I'm able to define my feelings and 
thoughts in a totally revolutionary
dimension."

Courtney Colletti, the Italian of 
the group, was always involved, 
even if his father did play tiple (a 
soprano guitar) and sing songs from 
the 30’s and 40's around the house, 
and his mom used to play piano 
(and dig this) trombone. In fact, his 
parents were probably the only rela
tives who showed up at the Beans’ 
New York debut at the Gaslight Au 
Go Go. which can only prove that 
they were always into it too. "Well. 
I guess it just goes to show." elabo
rated Colletti, "that since my first 
formal dealings with music came in 
the third grade, when I started 
studying violin. 1 definitely wanted 
to play trumpet. But all the kids 
were taking trumpet, and the music 
teacher needed more violinists for 
the school orchestra. I immediate!'' 
fell in love with my axe. almost as 
much as I fell for Rose Stella, who I 
used to cheat off of in Catechism 
classes. At that point. 1 was prac
ticing three or four hours a day on 
both of them, and it wasn't very 
long before I had really gotten into 
it. Then about two years ago. I 
started doing commercial material 
in the club-date business in New- 
York City. As for Miss Rosy, she 
changed religions, and it was all 
over for me—the religious-musical 
essence just wasn’t there anymore. 
So as a substitute defense mecha
nism. I meandered around with my 
group. The Fugitives, from ’64-'67. 
and we were approached by Rou
lette Records, and you know where 
that was at. After that 1 joined 
Beans, and I started writing. In fact. 
I penned two for our first LP. One 
was ‘Bleecker Street.’ which was 
just the typical bummer evening 
—going home empty-handed and 
dry after trying to pick up a chick. 
Also, that five-year old love song 
called ‘Summer Wind’ was mine.”

Finally. Paul Levine, the axeman 
with the schmaltzy yawn (especially 
when he plays the sitar—which he 
claims he purchased with his moth
er's bread so’s he could trip out all 
the young Christian babes way back 
in his law-student days), is the fan
tasizing mature adult of the Bean 
ensemble. In his most ultimate day
dream. “law students cease work on
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their term papers, major highways 
go unfinished, the stock exchange 
floor lays silent, the moron in the 
White House contemplates what is 
left of the First Lady’s breasts, 
while the sound of Beans fills the 
streets in full-dimensional, quadro
phonic sound, and one or two people 
I don't even know wonder how- 
much they know about Paul Levine 
so they can impress their friends." 
Getting serious. Paul remembers his 
first ever recording experience with 
extremely vivid eyelids. “I was 
about six and a half or eight, and I 
used to imitate the “EL’ and Jerry 
Lee Lewis for my relatives. Because 
1 was really good, and since they un
doubtedly had the money to subsi
dize it. they took me into a record
ing studio and I layed down ‘Houn- 
dog' b.w ‘Teddy Bear.’ To this day. 
they are considered collectors’ 
items, especially at my local syna
gogue. I was born in the Bronx in 
those days, and I moved to Queens 
and then further out to the Island. 
As hard as I tried. I couldn't make 
it as a greaser, because my curly 
kinks wouldn’t pomp like my Italian 
friends—and. therefore. I was 
unable to make it with Jewish girls. 
Untarnished. I then played with 15 
odd groups (Strange Birds, Stagnat
ing Egos. Idylls) until I joined those 
even-Steven Beans. I won’t dare list 
my musical influences, but I do like 
greasy burgers and big cigars. Al
though I do suppose the size of a ci
gar actually depends on the size of 
the man. but I wouldn’t always bet 
on it.”

So there you have it. Beans, a 
strange mixture of particulars who 
“grew as a reaction to boredom with 
rock’s prevailing status quo. There 
are no fuzz boxes, wah-wah's. imita
tion Kinks-Clapton blues riffs, no 
‘C’mon Bebuh.’ absolutely no ‘soul’ 
(although that's hard to believe). 
Nobody has to drop acid and gel 
stoned to appreciate Beans. How
ever, you can. if you feel you must. 
It's not rock, not country, no strings 
or horns: not folk, not at all psy
chedelic. We're all former social 
outcasts with musical tastes that 
don’t seem to make it on AM or 
FM radio." They make it internally 
and intrinsically, and if they are felt 
with just the right vision and rela
tion level, they can prove to be four 
equal parts forming a sound that 
can only be described as Beans.

In the words of the great harmo
ny toilers themselves: “If we are giv
en the chance, it is our aim to at 
least add something a little new and 
unexpected to music and to make 
people lay down their joints and 
guns for a little while and just listen 
and maybe even smile." •

Patrick Wm. Salvo 
Feathers of an Angel

T onathan 
ing in a 

room between sets. High and tired, 
he picks up his guitar, runs off a 
blues riff for nearly a minute and 
then sings the words “jus" got in 
from Houston, baby . . ." real 
tough and badass mean. He picks 
up the riff once again and plays with 
it for awhile before breaking off.

“Up in Boston once." he says, 
“we were going to do this thing for 
laughs. Get a band of about seven or 
eight musicians together for one gig. 
sing those words once and just jam 
off’em for about an hour. It never 
happened, but it would have been 
fun. A couple of nights ago a girl 
asked me where I was from. ‘Jus got 
in from Houston baby.’ 1 told her. 
She believed me. too.”

Jonathan Edwards likes to have 
fun. and loves to involve an au
dience in his own enjoyment of his 
music. His songs are sweet and 
warm, a blend of folk and country 
shot through with soulful blues feel
ing. He is one of the very newest 
male soloists to emerge with dis
tinction in a field already crowded 
with talented artists, and a highly- 
promising product of the post-Dylan 
generation.

Jonathan was born twenty-six 
years ago in Atkin. Minnesota. His 
father was an official in the federal 
government and moved the family 
to Alexandria, Virginia when Jona
than was still young.

“My father was a pretty con
servative guy.” he says in a voice 
flavored with the combined accents 
of the South and Mid-West. “He 
sent me to Fishburne Military 
Academy in Waynesboro, Virginia. 
I hated the military and everything 
associated with it. but actually I dug 
the school. I had no brothers and 
sisters and I had always been pretty 
lonely, so it was great being sur
rounded by people my own age all 
the time.”

While going to school in the beau
tiful Blue Ridge Mountains, Jona
than began to pick up the guitar. 
“One day Bill Monroe and his blue
grass band come to town," Jona
than recalls. “He blew my mind, 
just tore me apart. After that I real
ly started to get into country and
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group. I decided to go out on my 
own after that, and it was a smart 
move for both my head and my mu
sic."

Jonathan's music is a modern 
folk-sound with the lyrics of person
al experience. On his solo album, 
(Jonathan Edwards. Capricorn) he 
sings about love growing and love 
lost, the pain of loneliness in a fara
way place and the pleasures of wil
ing away the day getting high. His 
music reflects a deep warmth and a 
sensitivity to the precious beauties 
that abound in simple moments.
“My head went through a lot of 

changes when I was in college. I got 
over my conservative background 
pretty quickly. I began to get into 
middle-period Dylan, you know. 
There was a time when I would just 
sit down and get high to Blonde On 
Blonde every night. The term ‘folk 
music- began to expand in meaning 
for me until I realized that it could 
be used as a medium to express just 
about anything. I came to realize 
that we're all folks, after all."

Jonathan's blue eyes have the cer
tain sparkle of a man who has come 
to terms with his life. His friendly, 
strong and self-assured outward 
manner works in counterpoint with 
the shy and sensitive inner self that 
generates his material.
“When I was in college I used to 

take a lot of acid." he recalls. "My 
favorite thing was taking acid and 
running around naked in the woods. 
Some people would think that was a 
pretty flipped out thing to do. but it 
helped me get a lot closer to myself 
and my music."

Jonathan is one of those people 
who feel the pain and goodness of 
life deep to the roots. The lasting 
hurt of a gone and broken love, and 
the sustaining joy of personal and 
artistic development have combined 
to make him a truly expressive sing
er.

“You know, in a way I really 
used to get off on the hard times. I 
was feeling real deep then and began 
to realize that I dug feeling that 
way. I was doing a lot of blues ma
terial at the time, and it was beau
tiful knowing that I would be able to 
share my feelings with an audience 
and make them understand."

On stage Jonathan is skilled in 
the art of making an audience feel 
comfortable. He is tall and blonde, 
casual and relaxed. With his suede 
vest, bluejeans, high boots and har
monica-carrying cartridge belt he 
looks as if he's on his way to a 
two-man'jam at a friend's apart
ment. He banters with the audience 
and his bass player, Stuart Schul
man. getting everyone accustomed 
to the idea of sharing the music.

When he sings he commands your 
total attention, whether he is lost in 
the fullness of love ballads like 
"Emma" and “Sometimes" or 
stomping his boots and blowing his 
harp into hard moving songs like 
“Everybody Knows Her" and 
“Trains of Glory." Although he 
says that his favorite vocalist is Van 
Morrison. Jonathan's own vocal 
style is uniquely his own. driving 
along a high and mellow range with
out losing power or clarity. His 
voice is pure and refreshing, mesh
ing smoothly with the clean and 
honest beauty of his words and mu
sic.

It is no secret to Jonathan that 
there is an abundance of male 
soloists around these days, but the 
matter of fame and success is secon
dary to him. “I've come to believe 
that you've got to be true to what 
you are and what you can be." he 
says. “You've really got to work on 
keeping your music developing. I'm 
trying to remain the way I was when 
I was a kid—just rambling through 
my changes and trying to be open 
enough to accept them. I’m con
stantly faced with decisions about 
what is important and what isn't, 
and I’m hoping that my music will 
help in some small way to make 
things change for the better as time 
goes along. Someday I could really 
dig playing in a band again, but 
you've really got to love the people 
you're playing with."

That shouldn't prove impossible 
for Jonathan Edwards. Love of 
people and love of life lie at the 
heart of his music, and listening to 
him sing seems to make some 
people feel just a little bit better. •

by Richard Gold

Jonathan Edwards: Running naked 
through the woods.

folk music. A lot of far out country 
groups like Harry Buttermilk Sny
der and The Buttermilk Drinkers 
used to come through that part of 
Virginia and f'd see every one of 
them every chance I got. After a 
while, though, you might say I start
ed to go backwards, getting into the 
Kingston Trio and music like that."

In his last years of high school 
Jonathan got a group together and 
played country and folk music at 
minstrel shows. “I really liked mak
ing music." Jonathan says, “but by 
the time I was ready to go to col
lege. I decided to become a painter 
rather than a musician. I had always 
been into art and thought it would 
be a nice life to paint and teach 
painting, and just play music on the 
side."

Jonathan studied painting for 
three years. He found it increasingly 
difficult, however, to divert his 
creative energy away from music. 
He formed a gospel group with his 
friend Malcolm McKinney which 
eventually evolved into an acoustic 
group they called Headstone Circus. 
The band played gigs throughout 
Ohio, changed its name to Sugar 
Creek and soon became one of the 
heavy area bands in the mid-west 
along with a group called Ohio Ex
press, which had a few top 40 hits in 
1968.

"One day Malcolm and I were 
talking, and we decided we just had 
to take a big chance. That same day 
we both quit school just like that. I 
went down to the draft board, did a 
number on them and convinced 
them I was crazy. A little after that 
we packed up and took the band to 
Boston.”

The decision to give up his paint
ing was not an easy one. “I painted 
every day for a few years. It really 
turned me on. but there's nothing 
like getting other people to ex
perience a creative rush with you. I 
could pour my soul into a painting 
and nobody could possibly rush on 
it as much as I do. But as a musi
cian. people are experiencing my 
whole thing. There’s nothing like it. 
1 want people to look .at my songs as 
if they were theirs, and I didn't feel 
that painting offered me the chance 
for that same kind of total commu
nication."

Jonathan and Sugar Creek ar
rived in Boston and soon began 
playing gigs at the Unicorn club. 
Jonathan's manager. Peter Casper- 
son, found the group there and they 
eventually cut an album.

“The album never did get off the 
ground," Jonathan recalls with a 
wry smile. “We were all starting to 
go in different directions by then, 
and once the album died so did the
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"You Well Meaning 
Brought Me Here"

as a

And our well meaning will hope
fully bring him back to the States 
again someday.

_________

And I never thought I’d lose my 
way
And now 1 know who they are 
But I still get hurl by the things 
they say

“busker," a street musician who 
lives on the coins people toss him. 
He sang his way across Europe 
many times, getting as far as Istan
bul. But sickness always forced him 
to return to England. He was worn 
down by sleeping in doorways or on 
the floor, and by having bad food, 
not enough of it. and no money.

Finally, after leaving a factory job 
in England and heading off again to 
sing in the streets of Paris, things 
started to go well for him. He was 
able to make enough money to live 
by singing for the lines outside of 
movies. But there were drawbacks. 
The police started a drive to clean 
up Paris. Ralph spent a few nights 
in jail; but he was more fortunate 
than some who saw their guitars 
smashed against walls or dropped 
into the Seine.

Eventually. Ralph was heard by 
Antoine, a French commercial 
version of a folk singer. Antoine 
couldn't play the guitar, yet needed 
one for his image. Ralph was given 
the job of dressing in a tuxedo and 
playing guitar out of the light while 
Antoine faked it. When Ralph re
turned to England he began to play 
in clubs. Someone sent a tape of his 
performance to a publisher, and be
fore long Ralph was able to cut his 
first album.

Now Ralph performs alone ac
companying himself with his guitar 
and occasionally switching to the pi
ano for a number. He feels that per
forming by himself eliminates the 
clatter, clutter, and hyne from a per

Ralph McTetl: He collects his bad reviews—to learn from them.

Ralph McTell: England's Most Talented Folk Singer?
formance. and lets him express 
something real. He’ll sit cradling his 
guitar, and if he's nervous, he'll 
close his eyes. If not he'll stare 
fixedly out into the audience, but 
only sec them after a song is com
pleted. He needs to be within him
self when he sings. He is hypersensi
tive to his audience: he feels every 

lovement. and if he senses a lack of 
interest on their part he'll become 
uncomfortable and cut down his in
troductions to his songs.

His album (Ton Well Meaning 
Brought Me Here. Paramount) is 
very different from his one-man 
stage performance. The simple 
songs are laid over a complicated 
foundation of harmonium, moog. 
strings and brass. But the elaborate 
instrumentation actually enhances 
the music and helps recapture the 
excitement of his live show.

Ralph tries to write songs about 
subjects that are not well covered. 
He doesn't want to sing about his 
love problems. Instead he writes 
about the precarious relationship 
between an artist and his audience, 
the intense loneliness of rag-covered 
street beggars, an "Old Brown 
Dog" that should be put out of its 
misery, or an incident from Hesse's 
Siddhartha.

His voice flows sweetly and 
strongly. But Ralph is not com
pletely satisfied with it. "When I 
sang really loudly as a busker I al
ways hoped my voice would come to 
sound rough like Rod Stewart's, but 
it usually just quit and came back 
sounding the same the next day." 
Ralph's voice has a pleasant reas
suring quality to it. almost as if he 
were singing for people he has al
ways known. And that really is how 
he feels about the people who come 
to hear him. At Festival Hall he 
looked up to see a full house and 
was moved by it. saying. “1 never 
knew I had so many friends." Well 
it would seem that Ralph McTell 
ought to have a lot more friends 
very shortly.

And 1 never meant to come this 
.far .....

T~> alph McTell is a reluctant 
.LVhero. He stands on the verge of 
international recognition, having 
made three successful English al
bums and having sold out Festival 
Hall in London twice within six 
months. Many consider him to be 
England's most talented folk artist. 
Everywhere he has played he has 
met with enthusiastic audiences. But 
lavish praise embarrasses him. He 
feels that when his audience ap
plauds they applaud their personal 
union with the feeling of the song, 
fo.r which he is just the messenger.

“1 don't wish to tell people what 
to do or how to live. I'm only just 
learning myself." Ralph admits. He 
never reads his good reviews, un
doubtedly he’ll never read this, but 
he collects his bad ones. He wants to 
know what people don't connect 
with. Ralph says that if he were to

I receive only bad reviews he would 
probably stop singing publicly. But 

| with reviews like the one in a British 
1 paper that called him a “dazzling 

new talent.” he'll be singing out for 
a long time.

“People need heroes 1 guess." he 
reflects, “but when they make 
heroes they lose sight of people." 
Ralph does not want his audience to 
lose sight of the fact that he is just a 
person. He comes on stage, whether 
it is the David Frost Show or a folk 
club, in jeans and a simple shirt. “1 
tried dressing up once." he explains, 
“and felt so uncomfortable I had a 
hard time performing."

Ralph started in England
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work. “I love strings.” Skip smiles. 
Lighthouse has full-time cello and 
viola players but Skip yearns for a 
lusher sound. “We want to use a big 
orchestra in parts of an album.” he 
reveals, then tells this storv about 
their past association with a really 
big band:
“We used to perform with orches

tras in Canada. You know, like the 
Toronto Philharmonic. The first 
lime, guys in the orchestra were 
uneasy, naturally, about working 
with us. But then they were really 
knocked out when we came out with 
our charts—we had them note for 
note correct. And we had even writ
ten a special section for them. They 
loved it. They hadn't expected much 
because of rock groups they'd en
countered before.”

Now if only Lighthouse can im
press the general rock 'n roll au
dience the way they turn on the staid 
Toronto Philharmonic. The first 
step. One Fine Morning, definitely 
made a dent. Whether their next al
bum (already recorded and due to 
be released soon) does as well is 
anybody's guess. But as Skip says. 
'’We're on our way now.” burning 
bridges (and records) behind them.*

by Greg Mitchell 
______________ < IL4 I » 45

Lighthouse: "We’d have seven or eight things going on at once. ... It was a mess."

One Fine Morning, which not only 
sold fairly well in the States but also 
(gasp) received some good reviews 
in the rock press.
“This guy made it right.” Skip 

says, referring to lenner. “He really 
pulled the band together, though ac
tual I v we've evolved to the point 
we're al now.” Down to “just” I I 
members (a string and a horn player 
were dropped), the group “does only 
four things at a time during a song 
instead of eight like before.” ac
cording to Skip. “You can hear the 
lyrics now.” he notes, proudly. "The 
arrangements fit the songs and the 
material's stronger too.”

Skip Prokop feels that One Fine 
Morning was just as significant to 
Lighthouse's career as Dylan's .Vew 
Morning was to his. lie's sure that 
after enduring a long, dark night. 
Lighthouse's bright, sunny morning 
has dawned. “It was an incredible 
hassle gelling and keeping this band 
together.” Skip declares in detailing 
the games of real musical chairs 
that shuffled members into and out 
of Lighthouse. “But now we're set
tled. and know where we're head
ed.”

That may be to more orchestral

f I ''he eleven members of Lighl- 
A house. Canada's entry in the “bit 
band” sweepstakes, urge all rock 'n 
roll freaks to (in the words of their 
leader. Skip Prokop) “smoke all our 
old albums.” Skip asks everyone to 
do this, not to gel high on “hot 
was.” but to help those regrettable 
records disappear.

Since few contemporary groups 
have been subjected to the kind of 
rabid critical roasting Lighthouse 
has faced. Skip Prokop has a very 
good reason for launching his al
bum-smoking campaign. Over an 
18-month period in 1969-70. RCA 
released three Lighthouse records, 
and each seemed to be ridiculed 
more viciously than the one which 
preceded it. The albums were not so 
much dismissed as destroyed.

Then thirteen members strong. 
Lighthouse was twice as big as 
BS&T —and. maybe, twice as bad.

You didn't have to tell them that. 
They knew, they knew.
“Yeah, we never were happy with 

our albums.” Skip affirms pain
fully. The group's drummer, prin
ciple writer, arranger and leader is 
perhaps best-remembered as the 
brains behind The Paupers, a folky 
flash-in-lhe-pan back in 1967. Until 
now he's been pretty dissatisfied 
with the fruits of his two-year labor 
with his new group. “The promotion 
of our RCA albums was ter
rible -but our production was bad 
too.” Skip admits. “We cluttered 
things up—we'd have a trumpeter 
wail when all that was needed was a 
little flute. We'd have seven or eight 
things going on at once. ... Il was 
a mess.”

Still. Lighthouse gained a large 
following in their native Canada, 
which back then was starved for 
home-grown talent. Despite this re
gional popularity, most of the 
group's members knew they de
served many of the belligerent 
barbs cast al them by the American 
rock press. “Yeah, we really needed 
a producer.” Skip recalls. “But sud
denly this guy named Jimmy lenner 
woke us up to the fact that we 
needed some direction, needed to 
‘get it together.' We had been pro
ducing ourselves and we didn't know 
what we were doing.”

Since the establishment ol their 
relationship with producer lenner. 
several things, all good, have hap
pened to Lighthouse:

1) they signed with a new record 
company (Evolution)

2) they came up wi 1 h lwo 
semi-hit singles (“Hals Off to the 
Stranger" and “One Fine Morn
ing”)"

3) they released a new album.
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The Doors: 
Amputated 

But Alive
Before

Morrison’s death, 
Manzarek 

and Krieger were 
glad to be out 
of the spotlight.

Now it could 
be their undoing.
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ky Joint West, two blocks off the 
beach in Santa Monica. I was at 
UCLA, and the money kept me 
paying the tuition. That was the first 
time Jim sane on stage too. A whole 
lot of guys from the UCLA film de
partment came down, and you 
know, there wouldn't be anyone in 
the club, so I'd say ‘come up Jim. 
come up Paul.' and there'd be about 
20 of us. screaming and jumping 
around."

Very little has been written about 
Ray's or Robby's or John's reac
tions to Morrison's death: very little 
has to be written by anyone familiar 
with the history of the band. The 
closeness and the support of the 
group was not usually emphasized 
by the press, but no four people so 
obviously well suited go through 
seven years of proximity without 
emotional intimacy.

The critics: The Doors have been 
together on the music scene since 
the golden days of '66; in fact it was 
their persona that added to the char
isma and legend of rock. Certainly 
the attention was centered around 
Jim Morrison and his often reported 
chaotic vision of the world, but it 
was that very viewpoint that was lat
er to hurt The Door's credibility. By 
1970 it had become fashionable not 
only to knock The Doors for their

music, but to look at Jim Morri
son's flights of imagination as mere 
childish pranks.

Ray Manzarek is both amused 
and cynical when he talks about the 
critical feedback. “In the beginning 
of the criticism we’d take offense. 
You want people to like what you're 
doing or you shouldn't be doing it 
. . . but then the criticism got so 
bad and so ridiculous that it started 
to get funny. It got to the point 
where we’d say here’s a new album, 
how are they going to criticize this 
one? And we'd always look forward 
to the reviews to see what they said 
And sure enough, someone would 
come along and say some weird, 
off-base thing."

John adds, “Part of the problem 
was . . . Jim . . .1 don't know, he 
was such a giant figure that he just 
kind of overwhelmed everyone and 
sometimes he became too much to 
handle. If you weren't in the mood, 
it could become oppressive."

Jim: Ray tried to pin it down fur
ther: “You couldn't wile away a 
summer's day with The Doors. I 
think with any band there needs to 
be an intellectual involvement, and 
our music was often too complex for 
a positive intellectual involvement 
That’s why people never picked up 
on Jim as a poet until now that he's

After an almost two year 
Z*. absence. The Doors are back in 
musical circulation. The interim pe
riod saw the release of two albums. 
Morrison Hotel and LA. Woman. 
two court actions, and one tragic 
death. Coming out of the trauma of 
Jim Morrison's loss. The Doors 
have created an album which re
flects their own sense of maturity 
and their own version of existence. 
But will they be able to survive with
out Morrison's mystique?

Right now The Doors are living 
under Morrison's shadow: much as 
they did when he was alive. Before 
Jim's death this “obscurity" was 
beneficial to them as people—they 
were not required to take on the 
burden of the Media Monster, nor 
were they required to hold the 
spotlight. Now all that has changed, 
and the change is leaving the group 
understandably apprehensive.

Said Ray. when he was about to 
go on lour last month. “You can 
hide behind your music when you're 
playing and not singing. I don't 
know what it will be like when I’m 
singing on stage until I do it. 1 used 
to sing before The Doors and was 
billed as ‘Screamin' Ray Darnels' (a 
fictitious last name), but that was a 
long time ago. I was featured with 
Rick and the Ravens. playingLrt- 
day and Saturday nights at the Tur

rit mil *
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who died young.

finest albums, musically. Manzarek. 
Krieger and Densmore have always 
been regarded as top-flight musi
cians and this album will only serve 
to reaffirm that fact. Vocally and 
lyrically Other Voices will leave 
some room for speculation. First, as 
an audience we will have to re
adjust to a new sound. No longer 
are we hearing Jim Morrison's 
voice, although we are still hearing 
The Door's music. It's a con
tradiction in sound that will only be 
eliminated as time and open minds 
take over. The Doors themselves are 
aware of the process of adjustment 
and are moving ahead accordingly.

They decided to go out on the 
road, playing smaller houses, bring
ing the music closer to the people. 
Explains John. “We always said if 
we were going to go on at all it

with any group you like: it's not just 
emotional. The mind has to be fed 
as well as the emotions. To have a 
positive involvement, people would 
have had to understand. So they’d 
hear a new album and say ‘what the 
hell are they doing? I don't under
stand it. 1 hate them.'

“Jim was always setting things up 
and taking the shit for it. The bust 
in Miami for instance: a couple of 
months, maybe a year later, the 
Rolling Stones came out with their 
cover and nobody busted them for 
that cover. It was all right. Jim had 
made the country aware that men 
had genitalia. Jim set them up for 
the lizards too" (referring to the 
present popularity of Black Sab
bath).

The new Doors' LP. Other Voices 
(Elektra). deliberately avoids the 
heaviness that brought the critics 
down on Morrison’s head. It's 
“more up." says the group, and 
“more musical."

They recorded the album over a 
period of three months in the famil
iar surroundings of the rehearsal 
hall at their Los Angeles-based of
fices. A recording studio, they said, 
would have been too sterile.

Recording: The group produced 
Other Voices by itself, with help 
from long-time friend and engineer 
Bruce Botnik. It has been over a 
year since The Doors split with pro
ducer Paul Rothchild.

Ray Manzerak explains. “We 
hadn't really recorded in a studio 
with Paul for a good year. We did 
that live album, but that wasn't like 
going into a studio because they just 
brought in the equipment and set it 
up at a gig. And we just played what 
we played. But in that year's 
time—a year and a half from Mor
rison Hotel to LA. Woman—I

guess we just kind of drifted apart in 
our ideas and it wasn't the same 
relationship anymore."

Robbie Kreiger quietly added 
that when L.A. Woman was being 
recorded Janis Joplin had just died, 
and Paul Rothchild had been her 
friend and last producer. “He was in 
no frame of mind to go out and pro
duce anyone." The Doors and Paul 
Rothchild remain friends.

The Doors chose who would sing 
what on the new album by a process 
of elimination. Each would sing the 
song, alone and in various com
binations. and then whoever 
sounded best would cut the final 
take. Ray Manzarek and Robby 
Krieger ended up doing most of the 
lead vocals. Says Ray. “The voice is 
just like any other instrument. It's 
just a matter of getting more used to 
it. learning how to manipulate it. 
And it gets easier and easier from 
the beginning of the album to the 
end. I can hear a change in myself. I 
didn't have to try so hard or worry 
quite so much about this or that."

The contradiction: Other Voices is 
without question one of the group's

MUSIC 
would have to be in smaller houses. 
Now after this first tour, we'll plan 
a bigger tour in the spring, but still 
hold to the smaller houses. Maybe 
do two shows a night if we have to. 
God. playing the Old Philharmonic 
Hall is just so nice, the sound is so 
good. Compare that to a sports are
na that has acoustics for basketball. 
Large halls are just a money trip 
and we've been through that."

“I remember going to a Jimi 
Hendrix concert at the Forum

(which seats 18.000) and walking to 
the back of the hall. He was about 
so big (indicating a small spec) and 
it was 84.50. Ah. man. that’s un
believable."

After a certain amount of waver
ing. The Doors re-signed with their 
old label. Elektra. Explains Robby. 
"Jac Holzman (Elektra's President) 
was really the only one who threw 
his entire support behind us. who 
really understood our music. We've 
been with him right along and his 
personal and emotional involvement 
is there. Our only complaints with 
Elektra were minor squabbles, like 
over the kind of paper used for al
bum covers, things like that. I think 
we've worked all of that out by 
now."

The Doors were part of the old 
era of rock and roll, very little of 
which still remains today. Even 
those groups that do carry on the 
spirit, continue under the handicap 
of a former life (i.e., the Rolling 
Stones). But. as with the Stones, 
there is now a whole generation of 
listeners who never saw Brian Jones, 
who only hear his music on early al
bums and who learn of his presence 
from ‘old timers.' So. no doubt, will 
the present memory of Jim Morri
son be absent to those now coming 
of age. The Doors—Ray Manzarek. 
Robby Krieger and John Densmore 
—will be the only Doors they'll ever 
see. And Jim Morrison will take his 
place among the ranks of the good 
Wnn H vminn
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dead. Jim's safe now; now he's 
called a poet.

“Anyway, people couldn't get be
hind what he was doing. You want 
to have an intellectual involvement

Robby Krieger:
Learned to laugh at the critics.



by Walli Elmlark

Leon Russell
Fishes

Through
His Floor

Coffin Yoko Gets r
Carnival For

The

I
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Rod Stewart:
Tickets to a cancelled concert.
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No. he has neither cracked up. nor is 
he on acid. Leon has purchased a float
ing motel right outside of Tulsa. The 
main house, which Leon took over for 
himself, has a thirty-foot living room. 
He had the center cut out so that his 
guests could sit around the room smok
ing. rapping, listening to music and fish
ing at the same time. That's con
venience. The rest of the cabins float 
around the main house on pontoons. 
Aside from fish fries. Leon intends to 
build his own sound studio on the prem
ises. or water, or whatever.

Poco has had it with the West Coast 
smog. The group picked up and moved 
to Boulder. Colorado, where they loo 
(who isn't?) are going to build their own 
sound studio.

Rod Stewart’s
Concert That Almost Wasn’t

Rod Stewart almost caused a disaster 
for Madison Square Garden last month. 
The Garden had already been selling 
tickets to his concert when word came 
from London that the entire lour was to 
be pul off for another three weeks The 
Faces were recording their new album in 
London and hadn't finished on schedule. 
The three-week difference cancelled out 
the Madison Square concert. While the 
industry people were quietly freaking 
(Madison Square, the Faces' agents, 
promo people, etc.) everybody else 
blithely went on purchasing tickets Ig
norance is bliss. After much cajoling, 
the cancelled concert was once more a 
reality, and no one knew that for about 
a week they had paid for tickets to a 
nonexistent event

Robin trower. late lead guitarist from 
Procol Harum, and Clive Davis, Tull’s 
ex drummer, have started their own 
group. The tentative name of the group 
is Jude. They played their first gig at 
Oxford University outside of London in 
the beginning of October.

Her Label On
The Mothers?

'Twas sometime after The Mothers At 
The Fillmore (Warner Bros.) album had 
climbed to a respectable position on the 
charts, then fallen off again, and Warn
er Bros, was clamoring for another 
Mothers LP. Zappa and the gang were 
none loo anxious to drudge in the studio 
for weeks when there was already a 
nine-record set completed and on its 
way to the public. So they came up with 
an idea. Why not make the next LP out 
of the Fillmore session when John Len
non and Yoko Ono had jumped onstage 
and jammed?

Everyone agreed that the session was 
dynamite, including the Lennons* busi
ness manager Allen Klein. In fact. Allen 
felt it was too good to come out as a 
Mother's LP. According to a dis
gruntled Mother. Allen and or the Len
nons arc now issuing the tape under the 
name of the Plastic Ono Band.

Zacherly, the muchly-loved New 
York DJ. appeared, looking marvelous
ly dead and carrying carnations.

The hearse started up Sixth Ave., fol
lowed by two limousines filled with the 
contest winners. The limos had their 
headlights on. and the procession was 
on its way. Trouble started al Fifth 
Ave., when one of the limo's lost track 
of the hearse, and one of the contest 
winners had to lean out of the limo win
dow and ask a pedestrian if a hearse had 
just passed.

There was a joyful reunion, however, 
in front of a 34th St. record store, where 
the winners became pallbearers and 
drew the coffin out of the hearse and 
into the store, and Zacherly awarded 
each winner a full collection of the 
Dead's albums.

A crowd of about 250 kids were hand
ed Dead slickers and posters. The con
test winners were then driven back up
town to (are you ready Dead Freaks?) 
an ICE CREAM parlor.

The final and most profound tribute 
to the Grateful Dead was delivered 
by one of the two limos, whose battery 
gasped twice, rolled over and died.

Grateful Dead
A crowd of about 200 blue-jeaned 

freaks started applauding wildly as a 
horse-drawn hearse rounded the corner 
onto sixth Ave. and 54th St. Were these 
blood-thirsty sons of vampires? Necr- 
ophiliacs? Hungry ghouls? No. just a 
bunch of Grateful Dead fans gathered to 
honor the ten official winners of the 
“Whv I want to grow up like one of the 
Grateful Dead" contest.

There were three female and seven 
male winners. One of the girls' winning 

iv'is "because 1 love Jerry Gar- 
a.n?*hXird and 1 want to grow one like 
cia?,Th :se days who knows?) One male 
iL J*."“viVifhe was a member of the 
won Ljldn'l have to be squished
Dead h II al a concert. Another simply 
into a ba lhem causc they love us. 
^th^ -̂-------------
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Zappa’s Two-Tune Concert

Alice Cooper: She has an old lady.
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The Lennons:
Snatching candy from the Mothers?

Sex And 
Radishes

Rod Stewart is in a vampire movie en
titled Dracula '71. . , . Brian Wilson 
(Beach Boys) has a health food store on 
the West Coast called the Radiant Rad
ish. . . . Alice Cooper is not what you 
think. She is NOT all homosexual (she 
has an old lady) or all heterosexual. She 
feels she goes beyond sex. Transcends it 
and lives on another plane. (Which, by 
the way does not mean she's left it be
hind.) . . . Black Oak Arkansas' dream 
is to build a town for their group and 
their friends in the Ozarks. The name of 
the town is Heaven. Ark., and it should 
be completed in about two years. . . .

I

f
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The 
Jefferson

Airplane Flies
Jefferson Airplane threw a huge bash 

for their new label. Grunt Records. 
They flew in close to 100 press people 
from all over the U.S., and invited an
other 1400 bizarrely assorted specimen.'.. 
The party was held at the Friends And 
Relations Hall, formerly known as the 
Family Dog. One guest says the 
wine-sodden hordes falling all over each 
other in a haze of burning hemp re

started with an up-tempo thing, but “on 
this auspicious occasion of the desecra
tion of Carnegie Hall" they would de
viate and start with their German 
song—sung half in German and half in 
English. After they completed it. they 
seemed in no hurry to go on. Frank lit a 
cigarette, drank some beer, tuned a bit. 
then announced that the next song 
would be “Billy the Mountain." which 
would include singing, dancing and rap- 
ping-

“Billy the Mountain" lasted half an 
hour and that was the show. Two songs.

The audience screamed and stamped 
for an encore. Finally Zappa appeared 
onstage and revealed the fact that by 
union house rules they couldn't do an 
encore because it would cost an extra 
S600 in overtime. This brought boos 
from the audience. “But,” said Zappa. 
“The Mothers will pay the S600 out of 
their own pockets and do an encore for 
you.” And they did.

minded him of a Hieronymous Bosch 
cartoon. Another swears he saw a guest 
imbibe his Bacardi with a hypodermic 
syringe.

B.S.&T. seem to be having their 
share of just that Ste»e Katz (guitar) 
look his wife. Melissa, out for a ride in 
his brand new Lotus. They ended up in a 
head-on collision while going at a pretty 
good speed. Steve got away with a cut 
chin and random other face cuts, all mi
nor. Melissa had to have 75 stitches on 
her face: that's pretty heavy. The only 
lucky thing about it was the doctor on 
emergency happened to be a plastic sur
geon. so al least the follow up surgery 
will be minimal.

Only a Frank Zappa audience could 
outdo a Grateful Dead crowd when it 
comes to looking underground. The kids 
looked about sixteen, very stoned, and 
dressed to undermine the whole concept 
of formality.

The concert was in Carnegie Hall, 
probably the most respectable audito
rium left in New- York City since the 
Fillmore closed. The Persuasions 
opened the evening. They are five black 
guys with an a cappella (no instruments, 
just unaccompanied vocal harmonies). 
Apollo-type act. Sort of a weird com
bination with Zappa. They did oldies 
like “Speedo" plus some new things, 
and laced it all together with a running 
patter. There was no break in the 
act—they sailed straight through.

The six Mothers filed on stage amidst 
much screaming and enthusiasm.

The two Turtles. Mark Volman and 
Howard Kaylan, who have joined Zap
pa. were up in front w-ith him.

They started tuning and before a min
ute was up. Zappa made an announce
ment to be patient, they were having 
trouble with the Moog synthesizer.

Mark Volman. who seems to have 
lost a little weight, took this time to 
munch on some nuts from a big can he 
had brought on stage, occasionally toss
ing a few into the audience.

Howie was given a present by a 
front-row boy. It turned out to be a Bar
bie doll with wires sticking out of her 
head, her entire body painted. The kid 
said it was an inspiration created on an 
acid trip.

Zappa was wearing knit pants and a 
short-sleeved, purple T-shirt. Mark 
dressed in his usual while T-shirt and 
jeans, but removed his T-shirt after the 
first song (which ran about twenty min
utes). revealing all his expansive love
liness.

Zappa announced that they usually

Frank Zappa: 
The Mothers paid for the encore.
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New Album
From

McCartney
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The Stones: Music In The Can

nold show-biz
wisdom'

Mick Jagger: A phony non-conformist?

I

*
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| >aul McCartney's new band is lo 
-1 be called Wings. The band will con
sist of Paul’s wife Linda. cx-Moody 
Blues guitarist Denny Laine and Ameri
can drummer Danny Seiwell. Wings has 
recorded an album of Paul and Linda’s 
songs which was released in Britain dur
ing November, and at present the band 
are working on recording, writing and 
getting brand-new material together for 
live appearances______ k

McCartney: The newborn band is Wings.

“What, 
Me Greedy?” 

Asks 
Townshend

The Stones have roughly thirty tracks 
almost ready for a new album, but they 
haven’t been able to make up their 
minds about which ones to use. If they 
finish the over-dubbing and the vocals, 
they may present the world with a new 
single for Christmas. But their album 
probably won’t emerge until February.

Meanwhile Mick Jagger has been try
ing lo convince Buffy St. Marie to join 
the Stones record label. Buffy says it 
wouldn’t be easy, since she’s based in 
the Stales, but that Mick “can be very 
persuasive.’’

And while a writer for Disc and Mu
sic Echo accused Mick Jagger of being a 
phony non-cOnformist. Rolling Slones 
Records filled the British papers with 
the following, unabashedly grass 
oriented ad for the album Brian Jonei 
presents the Pipes oj Pan at Joujouka:

“H'ashish visions take flesh in the 
Pipes of Pan. All is permitted to the 
children of panic”

William Burroughs 
“Joujouka. home of the oldest Rock 
And Roll bands in the world. Sit 
around culling and smoking Kif and 
when the fiesta was ready play all 
night. Talk about hip. Four thou
sand years of canny old show-biz 
wisdom”

Dr. Timothy Leary

Now that is a potent set of endorse
ments. _____________________ _________

TTcFkcus

When a Melody Maker reader de
nounced rock stars for greedily grabbing 
exorbitant amounts of cash from the 
ticket-buying public, he was hit back 
with a pungent reply from Pete Towns
hend himself. Said Townshend. “If 
prices arc high, it is only because we are 
trying to raise our standards—not fill 
our pockets.” He went on to explain 
that it lakes tons of equipment to pul on 
a superior show, that trucking the 
equipment costs a bundle, and that the 
price is passed on to the concertgoer.

Townshend doesn’t deny that he’s 
been milking a considerable profit from 
each performance, but the fact that the 
concerlgoer slays poor while Peter gets 
rich is. he declares, “a karmic fact of 
life.” You have “lo pay someone for 
something he’s done for you.” insists the 

•articulate head Who. especially “if they 
have given you something you could 
never hope lo match.”

Then he plunges into a misty, but ob
viously sincere vision of what he hopes 
to do with the bread. “The Who will in
evitably use the money ... to instigate 
a change in the direction they think 
Rock should go ... If it is humanly 
possible to make Rock . . . a . . . mi-
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The Fate Of 
A Fragment 

Of Free

Leon Russell:
A plane-load of lovers and friends.

intends to include medieval style danc
ing in its stage act. And. E.) Mike He
ron has a remarkable talent for avoiding 
journalists.

Uriah Heep: 
Burning the Iron Curtain.

Peter Townshend:
Wealth is "a karmic fact.”
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What’s happened to the former mem
bers of Free now that they’ve split and 
formed new groups? They’re struggling 
along at the bottom of the bill. But that 
doesn’t seem to bother former lead sing
er Paul Rodgers, whose new group. 
Peace, was playing small clubs with 
scarcely any recognition and now ex
pects to tour with Mott The Hoople. 
“The thing about Free.” complains 
Paul, “was that there was such a lot of 
material we all wanted to do. we just 
couldn't do it all.” Now. he says, 
they've got the freedom to do their own 
stuff. The result? “Il's more satisfying.'

Paul Rodgers:
Happy at the bottom of the bill.

crocosm working effectively and hu
manely within a corrupt and apathetic 
democracy, then we will try to do it."

In the meantime, corrupt and apa
thetic box offices were selling Tickets 
for the Who’s British tour with pheno
menal rapidity. In Scotland. 6.000 fans 
struggled to gel al 3.000 tickets. In Lon
don the line began to form the night be
fore the tickets were to go on sale, and 
had grown so large by morning lhai po
lice ordered the box-office to open early.

Deep Purple
Battle Onstage
After four months absence from the 

concert halls of Britain. Deep Purple re
turned on the first night of a three- 
week British lour, complete with new 
equipment and enough new songs to 
make a double album.

Revitalized after the incredible 
amount of strain the band has had to 
pul up with since the beginning of lhe 
year, they were eager to gel on stage 
and gel on with it. and that’s exactly 
what they did. They stepped up to the 
proscenium and almost blew the place 
apart. Besides all the usual standards 
like “Speed King” and “Strange Kinda 
Woman.” the band incorporated loads 
of material from their latest album. 
Fireball.

But. al lhe Royal Albert Hall, later 
on in their lour, their performance be
came a cross between an ego trip and a 
boxing match, as Ritchie Blackmore on 
guitar and Jon Lord on organ fought 
bitterly for solo honours. The thing got 
so bad that al one point Blackmore left 
the stage.

.......    2 
but which he refuses to discuss. B.) 3
Licorice McKechnie lives with a cat , 
named Paul (the four-legged, furry vari- j 
ety). Licorice is a poor shot with lhe 
bow and arrow, and frequently loses her 
arrows in the grass. C.) New member 
Malcolm Le Maislre is adding his flute, 
bass, clarinet, and vocal chords to the 
group's musical arsenal. D.) The band ][ ’

:::

A Peek At 
The Incredible 

String Band
A reporter who recently returned 

from the Scottish country cottages 
where the members of the Incredible 
String Band hide out offers the follow
ing information on the Band's current 
activities: A.) Robin Williamson is en
gaged in a futile attempt to give up 
smoking. He may be motivated by his 
devotion to Scientology, a cult he be
came involved in whilst in the Stales.

Leon Russell 
Stomps 

Through Europe
If all has gone according to plan. 

Leon Russell is now storming around 
Europe with a Mad-Dogs-and-English- 
menesque-type group. Though Cocker 
was not expected to come along, lhe 
Shelter People and the Grease Band had 
promised to stuff lhe specially-rented 
Russell plane with their bags, wives 
children, lovers, and friends. However 
lhe trip has put some Anglo-Saxon 
noses out of joint, since we English have 
been given only a one-night London 
stand, while the Continent is being re
galed with al least fourteen different en
gagements.

It’s also been reported here that Cros
by, Stills, Nash, and Young are planning 
to go into an American studio this 
month to produce a new LP.

And Uriah Heep had an audience 
standing stamping, freaking, and froth
ing al a recent concert. Not unusual, 
you might say. until you've been told lhe 
location: Communist East Berlin.
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west coast

It Across

Rolling Stones: Lottsa tickets, but no show.

I
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The 
Last Of 

The Big Sur 
Folk Festivals

Crosby And 
Nash 
Put

Crosby and Nash: 
Politicking at the concert.

Santana's third album had over (wo 
million dollars in advanced sales await
ing its release. Carole King has a Live

New Wax From Carole King- 
No Dice From The Stones

At Carnegie Hall album waiting to be 
released; she has also just finished mix
ing a third album for Ode under the

alifornia has seen what looks 
to be the Iasi of the Big Sur Folk 

Festivals. Participating in the event al 
Esalen were Joan Baez, Mimi Farina 
and Tom Jans, Mickey Newbury, Kris 
Kristoffersen and Blood. Sweat and 
Tears. The aflernoon performance was 
M.C.’d by Lily Tomlin, whose sense of 
humor did noi really mesh wiih lhe 
folk-oriented crowd. In an effort lo gel 
Miss Tomlin lo slop talking. one young 
man threw her off lhe stage and into lhe 
famed Esalen baths. Undaunted. Lily 
climbed back on stage and continued lo 
talk as if nothing had happened.

Columbia Records recorded lhe event 
live, and lhe album will be called One 
Hand Clapping (could that be why Miss 
Ton din was lhe re?).

Graham Nash and David Crosby 
played lo a sold out audience al Los An
geles* eleganl Dorothy Chandler Pavil
lion at lhe Music Cenler. During lhe in
termission. lhe balcony audience lei 
loose a barrage of paper airplanes that 
flooded lhe seals below. Fortunately 
none of lhe powers-thal-be complained.

Tho concert itself was a whopping 
success. Neither Crosby nor Nash 
seemed lo be in top vocal form, but their 
enthusiasm and good-time fun more 
than made up for the lack for musical 
prowess. The only negative note of lhe 
evening was a slightly naive reliance on 
political discussions, including the 
“far-out.** “groovy** concept that good 
vibrations can change lhe world. Tell 
that to the remaining Soledad Brothers.

guidance of Lou Adler.
Lonnie Mack has retired from per

forming. right in the middle of that Don 
Nix-Lonnie Mack-Jeanie Green Elec- 
ktra-supported lour. Il seems he*s found 
God and or Jesus and is getting back to 
Indiana to commune with them him. 
Can't possibly be with God on a rock 
and roll tour, don't you know.

Three Dog Night says their annual at
tendance figure will break one million 
this year. That compares with some 
800.000 last year. The total a month 
ago. was 111 SH 1.

Jane Fonda, Donald Sutherland and 
Dick Gregory are demanding equal lime 
with Bob Hope lo present their anti-war 
FTA show al Army installations in 
Southeast Asia. The show has been per
formed outside military bases in the 
United Stales for lhe past eight months.

Permission was requested from Presi
dent Nixon lo allow them to go lo South 
Vietnam for Christmas. However it is 
highly unlikely that lhe President will 
come across with the OK.

Can you believe it? A Rolling Stones 
Concert in Farmington. New Jersey, 
was on its way lo selling out. when 
someone discovered that the Rolling 
Stones knew nothing about it, and had 
no intention of being there. Needless to 
say the District Attorney moved in on 
the proceedings.



A Note From
Neil Young’s Old Lady

1Dave Mason: Reversed the reaction.

o<

Neil Young was in Nashville record
ing with Eliot Mazer. Young's constant 
companion. Carrie Snodgress. admitted 
in an interview that Neil's reaction kept

J
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A Motley Night Of Traffic
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her from attending the Academy 
Awards last year, much to Universal 
Studios'annoyancefMiss Snodgress had 
been nominated for her role in Diary of 
a Mad Housewife). It seems Young had 
(old her it was stupid, and at the last 
moment she agreed.

That Sensuous Woman album has al
ready sold over 200.000 copies which is 
incredible if you’ve heard the album. A 
dumber recording would be hard to find.

Dave Mason, still smarting from the 
bad reception he and Mamma Cass re
ceived. absolutely turned everyone's 
head around at the Troubador. If he 
were not already a “star” that week's 
stint would have made him one. in the 
grand old tradition of Elton John. Ma
son was in top form and gave the stand- 
ing-room-only crowds more than their 
share of the music. Among the lumi
naries attending the set were Ryan 
O'Neal and Barbra Streisand. Fanny. 
Johnny Rivers. Tom Smothers and Cass 
Elliot.

Ralph Gleason, “dean” of the rock 
writers, look to task a “certain” group 
(Three Dog Night) lor flying journalists 
down to Dallas for a press junket. In an 
article for the San Francisco Chronicle 
he claimed that such free trips bought 
good record concert reviews and favor
able interviews, and obliterated the ob
jectivity of writers. He further likened 
the practice of plying writers with plane 
flights to the early days of Hollywood, 
when presents were heaped upon such 
ladies as Louella Parsons and Hedda 
Hopper What Gleason failed to men
tion. or rather who Gleason failed to 
mention, were the Jefferson Airplane 
and his very own Fantasy Records (bet
ter known as Creedence Clearwater Re
vival) both of whom are guilty of the 
same “offense.” Selective reporting is 
not objectivity, junket or no junket.

Producer Richard Perry who has 
guided such artists as Tiny Tim, Captain 
Beefheart and Barbra Streisand is 
recording Fanny in London. Perry 
recorded both Ella Fitzgerald and Har
ry Nilsson in London and feels that city 
has the finest studios and engineers in 
the world. The new Fanny album will be 
recorded al Apple with the engineer who 
worked on Sergeant Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band in attendance.

Perry says, given his choice, he would 
record all his future sessions in London, 
adding, “it's more progressive there. 
You can gel more colors. In America 
there only seem to be primary colors.” 
He also mentioned that English engi
neers are more into their craft, more 
willing to experiment. American engi
neers lend to be just “nice guys.”

John Phillips of the Mammas and the 
Papas is producing the latest Donovan 
epic for Warner Bros. Donovan became 
the father of a daughter named Aslrelle 
Celeste when his wife Linda was rushed 
from a performance of Jesus Christ Su
perstar at the Hollywood Bowl to the 
hospital. Meanwhile. Donovan will be 
seen in your local art house when famed 
director Jacques Demy’s film Pied Piper 
comes to town. Demy directed Um
brellas oj Cherbourge. Lola. Young 
Girls of Rouchefort, and this year's 
beautiful Pean D'An based on the 
French fairy-tale “Donkey Skin.” Pean 
D'An was repeatedly interrupted during 
its screening al the San Francisco Film 
Festival by spontaneous applause. Not 
bad.

Blood, Sweat and Tears are writing a 
special song to be played with the New 
Orleans Symphony Orchestra. Remem
ber what that did to Jethro Tull?

Il was the opening night of Howie 
Stein's Academy of Music Concert 
Series, and it was a mess. No one who 
worked there (usher-wise) seemed to 
know too much about where anything 
was.

The place fell huge and the crowd 
milled, pushed, hung out. and sal just 
about anywhere. A far cry from the Fill
more days. Fortunately some of the old 
Fillmore crew had been hired, so when a 
really bad acid freakoul occurred, there 
were a couple of guys who knew how to 
handle the crisis. The Fillmore always 
had a doctor in attendance, and he had 
taught the ushers how to handle kids in 
trouble. Many a kid returned home 
alive, in one piece and sane, because of 
the Bummer Palace at the Fillmore.

Traffic was the headline act and 
pulled an audience that differed in 
looks, class, and age from the Zappa 
crowd. It seems to always follow that 
the English groups draw a crowd that's 
into styled hair, and far-out dress.

The lack of interest in the two open
ing acts (Fairport Convention and David 
Rea) added to the bedlam in the back of 
the house. This, compounded with the 
popcorn, candy and hotdog stand, plus 
the lines for mens and ladies rooms in 
the back, totaled up to a crammed mess.

But the congestion cleared the instant 
Traffic was announced. Before the
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Traffic: Didn’t get it on till the en . 
group even hit the stage, the crowd was 
on its feel screaming.

Stevie Winwood, dressed in a blue 
shirt and while plaid trousers, an
nounced that they would be doing some 
new stuff and some old. The boys start
ed with “Medicated Goo.” then did a 
new number. “Glad.” and “Freedom 
Rider” followed —Stevie said they al
ways went together. After that came 
what most of the crowd considered the 
best song of the set. “Yellow Sparks 
From High Heeled Boys.” The congas 
opened the piece alone, then continued 
to filter lheir Latin flavor in and out of 
the rock beat.



by Bud Scoppa

’’We’ve proved 
we can do 

ensemble horn 
playing, now we 

want to do 
something that’s 

less limited.”

Chicago: Hit Singles Or The Avant Garde?
On their upcoming studio album, Chicago is ditching the massed horns 

and tight structures for a freer flowing, experimental sound.
But they might also be ditching their listeners.

from Chicago's recent work. Thai 
historic firsl album, in fact, was so 
loaded with good material that Co
lumbia could keep putting out 
edited singles from it for months 
yet. But eventually, there just won't 
be any old stuff left.

In a way. then, it isn't Chicago 
that's so popular, but the group of 
two years ago—the one that was 
called Chicago Transit Authority at 
the time. The same seven people 
make up the group today, but the 
music they're creating now is a great 
deal less accessible to the average 
listener. A group less ambitions in 
its musical development, less deter
mined in its idealism, might be hav
ing second thoughts about taking 
this decidedly esoteric turn. But 
Chicago is a very unusual rock 
band.

“What Chicago is trying to do is 
just let the music we create flow 
. . .just let it flow." Lamm says em
phatically. “It's possible that we 
could do something as simple as 
‘Boney Maroney.' or something like 
that.” he continues. “What I’m say
ing is that you can't limit yourself to 
that. And I don't think anybody 
who's really interested in finding out 
where music can go would limit 
themselves to that. We know all 
about ‘Boney Maroney.' we know 
all about the blues, we know all 
about rhythm and blues, we know 
all about country styles—so let's see 
where else we can go.”

“There's a new song we do called 
‘A Hit By Varese' and the lyric line 
deals with the fact that the music we 
hear on AM radio is nowhere and 
goldies are nowhere and oldies are 
nowhere. And it would really be nice 
if people who are playing now would 
try to play something new and try to 
play a little freer. It's also written to 
us. about us. but it's to other people, 
too. Hopefully leading the listening 
public and the radio industry to 
maybe playing some intelligent mu
sic on AM radio once in a while. 
Anyway, it has a rather long solo 
section that is plotted out. but what 
happens is a spontaneous ensemble 
section. It's just incredible, the way 
it happens."

"Really, we're just concentrating 
on cooking. We still do some simple 
things, too. because it feels good to 
do them. 1 think if the average lis
tener was forced to listen to Stock-

T t's a typically hot and still 
J. Hollywood morning. The thick 
air is stirred suddenly as a vintage 
Morgan sports car zips into a space 
in the Guercio Productions parking 
lot. and out struggles Bobby Lamm, 
keyboard man. singer, and chief 
songwriter of Chicago. Lamm's dif
ficulty in pulling himself out of the 
low roadster is aggravated by the 
long, heavy-looking leather case in 
his hands.

“That's a new kind of synthesi
zer." he explains, placing the case 
atop a piano in an otherwise bare 
studio office. “As you can see. it's 
completely portable." Lamm opens 
the case and pulls out a book. “1 
just got the thing the other 
day—I'm studying the manual now 
in order to familiarize myself with 
it. But it'll be awhile before I have 
any real mastery over it."

Lamm fiddles with the circuitry, 
pointing out this new machine's ad
vantages over the old. bulky model. 
He intimates that the synthesizer 
will eventually have a place in Chi
cago's expanding musical frame
work His band, in fact, has plenty 
of changes in store for its many de
voted and mostly unsuspecting fans.

“Most of the lunes on our new 
studio album are very separate from 
each other." Lamm explains. 
"They're much freer than anything 
we've done —much less structure 
than previously. We're trying to let 
everybody play more and play freer. 
Which started on the third album. 
The songs are written now so that 
there's definitely room for every
body to breathe. It's not so stilted 
now."

“So there's a movement away 
from the ensemble horn playing that 
distinguished the early albums?" 1 
asked.

“The ensemble horn playing is 
probably one of the strongest fea
tures of the group. There's nobody 
that plays ensembles like our horn 
players. But we've done it: we've 
proved we can do it. Now we want 
io do something that's less limited."

The new studio album with its 
thrust toward “freedom” and 
“room to breathe" will be a critical 
turning point for Chicago. The big 
hit singles were following each other 
almost automatically for awhile, but 
most of them were borrowed from 
the Group's first two albums, not 
c 4II/I K
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Chicago: Will their 
audience be able to 
keep up with them?

"It's time to cut the 
phoney white blues and 
take art to the next level."

MUSIC
hausen, it'd probably scare him. Bui 
if you gave him just a little taste of 
Stravinsky or something like that, it 
might lead him to want to go fur
ther. And that’s why simple things 
are fine.”
“I think that accounts for the 

multitude of styles that we’re in
volved with. It’s not a matter of 
wanting to please everybody, it’s 
just not wanting to lose anybody im
mediately."

But why should one of the most 
successful rock bands in the business 
take the risk of losing its huge au
dience.

Lamm considers the question se
riously. He’s obviously a serious, 
dedicated musician. And he seems 
completely earnest about everything 
he says.

"Well, ever since the first album 
did so well, there's been pres: 
on us.” he says, seating himself on 
the piano stool. "For sure the.-’s 
been a lol of self-consciousness in 
our trying to do things as good as or 
better than we had on that album. 
It’s really hard, it’s really hard.

"We decided that we definitely 
did not want to try to duplicate what 
we’d already done. We wanted to. 
uh. press on. I think beginning with 
some of what was on the third al
bum. and some of the stuff on our 
new' one. it’s sort of a new beginning 
for us.

"The second and third albums, we 
knew it was time to record another 
album and everybody ran home and 
wrote furiously for two weeks and 
rehearsed furiously wherever we 
could and we cut it in the stu
dio—the best takes we could 
get—and got pretty good records 
out of it. And then we went on the 
road and played the tunes that we'd 
just learned. After we recorded the 
album, we had to have special re
hearsals to learn it well enough to be 
able to play it live. Which is com
pletely backwards; it’s not the way 
we did it the first time. It’s not the 
way we’re doing it now either—we 
were playing some of the tunes from 
the new album in concert for 
months before we recorded them.

"Oh. when I say ’new album.’ I 
don’t mean that four-record live 
set 1 mean the studio album we 
just finished working on. We didn’t 
want to put out a live album at all. 
but Columbia wanted Chicago 
product, and the studio album 
wasn't gonna be rushed this lime. 
So we decided if we were gonna put

„ out a live album, we’d do it right. 
We wanted to sell the whole set for 
five dollars. Needless to say. Co
lumbia didn't go for that. Guercio 
hassled with Columbia about it. and 
eventually we compromised. At any 
rale, the live album docs show the
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people who haven't heard us play 
live another whole side of the 
band."

Chicago is most often thought of 
as a horn band, and yet it seems that 
the rhythm section could probably 
exist without the horn section. There 
are a lot of songs on their six al
bums where the horns aren't really 
noticeable, but the songs are still 
distinctly part of that collective per
sonality known as Chicago.
“1 think that's probably just part 

of the nature of . . . the strength of 
the individual cats in the group as 
musicians." says Lamm. “And al
though we rely very heavily on each 
other, you know, we definitely need 
each other to get along musically 
right now. for sure the rhythm sec
tion could survive without the horn 
section—in another context —in an
other time."

He's calm and assured, even in 
the middle of making a point. 
Lamm is no longer the short-haired, 
solemn, meek-looking young man in 
the group's publicity photos. I'm sit
ting across from a confident, arti
culate musician. He knows where 
he's going and he doesn't mind tak
ing the lime to point it out. This ex- 
pansiveness plus the unshorn, 
shoulder-length blonde hair he 
wears today—suggests that the 
struggle for artistic freedom inevi
tably leaves its mark on the artist. 
He's into letting it flow. 1 suppose.

Chicago has such a powerful im
age as a group that the music and 
personalities of the individual mem
bers never seem to come out on 
their own. You can't run down a list 
of songs that the group has done 
and think of who wrote them, for
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example. It seems like all of Chi
cago's music is coming from one 
large personality.
“I think, perhaps, that people are 

just beginning to know us as individ
uals because we are one of the few 
groups that are still together." says 
Lamm. “But there is definitely a 
tight group identity and not so much 
individual identity. And that was 
what we wanted."

You did?
"Oh yeah. sure. Not necessarily 

forever, but we didn't want to be 
'Terry Kath and—'. because every
body in the group had a definite 
function and the group could not be 
what it is without one of these func
tions happening—so a single person
ality was never hyped. Just the na
ture of the music is such a con
glomeration of styles—the styles are 
completely mixed—so it would be 
difficult for anyone to say that this 
is the outstanding personality, this is 
the outstanding musician."

In the songs that you write and the 
playing that you do. do you sense an 
individual style?

“Oh. yeah. sure. I do write most 
of the songs —I write 70% of the 
tunes ... If you just had three cats 
in your group and you had a tune 
with a lick, you'd come in and play 
the lick or hum it and the other cats 
would pick it up and you'd go from 
there. When you have seven cats, 
and you have sophisticated horn 
lines and difficult time changes 

things like that—you can't just 
say. 'This is what I want.' and ex
pect them to do it. There have to be 
charts, and whoever the writer or ar
ranger is has to have a definite idea 
of what he wants. That may not be

what comes out in the end. 'cause 
there's for sure an exchange of ideas 
whenever a piece is brought in for 
rehearsal."

Do you write and arrange them?
"Oh. yeah."
Even the horn parts?
“Sure. Generally. I'll write a 

lune—which is a long process, 
sometimes—and then, as soon as 
it's written. I'll have to go back and 
orchestrate it and all. the way 1 
want it. Or. if I don’t have anything 
happening. I'll give it to Jimmy 
(Pankow) and I'll say. "This is the 
kind of tune it is" — I'll give him the 
tape and the changes, and I'll say. 
"Now I want this kind of feeling." 
and he'll try to do something with it. 
Pankow does a lot of the brass writ
ing. and I do a lot of it. Terry 
(Kath) actually does none of the 
writing—he may have an idea, but 
he doesn't have the facility to write 
out the arrangements, which is a 
major hangup as far as doing his 
material. He's a great idea man. but 
he has difficulty communicating it 
to the rest of us."

Where are you headed individually 
as writers?
“Everything I've ever written is 

absolutely the truth—about me and 
how I'm feeling. I can only write 
about what I feel. I can't make up a 
story. I have to say exactly what I'm 
feeling. All of my songs are like 
that. 1 can't really even talk about 
it. because—you know—that’s why 
I write songs.”

Well, at the risk of, uh, talking 
about it, do you distinguish between 
words and music when you write, or 
does it all come together?
“I work every way that you prob-

Bobby Lamm: Will his audience 
be able to keep up with him?

"Because of what we’ve been through together, 
there’s nobody we could 

add who’d be able to relate to us.”
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"A tight group identity was what we wanted.”

In a way, it isn't Chicago that’s so popular, 
but the group of two years ago.
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fused to compromise their artistic 
vision. Especially when it has social, 
economic, and artistic implications:

In that song about Varese, you’re 
suggesting that other artists begin to 
strive for more, right? Can you think 
of any that are doing that already?

"The ones that are probably real
ly doing it I don't even know 
about—that's the problem. It's not 
so much that we think we're doing 
something very heavy that every
body else should get into—it's not 
that at all. It's just that, in terms of 
pop music. I think people have had 
enough of Bobby Sherman, they've 
had enough of. uh. Creedence Clear
water—they've had enough of that. 
They've had enough of phoney white 
blues, you know? And if they're 
gonna attempt to be musicians—if 
they're gonna call themselves musi
cians—then I think they'd better act 
like musicians, and not get hung up 
on what's gonna be the new trend, 
not get hung up on what is already 
done just because they happen to do 
it good. If you're really honestly a 
creative person, it's up to you to 
take art—any kind of art—to the 
next level, whatever it is.

"And hopefully, as a result of all 
this—if we succeed—it’ll affect the 
business, as well. The record in
dustry is . . . perverted, man. and 
so's radio. Maybe it'll affect that so 
that those companies will think of 
their business as more of an art. and 
radio will think of itself as more of 
an art medium. If we get people to 
care about art, we're progressing."

You’re biting off a big chunk.
“Well, you know," he smiles, 

“you have to aim high." •

it would get fouled up just because 
there would be so many wires to 
patch between people.

“Yeah, we considered at one time 
adding a conga player who could 
also play timpanies. A few of us 
wanted him and a few of us didn't. 
It was gettin' pretty strange for 
awhile, and then we decided that it's 
gotta be unanimous: it can't be that 
four guys want him and three guys 
don't? It's gotta be absolutely unani
mous. otherwise it's gonna short cir
cuit the whole thing.
“Because of what we've been 

through all together—in terms of 
struggling, in terms of playing for 
hours and hours and hours—I can't 
tell you—there's nobody we could 
add who'd be able to relate to us."

Sure, if it’s balanced now, why
throw it off?
“I mean. I'd like nothing better 

than to have a 32-piece orchestra, 
man . . ."

They may not get into anything 
that complex for awhile, but there's 
no doubt that Bobby Lamm and his 
six cohorts are paused on the brink 
of a major kind of change. They 
have some reason for concern, too. 
now that they've performed some of 
their new material in concert, to less 
than dazzling reviews. And it's not 
just the reviewers who are dis
satisfied with Chicago's present 
course. The audiences in general 
have responded to the new music 
with restlessness and boredom. They 
came to hear “Listen" and “Does 
Anybody Know What Time II Is?" 
not free-form excursions.__

Like true idealists, however, the 
members of Chicago have so far re-

ably can work. Sometimes I'll have 
just a hunk of music—changes and 
melody laying around—and other 
times I’ll just start writing things 
down in the middle of the night, or 
on an airplane, wherever. Other 
times. I’ll consciously attempt to 
write a song, and I usually don't get 
very far doing that. But for sure I 
have a pile of music and a pile of 
lyrics and sometimes I'll put them 
together.

“Sometimes I'm just sitting at the 
piano noodling around, and then I'll 
start playing something, and as soon 
as 1 start playing, the words will 
come with it. Just a first line. A first 
line can start you thinking, and a 
whole song can result. When you're 
sitting and jamming—just letting it 
flow—whatever's inside you is gon
na come out. because you're open 
already just by the act of playing. 
Generally, the first couple lines that 
come our are really truly what I’m 
feeling, as far as lyrics go.

“There's nothing 1 write that I 
can't play. I was studying to be a 
composition major at Roosevelt 
University in Chicago, and 1 was 
digging it. but I have to say that 
over the years I’ve spent writing and 
playing. I’ve probably learned just 
as much as I could have learned in 
school. I learned how to voice three 
horns to make them sound like one. 
and I've learned how to write some 
pretty nice lines. I may have gotten 
to that eventually if I'd stayed in 
school, but just the fact of playing 
with six other really creative cats 
pushes me to get better and pushes 
me to try to compose things."

Probably if you had too many 
more people than seven in the group
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house, the most famous of its time) al
most immediately.’* recalls Felix with 
the inward gleam of remembrance in his 
eyes. “Yeah, that was a beautiful lime. 
Seemed like every time you'd turn 
around, there’d be some musician you'd 
hear that you’d really love to play with. 
We were all there together. Havens and 
Sebastian and Cass and (Fred) Neil and 
(Dino) Valente and so many others. But 
I was fascinated by what was going 
down at the Feenjon: authentic Middle 
Eastern music. I began to play with 
them, forming a loose sort of house 
band.”

Finally they named themselves The 
Devil's Anvil and made an album called 
Hard Rock From The Middle East (Co
lumbia). On it Felix took turns at the 
bass and guitar with Steve Knight (now 
Mountain's keyboardist), arranged all 
the tracks and sang on one. “Misirlou.” 
“We look back on that with fondness 
and a certain amount of humor.” says 
Steve. “The day of its release, as we 
were taking it around to the N.Y. radio 
stations, we got word of the onset of the 
Israeli-Arab War: no one would touch 
the album!”

Blending The Youngbloods: Strange
ly. many of the musical and production 
concepts Felix brought to the first 
Youngblood's album have their genesis 
in the Devil's Anvil. The most easily ac
cessible of these is on the Youngblood's 
biggest single. “Gel Together." It is a 
usual practice with producers to sepa
rate lead and rhythm guitars in the 
mix—the thought being that they will 
balance each other off if one comes 
from the left speaker and one from the 
right. Felix deliberately mixed the two 
together during the break, using the 
rhythm as the lead's drone, thus creat
ing a remarkably accurate Middle East
ern break in an otherwise rather con
ventional pop single.

Overall, the Youngblood productions 
exhibited the basic concepts that would 
continue throughout all of Felix's pro
ductions: a crystal clarity of in
strumental and vocal reproduction, es
pecially in bass and drum areas. Yet the 
production was the most simplistic of all 
of Felix's work because that was the na
ture of the group: they were a basically 
simple quartet.

Il was on the first Youngbloods LP 
that the viola, which would become such 
an important instrument in future Pap- 
palardi productions made its premiere 
appearance in the scheme of things (the 
viola is one of the instruments that he 
played proficiently in college). Il created 
just the right chamber atmosphere for 
Jesse Colin Young's half-waltz. “Foo
lin' Around.” Its use displayed one of 
Felix's most consistent talents: to make 
the most —through deeply thoughtful 
arrangements—of any kind of lune.

The Challenge—Cream: “1966 was a

sonic “stacking” is classical in origin. 
The thickness of Bach's rich toccatas 
and fugues comes from sonic slacking: 
the notes were written to overlap each 
other so they could create an illusion of 
more than one keyboard being played al 
once. It's fascinating and altogether 
brilliant that this device could be adapt
ed so well to rock.

Wheels Of Fire: If Gears was a pro
duction breakthrough for Cream as an 
entity, then Wheels Of Fire is a break
through for the rock genre as a whole. 
The production innovations used here 
have been copied ad infinitum since 
then. Where Gears has (generally) 
Jack's bass in the center. Ginger’s 
drums on one side and Eric's guitar on 
the other side. Wheels has been tremen
dously opened up for the group. Felix 
decided to multiple-mike Ginger's 
drums, and. al the same lime, mul
tiple-track them so that one hears them 
now all across the center segment of the 
stereo arc. Tomtoms, cymbals, bass 
pedals and snares cascade and roll in 
beautiful freedom so that a drum break 
may begin on the right and end up on 
the left. Now the bass inhabits one side 
while, for the most part. Eric's guitars 
emanate from the other. It is interesting 
to note that when, as in “White Room" 
Eric's lead is in the center al the same 
lime as Jack's vocals, the two never con
flict. One never feels that the vocals are 
competing with the lead. Rather, one 
gets the feeling of a duet.

Wheels as a whole, represents the 
most classically influenced album in 
rock. Many people are under the mis
taken impression that if one adds 
strings, for instance, to a tune it be
comes classically influenced (similarly if 
one adds horns to a track, it becomes 
‘jazz-rock.‘ there's just no accounting 
for the gullibility of the human mind). 
Yet the classical idiom (as almost all 
others) depends more on approach and 
theory than it does on instrumentation: 
so that it's not the fact that you use 
strings, but rather how you use them. 
And that's just as true for any in
strument.

Clapton’s guitar: Texlurally. Wheels 
(speaking now solely about the studio 
LP) is as thickly varied as any classical 
album (even orchestral) that I've heard. 
The arresting opening bars of “White 
Room." were created totally out of Fe
lix's multiple violas (there they are 
again) and two very high strings on 
Eric’s guitar. The resulting sound (again 
mixed together—this time on both sides 
of the stereo arc. to blend together), is 
haunlingly electronic in its aural impact, 
yet. the theory behind its implementa
tion is purely classical.

“Deserted Cities Of The Heart" dis
plays another technique of which Felix 
is quite fond (he seems, also, to be the 
only producer capable of accomplishing

year of great changes for me.” says Fe
lix. “I'd been hanging out at Atlantic 
for a while, mostly with Ahmet (Erte
gun) and Tommy Dowd in the studios. 
One day I walked in on them: just like 
that. I had heard of Cream from their 
first album. It happens so rarely, you 
know, that immediate spark between 
people: but it was there with us. We sat 
and talked and played for hours. I don't 
remember anything actually being said, 
but suddenly we all knew that I would 
produce them."

Cream presented a remarkable and 
immensely difficult challenge to Felix. 
Here was a trio of superb musicians 
playing music that was. essentially, a 
radical deviation from anything that 
had gone before. On stage there was no 
denying that the group was tremendous
ly exciting, but because each ap
proached the playing of his instrument 
in totally new ways. Cream presented a 
unique problem in the recording studio. 
Their first album, produced in England, 
pointed out these problems quite graph
ically. The sound was tinny and com
pressed. with the sound balanced all out 
of proportion. Eric's rhythm guitar 
seemed to constantly drown out Jack's 
bass, and Ginger's huge drum set was so 
poorly miked that fully three-quarters 
of the sound was lost. Above all. Felix 
saw that Cream was a group of sonic 
depth, and that, he knew instinctively, 
was just as important as what they 
played.

Studio rebirth: And so with Disraeli 
Gears. Cream was reborn as a major 
recording group. Onstage and in the stu
dio. Cream was two separate entities. 
Live, they remained essentially un
changed from their British birth: a very 
powerful trio, basically blues-based. In 
the studio, they became a quartet, 
there's just no denying it. Felix became 
the steel-hardened viaduct through 
which these three great but chaotically 
erratic talents were channeled. In Gears. 
Jack Bruce's magnificent bass becomes 
the central instrument in the stereo arc. 
pulsing deep and brown in the center of 
the brain—an unusually mobile style 
that Felix understood immediately and 
made full use of. For instance, in “Tales 
Of Brave Ulysses” Felix used the bass 
almost as a second lead during the open
ing section, and again whenever that 
section was repealed. Il’s an immeasu
rably powerful song, and this is basical
ly due to the mixing method that has its 
roots in “Gel Together." There are two 
guitar strands that run through ‘Tales.’ 
but Felix has mixed them so subtly that 
unless you actively listen for it. you miss 
the rhythm part. Il's used precisely as a 
drone to enhance the sound of the lead 
guitar. It blends in. so that the two gui
tars become as one—the result being an 
immensely thick, rich sound.

Strangely enough, this technique of
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Felix stacked George Harrison’s rhythm guitar and Jack Bruce’s bass to create depth.
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ihis). that is. using the bass as a lead in
strument. Here it becomes the second 
half of a duet with Jack’s voice. This is 
because Felix approaches the voice as 
another instrument. In his productions, 
one rarely finds the vocals way out 
front. In any case, in “Cities.” both 
drums and the two guitar parts are used 
in a purely percussive manner, so that 
one finds the vocals and the bass carry
ing the melody -even the cello viola 
bridge segments are more percussive 
than melodic. One is then almost forced 
to listen to the bass line if one wants to 
hear melodic accompaniment.

The height of Cream: “Passing The 
Time” is the most complex song on the 
album and. in many ways represents the 
height of what Cream means to record
ed music.

It is structured, like a classical piece, 
in four different sections (A-B-C and 
D). each with a different melody. Run
ning from A-B-C-D back to the B sec
tion at the end. it moves from a per
cussive opening to the “B” verse that 
employs organ pedals for the bass 
sound, glockenspiel, calliope and viola 
for melody. Both “C” and “D” revolve 
around the drone and the sonic slacking 
techniques. So here we find Middle 
Eastern and classical principles used 
side by side for a fantastic aural effect.

For Cream, this was the apex of their 
richness and power —Felix could take 
them no farther in that direction.

The only Cream track that can sur
pass “Time” is “Badge.” from 
Goodbye. But. as Felix says: “That 
wasn't Cream.” Indeed it wasn’t. The 
basic tracks for “Badge” were recorded 
by Jack on bass. Ginger on drums. Felix 
on piano, and George Harrison on gui
tar—Eric’s lead guitar and vocals were 
overdubbed later. The depth of that 
song is incredible. Listen especially to 
how the piano is used in troika fashion, 
with bass and rhythm guitar: stacked to 
create that depth. And whether uncon
sciously or no. this track became the 
forerunner of many of the totally new 
principles used in Mountain. (“People 
keep asking why they don’t hear Steve’s 
organ.” says Felix. “Well, they’re not 
supposed to: not in the way they’re 
looking for. Steve isn’t in the band to be 
another Keith Emerson: he’s there to 
add textural color to the overall 
sound.” If you can’t understand that, 
listen to Felix’s piano and mellotron on 
“Badge.” Or Steve's piano on “Nan
tucket Sleighride.”)

Buffy and Havens: “I began by play
ing with other people and by arranging 
for other people.” remembers Felix. 
“But it was three arrangements in par

ticular. that convinced me to take Jesse 
Colin Young's offer to produce the 
Youngbloods: Buffy Sainte-Marie's 
“Timeless Love.” Richie Havens’ 
“Morning Morning.” and Ian and Syl
via's “French Girl.” As I worked on 
those charts. I began to see the true in
terrelationship between arranging and 
producing. I began to see that, quite of
ten. one hardly knows where one leaves 
off and the other begins. I couldn’t con
tinue to arrange without getting serious
ly into production.”

Between the time of Cream's demise 
and Mountain’s climb, came a series of 
Pappalardi-produced albums that fea
ture some of his more interesting ar
rangements. Kensington Market’s first. 
Avenue Road (Warner Bros. WS 1754) 
contains “Aunt Violet Knee.” far and 
away the most interesting track on the 
set. Both strings and horns are em
ployed. the former are used most inter
estingly as a drone in some sections, the 
latter are used in Medieval manner, so 
that the whole takes on the flavor of an 
ancient, stately dance (this feeling re
turns on some tracks of “Nantucket 
Sleighride”: such as “Travelin’ In The 
Dark.” for instance. This is heightened 
in the end section as the strings reform 
into eight bars of cathedral-like organ 
and bass, before the re-entry of the 
brass.

CIRCUS 6i
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A magic leapt between Felix and Leslie West.

followed each other on Climbing!, with 
just a short spiral separating them, re
calling the music of Devil’s Anvil—now 
infinitely more refined. “Gail and 1 
wrote ‘The Laird' for Eldridge Cleaver: 
the title is a term of respect,"

Yin and Yang: In all. Climbing! 
seems to be constructed, unconsciously 
or not. as the Yin-Yang eternal circle 
Side one is basically up-tempo with Les
lie singing lead, except track two. “The 
Western." which Felix sings. Side two is 
basically slower, more contemplative, 
with Felix singing most of the vocals, 
except for track four. “Siltin' On A 
Rainbow.” Those two exceptions are in 
exactly opposite positions on the album: 
the dot of white, the dot of black, that

arc part of the Yin Yang continuum.
Nantucket Sleighri e is as different 

from Climbing! as that was from any
thing that came before, h's a much 
more complex album—and everything 
from the musicianship to the songs are 
much more sophisticated. There's more 
of Felix's bass, changing its sound from 
track to track. On the opening cut. for 
example, the sound is very contracted 
for maximum impact, while on the next, 
the title tune, it's much wider and mello
wer to fit the feel of the cut.

Keyboards are more important on 
this album, and it's the first one on 
which Steve plays them all. In fact, on 
some tracks. “Sleighride" for one. the 
keyboards serve as the key to the song.

Around the same time Before The 
War by Bo Grumpus (Atco SD 33-246) 
was released. There are three tracks of 
interest here, and all are classically ting
ed. “Travelin' In The Dark” represents 
th\ first use of Felix & Gail Collins' (his 
wife and composing partner) songs since 
“World Of Pain” and “Strange Brew” 
(with Eric Clapton) on Disraeli Gears. 
Again, it's one of those songs arranged 
and produced to duet bass and vocals. 
Felix's piano is heard to great effect 
mixed in with the strings, and the whole 
gives the impression of a fast gavotte.

Mountain's roots: “If I Came To 
You.” is written by Felix. Gail and Ed 
Mottau. Here the medieval strings com
bine with both the piano and Felix's 
trumpet, which is used as both harmony 
and counterpoint to the siring backdrop. 
"Yesterday's Streets" (by Felix and Jim 
Colegrove) again employs the organ 
pedals for a bass sound that is extraor
dinarily deep and wide. But it's the 
dancing harpsichord that makes the 
track so interesting.

Not long after. Bo Grumpus meta
morphosed into Jolliver Arkansas. Il 
was on their album. Home (Bell 6031) 
that the idea of Mountain became a 
reality. “I had worked with Les before, 
when he was in the Vagrants." said Fe
lix. “but it wasn't 'till the Jolliver ses
sions. when he put on the lead lines to 
‘Gray Afternoon' that I thought about 
producing him as a solo. He made that 
track into a burner. I remember taking 
those tapes home that night and playing 
them for Gail. When ‘Afternoon' came 
on. she sat up and said: ‘Who is that?’.' 
Right then 1 knew the decision had been 
made and that I'd record him. Original
ly. I had no intention of joining the 
group, but he came down with these 
guys for me to hear as a unit. After they 
played. I look Les aside and said: “I'm 
sorry man. but there's no way I can pro
duce this group.' Everyone was pretty 
dejected, but Les stayed on to talk to me 
after the others had left. Almost uncon
sciously. we just fell into playing. And 
suddenly there was that moment when 
we looked al each other with complete 
astonishment. There was a magic that 
leaped between us: it was amazing!"

3-D mixing: That Mountain, al its 
birth, resembled cream, is not at all re
markable. Since Pappalardi had so 
much to do with the shaping of their 
recorded sound it was a foregone con
clusion that his own group would con
tinue developing along those lines. That 
Mountain has now grown away from 
that base, is also inevitable.

With the three Mountain albums. 
Climbing!. Nantucket Sleighride, and 
Flowers Of Evil. Felix's production has 
reached new depths of complexity and 
clarity. Most producers mix music left, 
right, and center. “Thai's so unrealis
tic.” says Felix. “You get such an unna
tural sound that way. I approach place
ment as an 180° hemisphere; a continu
um. I begin at the center and move off

left and right. That can be done by ad
ding echo in the mix. or by sending the 
sound through a vfo (variable frequency 
oscillator). For instance on ‘Never In 
My Life.' it may seem as if Les is play
ing two rhythm parts, but what I've in 
fact done is to feed the one rhythm track 
into the vfo (which can be set to either 
speed up or slow down the tape ma
chine) and create a second rhythm track 
that's slightly slower than the first. 
Thai's what creates the illusion of two 
separated parts."

But there's much more to it than that. 
With four things usually mixed in the 
center (bass, vocals, lead guitar and 
cymbals) there's the possibility of one 
element drowning the other out. Yet be
cause Felix mixes in a three-dimensional 
plane (depth as well as the stereo arc), 
there is no confusion or loss of sound. 
Rather the overlayed elements fit to
gether precisely like the pieces of a 
wooden Chinese puzzle: they actually 
enhance one another.

Spreading and stacking: Part of 
Mountain's incredible power comes 
from Corky Laing's drumming. He's 
one of only a handful of drummers who 
know how to utilize every portion of his 
drum kit. not least of all the bass pedals. 
Notice how on "You Can't Gel Away” 
they have been miked separately and 
mixed so that they are on the outside of 
all the other instruments, pounding 
away. Often, as on “The Great Train 
Robbery.” the placement of the pedals 
allows Felix to use his bass as a melody 
instrument.

With Mountain. Felix has taken the 
slacking technique to its next logical 
step: its use on stage. On many songs. 
“Never In My Life.” and “Silver Pa
per.” for instance. Sieve's organ is used 
as the base from which everyone lakes 
off. They begin with Steve's organ and 
Leslie's guitar playing the same riff. 
This increases the depth of the sound 
tremendously, so that the initial impact 
of the music becomes almost over
whelming. Steve's rhythm part also al
lows Leslie to break away whenever he 
wishes to play a lead line—leaving no 
hole in the sound, no matter when he 
chooses to make his departure. This is 
essential to Mountain's sound. Because 
on stage they are playing fully three 
quarters of their set improvisalionally. 
Further, part of Leslie's great strength 
and uniqueness as a guitarist is that he 
continually weaves lead lines in and out 
during a number. Having Steve there to 
support him leaves Leslie an enormous 
amount of freedom to duel with Felix.

“The most fantastic feeling in the 
world.” says Felix. “Is when the music 
plays us; when we're into something 
new. we’ve just gotten into, and you 
keep it going to see where it will go. 
That's what I love the best.” And under
neath it all. is that deep rich sound, wide 
yet punchy, played by Felix—the only 
man who can make his bass sing.

“To My Friend.” and “The Laird”
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. . “My favorite songwriter?" says Fe
lix. “My wife." And “Tired Angels" 
shows just why. Il’s probably the most 
poignantly moving slatemenl about the 
life of a musician (we know by now that 
it’s not all spotlights and glitter, but this 
is how io express it) . . .

Tired Angels: If “Nantucket Sleigh
ride." the tune, is the most immediately 
arresting track on the album, then 
“Tired Angels" is the one that grows 
most in stature with each listening. Felix 
writes, for the most pari, with Gail; with 
very few exccpiions (“My Lady." 
“Crossroader") she’s the lyricist of the 
team.

Pul their shoulder to the big wheel 
Work their fingers to the bone 
Take their pleasures in the future 
Put it down and bring it home 
Walk around into the sundown 
Looking for an honest man 
Gentle people seeing too much 
Asking to be what they can . . .

in backwards sequence in the opening 
segment, and there are some synthesizer 
ideas running through it. What I want
ed. and what I think I got. was a lush
ness that sounds completely natural. I 
avoid sounds that seem like they're 
overdubbed. When people hear it. I 
want them to be able to imagine the 
group playing it on stage. I'm extremely 
pleased with the vocals—they're very- 
different for me. and I've mixed them 
differently: way out front. That's how [ 
heard it. Gail has been amazing on these 
lunes; I think she's written the best lyr
ics of her life."

Yet the key to Felix himself lies in the 
riff waves of “Crossroader." It could be 
the most important song he has sung, 
because it crystalizes eight years of 
playing, arranging, singing, and produc
ing; it tells us why. Because if Bach had 
written and played the Blues, it would 
sound like “Crossroader." •

JWUJIU
Melody Maker and Sounds readers’ 
poll. Mountain was voted Most Promis
ing Group for the World and Felix was 
voted in the Top Ten of the world’s pro
ducers.

Cloudburst: “1 flew directly back to 
my farm in Nantucket, and that night 
Gail and I wrote two songs. One was the 
lune for ‘King's Carol.' which is for 
King Curtis. Gail wrote the lyrics to 
‘One Last Cold Kiss.' The idea is taken 
from one of those many fantastic Nan
tucket story legends. When you're there, 
it’s hard not to believe them. Part of the 
tune is a riff we're using at the moment 
during a section of ‘Dreams of Milk and 
Honey' on stage. That’s why I've includ
ed the theme on side two of Flowers. 
Simply because it’s still part of our act 
and I think the contrast between the two 
treatments is fascinating—it is for me. 
anyway. . . .

“ ‘Crossroader’ will probably come as 
a shock to some people; they're not used 
to hearing the blues that way. But every
thing flowed so naturally that there was 
really no other way for us to do it. Il's 
one of the tunes that I wrote the lyrics 
for. Gail and I were watching—Cavett 1 
think it was—one night and Evil Kneivel 
was on. He said he used to be a 
crossroader. That's a country outlaw 
who has to use the back roads to get to 
where he’s going in order to avoid the 
possibility of running into the police. I 
flashed on that word ‘Crossroader’ — it 
just stuck in my mind. I did the vocals 
in one take—and I was as astonished as 
anyone else, that I could do it so natu
rally. because I'd never tried to before.

“The title track was written by Les. 
David Rea and myself. Il’s about the 
servicemen in Asia who pick up a heroin 
habit, and when they come home, find 
that what was costing them S40 or S50 
overseas has now turned into a 
proposition, 
listment . . .

Backwards piano: “There are 
mendous number of new ideas on ‘Pride 
and Passion.' I've used piano and guitar

Packed tightly into the 
“Sleighride's" rolling 
quisile classical piano _ ___ ___
and ascending. And if Leslie's guitar 
represents the whale and Corky's drums 
represent the sea. then that piano line, 
along with Felix's bass, represents the 
ship.

Here too (as on “Tired Angels" and 
“Travellin’ In The Dark") Felix has de
vised an innovative use for the organ 
sound. Il's set way back, al the far edge 
of the stereo hemisphere, and strung like 
a shimmering curiain as a backdrop 
that somehow opens up the song's sound 
tremendously, so that the whole seems 
as it it were being played in a gigantic 
cathedral.

Angels, tired angels
Tired down inside their shoes
AU wanting grace
They live again in rhythm lines on the 
King of Gondor's face
Children, gentle children 
gentle leaving to the wars 
They found their place
And live again their rhythm lives on 
the King of Gondor's face

' Pappalardi-Collins —Upfall Music

. . . It’s altogether fitting, then, for 
‘Angels' to be dedicated to Jimi Hen
drix.

Two of the most interesting cuts in 
the development of Mountain music on 
record are saved for side two. “Trav
ellin’ In The Dark” is now transformed 
into the ultimate dance. Through careful 
intermixing of the organ and guitar 
sounds. Felix creates here the image of 
hundreds of pale wraiths, stately waltz
ing through dim. ancient halls in baron
ial fashion. Il is a sound towards which 
Felix has been working for much time. 
“The Great Train Robbery" is another 
departure for the group. Because in it. 
Leslie plays what virtually amounts to a 
rhythm part while Steve's honky-tonk 
piano and Felix's mobile bass go to 
town in duet for almost the entire length 
of the lune.

Dry spell and triumph: Felix sits quiet
ly in one corner of a room otherwise 
filled with the interminable bustle of 
business and household matters Dark 
curling hair, the Pappalardi moustache 
above an incredibly wirey frame that 
contains vast amounts of energy and 
power, both physical and psychic, his 
ubiquitous dark red glasses perched sol
idly on the bridge of his nose—an aura 
of controlled tension, of well-oiled coils 
ready to spring, follows him everywhere 
as closely as a shadow. “It happens now 
and then." he says. “But as the days 
stretched into weeks and the weeks into 
months, and we hadn't written anything 
since the ‘Sleighride’ tunes. Gail and I 
began to worry. I was tired, the band 
had been on the road constantly; there 
was no time. Then the band went to 
England, and that seemed to make all 
the difference in the world. We only 
played four dates there, but every musi
cian in the area came to see us. The re
sponse to our sets was incredible—we 
had never fell anything like it. And we 
never played better—the improvisation
al lines we got going . . . !"

Press reaction was fantastic too: front 
cover photos and stories, headlines read
ing “Leslie West: World's best guitar
ist." And just recently, in both the
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